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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

   

Enzymology of Acyl Carrier Protein-Dependent Synthases in Escherichia coli  

   

by 

  

Aochiu Chen 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

University of California San Diego, 2022 

Professor Michael D. Burkart, Chair 

 

 To date, at least twenty enzymes in E. coli have been identified to functionally 

interact with the acyl carrier protein (ACP), a small, four-helix bundle that shuttles thioester-

linked pathway intermediates to the active site of partner enzyme (PE). About half of these 

PEs are fatty acid synthases (FASs) that catalyze the primary metabolic pathway, fatty acid 

biosynthesis (FAB), to synthesize saturated and mono-unsaturated fatty acids. FAB goes 

through iterative cycles that condense 2-carbon unit at a time onto the growing acyl chain. 

During this process, FASs ensure product fidelity by applying accurate substrate recognition 

and maintain catalytic efficiency by forming productive protein-protein interactions (PPIs) 



xx 

 

with ACP. The modular biosynthetic logic of FASs, and the evolutionarily related polyketide 

synthases (PKSs), makes them attractive metabolic engineering targets, but a thorough 

understanding of the underlying enzymology is needed to better achieve the goal. 

 Here, we utilize the PE-ACP crosslinking methodology to investigate the 

enzymology of three ACP-dependent synthases that catalyze carbon-carbon bond formation 

through decarboxylative condensation. These synthases are elongating ketosynthases (KSs), 

FabF and FabB, from FASs, and the 8-amino-7-oxononanoate synthase, BioF, from the 

biotin biosynthesis pathway. The first chapter provides an extensive review on the FASs and 

PKSs, with a focus on PPIs and the biochemical tools that are used to study these enzymes. 

The well-developed biochemical techniques, especially the mechanism-based crosslinking 

method, has allowed us to rapidly leverage our understanding of KS enzymology in the past 

three years (2019-2021), and this leads to the second chapter that provides a comprehensive 

overview on mechanisms governed by KSs. In the third chapter, a recently discovered 

double-loop gating mechanism was closely examined by mutational study of FabF. We also 

reported two FabF-ACP structures that capture the gate in different conformations. Although 

highly similar to FabF in function, FabB has a different substrate preference and is essential 

to unsaturated fatty acid (UFA) synthesis. In chapter four, crosslinkers that mimic specific 

stages of catalysis were used to probe the substrate specificity of FabB. The two reported 

FabB-ACP complex structures also delineate gating mechanisms utilized by the enzyme. 

 Finally, in the fifth chapter, we turn our focus to a PLP-dependent (Pyridoxal 5’-

Phosphate) biotin synthase, BioF, that catalyzes the condensation between pimeloyl-ACP 

and L-alanine. We developed a SuFEx-based (Sulfur (VI) Fluoride Exchange) crosslinker 
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that successfully led to the BioF-ACP complex structure. From structural analysis and 

mutational study, we identified a BioF-ACP interface that was different from what in silico 

docking suggested.  
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Chapter 1:  Type II Fatty Acid and Polyketide Synthases: Deciphering Protein-Protein 

and Protein-Substrate Interactions 

Abstract 

Metabolites from type II fatty acid synthase (FAS) and polyketide synthase (PKS) 

pathways differ broadly in their identities and functional roles. The former are considered 

primary metabolites that are linear hydrocarbon acids, while the latter are complex aromatic 

or polyunsaturated secondary metabolites. Though the study of bacterial FAS has benefitted 

from decades of biochemical and structural investigations, type II PKSs have remained less 

understood. Here we review the recent approaches to understanding the protein-protein and 

protein-substrate interactions in these pathways, with an emphasis on recent chemical 

biology and structural applications. New approaches to the study of FAS have highlighted 

the critical role of the acyl carrier protein (ACP) with regard to how it stabilizes 

intermediates through sequestration and selectively delivers cargo to successive enzymes 

within these iterative pathways, utilizing protein-protein interactions to guide and organize 

enzymatic timing and specificity. Recent tools that have shown promise in FAS elucidation 

should find new approaches to studying type II PKS systems in the coming years.  

 

Introduction  

Type II fatty acid synthase (FAS) and polyketide synthase (PKS) share much in 

common in terms of their core enzymatic components, but their products couldn't be more 

different. While fatty acids are metabolites primarily composed of one carboxyl group at the 

end of a linear, saturated, or mono-unsaturated hydrocarbon, the secondary metabolites of 
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type II PKSs, on the other hand, are highly functionalized polycyclic aromatic compounds, 

along with a few polyunsaturated natural products that have recently been identified. Among 

this class are first-line antibiotics, anticancer drugs, veterinary medicines, and agrochemicals 

(Figure 1.1).1-3 An understanding of their biosynthesis offers the potential opportunity to 

redesign the pathways to produce novel aromatic and polyunsaturated compounds. However, 

while the type II FAS enzymatic pathway and protein structure have been extensively studied 

over the last century, many enzymes in type II PKS pathways remain mysterious, despite 

substantial interest in redesigning the pathways to produce custom designed molecules. Yet 

even the Escherichia coli FAS, the most well-studied acetate pathway, has remained 

recalcitrant to metabolic engineering and product control.4 It has become clear that a more 

fundamental understanding of both pathways will be the key to the long-term goals of 

controlling their biosynthesis.  

As evidenced by Figure 1.2, Streptomyces coelicolor produces several natural 

products from ACP dependent pathways, including the de novo fatty acid synthesis and 

actinorhodin biosynthesis, a type II PKS pathway. The two ACPs from these pathways are 

highly homologous, sharing 34% amino acid identity (65% similarity) such that a casual 

BLAST searcher would deduce that they served the same function. Yet these pathways do 

not become scrambled; S. coelicolor does not produce hybrid or varied compounds. How do 

two highly homologous acetate pathways achieve orthogonality? It can only occur through 

precisely controlled protein-protein interactions. 

The similarities and differences in the mechanism, structure, organization, and 

timing of these two pathways have offered challenges to their understanding. Given the 
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Figure 1.1: Representative metabolites from type II fatty acid synthase (FAS) and polyketide 

synthase (PKS) pathways. Fatty acids: palmitic acid (1) and palmitoleic acid (2). Polyene (type II) 

polyketide: ishigamide (3). Aromatic polyketides: agricultural antibiotic frenolicin B (4), antibiotic 

oxytetracycline (5), and anticancer doxorubicin (6). 
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Figure 1.2: The central role of ACP in type II FAS and PKS pathways. Here, the actinorhodin type 

II PKS biosynthetic proteins in Streptomyces coelicolor are evolutionarily derived from type II FAS. 

Despite these similarities, the pathways remain isolated from each other - they do not scramble or 

exchange intermediates to provide chimeric products. This inherent fidelity, as well as known cross-

reactivities, remains an important challenge for understanding and eventually reprogramming these 

pathways. ACP = acyl carrier protein; KS = β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase; MAT = 

malonylacyltransferase; KR = β-ketoacyl-ACP-reductase; DH = β-hydroxyacyl-ACP dehydratase; 

ER = enoyl reductase; AT/TE = acyltransferase/thioesterase; KS-CLF = ketosynthase-chain length 

factor; AR = aromatase; CYC-TE = cyclase-thioesterase.  
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evolutionary relationship between FAS and PKS,5 lessons learned in more well-known 

systems, including decades of research on bacterial FAS, can be brought to bear for less 

characterized pathways in order to more fully understand their mechanisms and 

processivities. Indeed, new tools that have been designed to interact with any carrier protein 

dependent pathway are commonly first applied to bacterial FAS enzymes, particularly those 

of E. coli. In this review, we discuss the basic enzymes and mechanisms of both pathways 

and introduce efforts to date that elucidate the enzyme structures and activities, with a focus 

on new tools and methods. Chief among these is a newfound appreciation and focus on 

protein-protein interactions. It has become apparent that protein-protein interactions are 

critical to the orchestration of all carrier protein dependent biosynthetic pathways, yet the 

details of these essential phenomena remain mostly uncharacterized. While we understand 

that the carrier proteins of each synthase must functionally interact with the enzymatic 

partners through specific recognition elements, a considerable amount of work remains to 

be done to complete this characterization, even in bacterial FAS. Although much of what is 

described here focuses on FAS, we address the type II systems that have been studied and 

draw parallels where possible. 

 

Type II fatty acid synthase and polyketide synthase enzymology 

Initiation in type II FAS and PKS. Type II fatty acid biosynthesis is an iterative 

cycle that relies on ACP to transport fatty acid precursors and intermediates through 

interactions with its partner enzymes, each of which takes on a different role in the pathway 

(Figure 1.3, green path). We will focus on what is known about FAS from E. coli given that 
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of the type II FAS and PKS pathways. Both the FAS and the PKS pathways 

begin with utilizing AcpS and FabD to generate its own malonyl-ACP. They start to diverge when 

entering the elongation cycle, in which the aromatic PKS pathway (red) only requires KS-CLF to 

elongate polyketones while the polyene PKS pathway (blue) and FAS pathway (green) involve a 

NADPH-dependent ketoreductase (KR, or FabG in FAS) to reduce the β-carbonyl and a dehydratase 

(DH, or FabA and FabZ in FAS) to dehydrate the β-hydroxyacyl. The enoyl intermediate of the FAS 

pathway can subsequently be either reduced by the NADH-dependent FabI (dark green) or 

isomerized to its cis form by FabA (light green) before being further elongated by a ketoacylsynthase 

(FabF or FabB). The latter pathway (light green) leads to the formation of unsaturated fatty acids.  
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The most biochemical, structural, and engineering data exist for this species. While several 

excellent reviews describe bacterial type II FAS in detail,6,7 here we provide an abridged 

description as a way to parallel FAS activity with type II PKS. To begin, ACP synthase 

(AcpS), a 4’-phosphopantetheinyl transferase (PPTase), post-translationally transfers the 

pantetheine prosthetic group from coenzymeA (CoA) to convert apo-ACP into its activated 

form, holo-ACP.8 This process has been found to be reversible with ACP hydrolase (AcpH), 

a Mn2+-dependent phosphodiesterase, which hydrolyzes the pantetheine group from holo-

ACP to regenerate apo-ACP,9,10 presumably in the transition of the organism to stationary 

phase. Initially, malonyl-CoA is loaded onto the terminal sulfhydryl of holo-ACP via 

acyltransferase FabD, also known as the malonylacyltransferase (MAT) or malonyl-

CoA:ACP transacylase, releasing CoA to generate malonyl-ACP. Next, FabH, the initiating 

β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase, a homodimer structure of the thiolase fold, drives the initiation of 

the elongation cycle by forming an acetyl-enzyme intermediate from acetyl-CoA and then 

condensing with malonyl-ACP via decarboxylative addition in the active site.9 This Claisen-

like condensation generates acetoacetyl-ACP and serves as the first elongation step. FabH is 

solely involved in the initiation of fatty acid synthesis, mainly showing activity towards fatty 

acid substrates with four carbons or fewer. From here, ACP shuttles the intermediates to 

each of the enzymes in the fatty acid cycle via a thioester linkage to the terminal thiol of the 

pantetheine arm of ACP. 

To discuss type II PKS, we will focus on what is known about the S. coelicolor 

actinorhodin biosynthesis, since this is a canonical pathway for which most of the 

biochemical and structural information is known. The biosynthesis of type II PKSs follows 
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a similar initiation strategy to FAS, with ACP loading performed by a stand-alone 

malonyltransferase before condensation. However, the starting unit can be derived from 

different acyl-CoAs. In the actinorhodin biosynthesis, the acetate starting unit can be derived 

from the decarboxylation of malonyl-ACP, and other aromatic PKS pathways can 

incorporate alternative acyl starting units. 

Interestingly, it has been found that type II PKSs borrow some of the catalytic 

machineries from the de novo FAS pathway. For instance, actinorhodin actACP is post-

translationally modified by the endogenous AcpS PPTase.11 Further, FabD has been shown 

to serve as an efficient malonyltransferase for holo-actACP.12 

Elongation in type II FAS. In both FAS and PKS, the acyl ACP continuously 

proceeds through the iterative pathway, elongating the fatty acid or polyketide chain by two 

carbons in each full cycle until it has reached its full length. In FAS, the enzyme that acts on 

acetoacetyl-ACP is FabG, a β-ketoacyl-ACP reductase (KR), that utilizes NADPH to 

selectively reduce the β-ketoacyl attached to the ACP to form (R)-β-hydroxyacyl-ACP with 

exclusively R stereochemistry.13 This β-hydroxyacyl-ACP is next dehydrated via 

elimination of water by a dehydratase (DH), either FabA or FabZ, the two key DHs in the 

de novo fatty acid synthesis cycle, to form a trans-enoyl-ACP. Their role is dependent on 

the carbon chain length in the pathway and will be discussed below. The trans-enoyl-ACP 

is reduced with NADH by enoyl reductase (ER), FabI. This yields an elongated, fully 

reduced acyl chain tethered to the ACP to complete the first turn of the FAS cycle. 

For the second and subsequent turns, ACP delivers the nascent chain to an elongating 

ketosynthase (KS), FabB or FabF, thus entering the cycle again by condensing with a 
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malonate moiety from malonyl-ACP to produce another β-ketoacyl elongated intermediate. 

This product is then followed by ketoreduction (FabG), dehydration (FabZ or FabA), and 

enoylreduction (FabI) to complete another elongation cycle. Once the ketoacyl intermediate 

is reiterated through the cycle to reach its fully elongated length and undergoes enoyl 

reduction, the fatty acid is then cleaved and released by a thioesterase (TE) or transferred by 

an acyl transferase (AT) via thioesterification onto lipid precursors.7,14 

Fatty acid chain elongation proceeds in two main routes to produce saturated or 

unsaturated fatty acids, with a couple of key differences between each path. 

Monounsaturated fatty acids are biosynthesized through the action of specialized DH (FabA) 

and KS (FabB) pairs in E. coli. The production of unsaturated fatty acids differs from their 

saturated counterparts through FabA's additional ability to preferentially isomerize trans-2-

decenoyl-ACP to form cis-3-decenoyl-ACP.15 In the case that a cis-enoyl-ACP is present in 

the chain, FabB acts after FabA to skip the ER step. Here, FabB catalyzes the condensation 

of malonyl-ACP with cis-3-decenoyl-ACP to retain the cis-β,γ-unsaturation. FabF, however, 

catalyzes the final condensation of the unsaturated fatty acid cycle, since FabF is active 

towards C4-C16 intermediates and FabB is only active towards C4-C14 fatty acid 

substrates.16 

Elongation in type II PKS. Following initiation, the first step of the elongation in 

type II PKS pathways mimics that of FAS, but the main difference is the replacement of a 

homodimeric KS with a heterodimeric complex known as the ketosynthase-chain length 

factor (KS-CLF). The KS-CLF shows homology to FabF; however, the CLF does not bear 

a catalytic cysteine residue like the KS. The KS-CLF elongates the acyl-ACP to a β-ketoacyl-
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ACP, and it is after this first elongation step that the major divergence from FAS is apparent. 

Rather than immediately reduce the nascent β-ketone after elongation, the KS-CLF instead 

catalyzes another elongation step (Figure 1.3, red path), an action that is iterated for the in 

situ production of polyketones. In the actinorhodin biosynthesis, seven cycles of KS-CLF 

elongation occur one after the other, such that a full-length octaketide intermediate is formed. 

This fundamental change in activity drastically differs from the FAS model, in that the 

elongating intermediates no longer visit the same active sites in the same way (Figure 1.4). 

Here, the elongating polyketone never needs to exit the active site of the KS-CLF. This 

highlights the subtle complexities of the KS-CLF mechanism in retaining and stabilizing 

inherently unstable polyketone intermediates, a topic that will be discussed below in the 

evaluation of structural biology. 

Following elongation of the actinorhodin octaketide precursor, the first cyclization 

step occurs between carbons C7 and C12 in an aldol fashion (Figure 1.5). While the catalysis 

details are still unclear, this step likely occurs before activity by a ketoreductase (KR), which 

reduces the carbonyl at C9.17-19 Further aromatization of this first ring is catalyzed by an 

aromatase (AR).20 A second cyclization is next catalyzed by a bifunctional enzyme cyclase-

thioesterase (CYC-TE), which concomitantly releases the substrate from ACP.21 The 

resulting bicyclic intermediate is then modified by post-PKS tailoring enzymes to eventually 

form actinorhodin. 

The elongation chemistries of FASs and PKSs differ significantly from each other 

due to the distinct traits of the intermediate species. While the acyl chains of elongated fatty 

acids are hydrophobic and chemically inert, the polyketide intermediates are amphiphilic 
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Figure 1.4: The state of polyketones during aromatic PKS iterative elongation. The ACP and KS-

CLF only adopt three states during aromatic polyketide biosynthesis: (1) holo-ACP and acylated KS-

CLF; (2) malonyl-ACP and acylated KS-CLF; (3) β-ketoacyl-ACP and holo-KS-CLF. Each of these 

states involves the elongated polyketone intermediate bound within the KS-CLF, indicating that the 

KS-CLF must stabilize these highly reactive elongated species via yet unknown mechanisms. The 

elongating polyketone above is depicted as R.  
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Figure 1.5: The actinorhodin biosynthetic pathway post-elongation. The fully elongated polyketone 

undergoes a C7–C12 cyclization, and the carbonyl at the C9 position is reduced by the ketoreductase 

(KR). The aromatase (AR) catalyzes the formation of the first aromatic ring followed by the catalysis 

of the dual functional cyclase-thioesterase (CYC-TE) that cyclizes the intermediate and unloads it 

from actACP. The bicyclic substrate is then modified by post-PKS enzymes to form actinorhodin.  
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and highly reactive. This implies a significant difference in the KS-CLF substrate binding 

pocket environment as well as the mechanisms of stabilization for the reactive polyketone 

intermediates to prevent unwanted reactions. While both systems have similar ACPs to 

shuttle the substrates and intermediates, organisms that possess one or more PKS pathways 

along with the ubiquitous FAS pathway have certain mechanisms to avert crosstalk between 

the systems. The protein-protein interactions between ACP and its partner proteins should 

play a crucial role here. 

 Type II PKSs had long been considered to only produce aromatic polyketides, but in 

recent years, pathways that produce polyenes have successively been discovered.22-24 Similar 

to the highly reducing type I PKS pathway, the elongation cycle of the polyene PKSs 

involves a KS-CLF to produce a 1,3-diketone, a KR to reduce the carbonyl at the β position, 

and a DH to form the α,β-unsaturated ketone (Figure 1.3, blue path). These polyene PKSs 

are expected to have distinct substrate pockets from the typical type II PKSs. What is evident 

in the proposed biosynthesis of polyenes is that the mode of binding lies between that of type 

II FAS and classical aromatic type II PKS, in that the β-ketoacyl product of the KS-CLF 

must exit the pocket in order to be reduced by the KR and dehydrated by the DH at every 

turn of the cycle. How the channeling of the substrate differs from the other pathways 

remains to be explored. 

 Substrate sequestration. A previous understanding of type II fatty acid biosynthesis 

is the occurrence of substrate sequestration by the ACP,25 whereby each acyl intermediate 

that is C6 or longer is securely bound within the hydrophobic core of the four-alpha helical 

bundle that makes up the ACP.26 This phenomenon adds credence to the necessity for each 
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enzyme to form protein-protein interactions with the ACP as a means to release the nascent 

fatty acid intermediate into the active site of each enzyme. Upon elucidation of this activity, 

several groups set about determining the existence of sequestration activity (or lack thereof) 

in different carrier protein-dependent pathways, and some examples of ACP sequestration 

in E. coli and S. coelicolor are illustrated in Figure 1.6. As a result, it has been demonstrated 

that sequestration occurs primarily in type II pathways, including type II PKS and type II 

non-ribosomal peptide synthetases.28,30,31 However, sequestration does not appear to occur 

in type I FAS or type I PKS, which have large catalytic complexes with different domains 

in contrast to the discrete proteins in type II systems.32,33 This distinction makes intuitive 

sense, because type I synthases have the carrier proteins and catalytic domains within 

proximal reach, increasing the effective concentration through attachment within the module. 

Conversely, type II synthases require the ACP-bound substrate to encounter each appropriate 

enzyme within a pool of potential catalytic partners. Sequestration therefore serves the role 

of protecting elongating metabolites and delivering them to the appropriate enzyme at the 

proper time. How these pathways accomplish catalytic specificity remains unclear, and 

deciphering the role of protein-protein interactions will aid in our understanding of this 

phenomenon. 

 

Current approaches to study protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions 

 Many chemical tools have been developed to probe protein-protein and protein-

substrate interactions of FAS enzymes, ACP, and the fatty acid intermediates, many of which 

have been previously reviewed.34 The same tools can also be applied when studying type II 
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Figure 1.6: ACP sequestration of elongating intermediates. ACPs from both type II FAS and PKS 

pathways have been shown to sequester intermediates within the hydrophobic cavity at the center of 

the four-helix bundle. (A) E. coli heptanoyl-AcpP (PDB: 2FAD).27 (B) S. coelicolor octanoyl-

actACP (PDB: 2KGC).28 (C) S. coelicolor actACP with tethered probe 11, based on NMR (Figure 

1.9B) and in silico docking.29   
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PKS to better understand the structure-function relationships of the enzymes involved in the 

pathway. Structural elucidation to visualize these interactions has also been enabled by using 

new chemical biology tools and techniques. In conjunction with these tools, manipulation of 

the enzymes involved in type II FAS and PKS can shed light onto previously undescribed 

protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions, which are summarized in this section. 

 Tools to visualize proteins. Structural biology tools such as X-ray crystallography, 

NMR, and computational methods are leading techniques to visualize protein structure and 

are regularly employed in studies to probe protein-protein interactions. While these tools are 

frequently used to complement biochemical studies, this section will focus on their 

methodology rather than on their application. 

 Crystallography. X-ray crystallography can be used to visualize proteins at the 

atomic level and thus serves as a primary tool to elucidate protein structure in structural 

biology. A concentrated protein sample of high purity is required to form fine crystals, and 

unpredictable crystallization conditions can cause barriers for protein crystallography. Many 

FAS and PKS protein structures have been solved in this manner, and additional co-

crystallized structures have been solved with a bound substrate to highlight protein-substrate 

interactions. The information gained from crystallography lacks details about protein 

dynamics, but combined with other structural tools, such as NMR spectroscopy, valuable 

knowledge regarding protein structure and function can be obtained to better understand 

protein interactions. 

 NMR techniques. NMR serves as a powerful tool to determine protein structure, 

study the dynamics of small proteins, and investigate protein interactions without prior 
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knowledge of structural information. While X-ray crystallography relies on the formation of 

crystals to elucidate protein structure, NMR spectroscopy can yield structural information 

of a protein in solution or in its solid state, a major advantage to this technique. However, 

protein preparation and full elucidation of a structure with solution phase NMR can be 

laborious and require the use of NMR active isotopes. The use of 2D spectra, specifically 

heteronuclear single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectroscopy, offers a convenient 

way to solely look at the N-H bond of a protein backbone and observe changes due to protein 

interactions with substrates or other protein partners.35 3D experiments can be performed to 

correlate the N-H signals with adjacent carbons of the protein backbone to assign the peaks 

within the HSQC spectra.36 Often thought of as a protein “fingerprint”, HSQC has been used 

as an ideal method to analyze the effect of titrating increasing concentrations of enzyme 

partners on the chemical environment of carrier proteins.37 Here, calculating the chemical 

shift perturbation (CSP) tracks the HSQC changes for each residue upon binding with an 

interacting partner. This allows for the identification of key residues that play a role in these 

interactions, as well as giving insight into the conformational changes that occur. Salt bridge 

formation between the interacting proteins can also be studied by shifts in the titration curves, 

aiding in pinpointing the protein binding sites, which can be advantageous in engineering 

the pathways.38 NMR spectroscopy can complement X-ray crystallography, because the 

protein sample conditions can be varied to observe the changes in chemical shifts and their 

effects on protein activity. This could reduce the barriers associated with crystallization by 

providing information needed to optimize the conditions for crystal formation. 
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 Computational methods. Computational studies of protein activity are an 

increasingly important field for studying the FAS and PKS biosynthetic systems, as they can 

provide invaluable structural details about protein dynamics and predict critical interactions 

through techniques such as docking experiments and molecular dynamic (MD) 

simulations.34 A docking approach is beneficial when simulations are needed to predict how 

a protein would interact with a substrate or inhibitor prior to its application and determines 

the favorable binding conformation of the substrate within an enzyme's binding site. 

Therefore, docking can provide structural clues that shed light onto protein-substrate 

interactions. MD is a powerful tool that computationally simulates the movements and 

interactions of atoms as a function of time.39 By propagating Newton's laws of motion, the 

trajectories of atoms affected by protein-protein interactions can be evaluated to predict the 

binding and conformational energies of proteins. Coupled with structural data such as NMR 

or X-ray crystallography, MD simulations provide a unique glimpse into protein activity. 

 Manipulation of proteins to probe protein-protein and protein-substrate 

interactions. The complexity of the proteins in these type II FAS and PKS systems often 

makes it difficult to study the protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions, but through 

their manipulation, these interactions can be better understood. 

 Inhibition/mutagenesis studies. Though inhibition and mutagenesis studies are not 

new methods for researching proteins, they are continually leveraged to understand protein 

interactions. Targeting the enzymes of the fatty acid cycle with inhibitors can aid in 

understanding how the enzymes interact with pathway substrates. While several inhibitors 

have been reported for type II FAS systems,40 the best characterized are inhibitors of E. coli 
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FAS, a model for the highly conserved type II FAS.41 Further details of these inhibitors can 

be found in a previous review on the structure-function relationships in FAS.34 Additionally, 

mutagenesis studies of specific residues of FAS and PKS enzymes can help to elucidate their 

role. 

 While most inhibitors mimic natural substrates or ligands in their interactions within 

enzyme active sites, covalent inhibitors have the unique ability to trap protein-substrate 

interactions, often through active site residues, which can then be observed by 

crystallography or NMR. Cerulenin is a well-studied covalent inhibitor of both PKS and 

FAS ketosynthases, where the attack by the KS active site cysteine upon the epoxide of 

cerulenin mimics the condensation transition state, forming an irreversible covalent complex 

with the enzyme. This interaction was used to illuminate the hydrophobic pocket at the dimer 

interface of FabF where the acyl chain of the inhibitor and natural substrate lie.42 Another 

example is the diazaborine inhibitor of the FAS ER, which covalently bonds to the 2’-

hydroxyl of the cofactor's ribose, mimicking the binding of the substrate through hydrogen 

bonding and hydrophobic interactions.43 Competitive inhibitors can also be used to 

illuminate active site chemistry. Triclosan, a synthetic competitive inhibitor of the ER, also 

interacts with the 2’-hydroxyl of the ribose. However, this inhibitor forms a tight, non-

covalent ternary complex with the bound FabI-NAD+ through hydrogen bonding in the 

substrate site, demonstrating protein-substrate interactions.44,45  

 Previous studies of mutants of the ketosynthases, reductases, and dehydratases in the 

FAS cycle have provided insight into the residues that play important roles in the enzyme 
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mechanisms and their interactions with substrates.34 Mutagenesis studies of the PKS KS-

CLF have also provided understanding of important residues and confirmed the role of the 

CLF subunit as the determinant of the polyketide chain length.46 In order to gain a more 

complete understanding of these systems, a combination of data from several different tools, 

including mutagenesis, inhibitors, and structural biology techniques, is required to highlight 

different protein-protein interactions. 

 Crosslinking methods to probe ACP-partner protein interactions. Bifunctional 

probes can be used to crosslink proteins with a binding protein as a means to capture protein-

protein interactions. Such crosslinking probes are designed to tether enzymes together using 

many techniques: they can leverage mechanism-based inactivators, known inhibitors, or 

non-selective agents. Given that the ACP interacts and binds with its partner enzymes in 

each step of catalysis, crosslinking has been used to help evaluate protein-protein 

interactions in FAS, and the same methods can be applied when studying PKS. Used 

effectively, crosslinking acts as one of the main ways to capture these transient interactions. 

 Mechanism-based crosslinkers have led to advancements in understanding 

interactions of FAS proteins in complex with ACP. Analogues of the natural pantetheine 

arm appended to the ACP are prepared synthetically and then chemoenzymatically attached 

to the ACP using a “one pot” modification strategy.47 Briefly, a pantetheine probe can be 

synthesized and converted by enzymatic transformation to a full coenzyme A analog, which 

is then coupled to a conserved serine of ACP by a phosphopantetheinyl transferase.47,48 

Commonly designed crosslinking probes contain a terminal warhead which, once tethered 

to ACP, can react with a partner enzyme to covalently bond and form a crosslinked complex. 
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Crosslinkers often mimic the natural substrate so that both protein-protein and protein-

substrate interactions can be observed. 

 Different mechanism-based crosslinkers have been studied to probe ACP 

interactions with a few partner enzymes in the FAS system, but many FAS and PKS enzymes 

still lack elucidated crosslinked structures. Examples of these pantetheine analogues include 

epoxides based on the cerulenin inhibitor and simple acrylamide analogues, such as 

chloroacrylate (Figure 1.7A), that could undergo an addition-elimination reaction by a 

nucleophilic active site residue, such as the cysteine in KS.49 Another example is the sulfonyl 

3-alkynyl pantetheinamides (Figure 1.7A) that were used to crosslink ACP with the FAS 

DH, FabA. The active site residue, His70, of FabA is proposed to deprotonate the α-

hydrogen of the sulfone to form an allene intermediate, which then interacts with the same 

residue to form the crosslinked complex (Figure 1.7D).50,51 This crosslinker was first shown 

to best mimic the native substrate (R)-β-hydroxydecanoyl-ACP using fluorescent labeling 

experiments.51 The interactions observed from this crosslinking will be discussed in detail 

in the “Protein-protein interactions” section. 

 Another recent study shows how fluorescent, solvatochromic fluorophores can be 

used to visualize ACP sequestration and released into partner enzyme active sites through 

dual fluorescent-crosslinking probes (Figure 1.8A).52 While they do not mimic the native 

substrates, the small dyes fit into the hydrophobic pocket of ACP where cargo is generally 

sequestered. Once the probes were loaded onto ACP via the one pot chemoenzymatic 

reaction and reacted with the active site cysteine residue of FabF through a reaction with the 

α-bromo moiety of the probe, a crosslinked complex was produced. An increase i n 
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Figure 1.7: Probes for the investigation of PPIs. (A) Mechanism-based crosslinking probes. X = 

pantetheine analog; R = carbon chain. (B) The tight-binding probe for ER. Y = linker. (C) The BMOE 

probe. (D) Sulfonyl-3-alkynyl pantetheinamide undergoes chemoenzymatic one pot reaction and 

crosslink reaction to form crosslinked complex with DH.  
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Figure 1.8: Solvatochromic-crosslinking probe. (A) The probe. (B) Flipping of the probe from the 

pocket of ACP into the pocket of KS occurred when the two proteins are bound, causing an increase 

in fluorescence. This is known as the chain-flipping mechanism.   
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fluorescence upon crosslinking of the crypto-ACP, which has a loaded pantetheine-probe, 

with FabF was believed to confirm the chain-flipping mechanism in which the probe leaves 

the ACP pocket and extends into the active site of FabF (Figure 1.8B). These solvatochromic 

pantetheine probes could be used for sequestration studies of the PKS ACP, as well as 

investigations of the protein-protein interactions with other enzymes in the FAS and PKS 

cycles. 

 Tight-binding probes have also been developed for interaction studies. Triclosan 

(Figure 1.7B) forms a tight complex with the FAS ER active site, and when appended to the 

pantetheine on ACP, it illuminates the protein-protein interactions. Details of these 

interactions will be further described in “The FabI-AcpP co-crystal structure” section. 

 Non-selective agents are another crosslinking tool that have been tested in type I PKS 

but can be applied to type II systems. Vicenistatin is a type I PKS product in which an in-

trans AT is responsible for substrate loading. Crosslinking was employed using a 

bifunctional maleimide reagent, 1,2-bismaleimido-ethane (BMOE), to trap the VinK(AT)-

VinL(ACP) complex (Figure 1.7C).53 BMOE is a non-selective crosslinker that reacts with 

any free thiol. To trap VinK, Ser266 of VinK, a non-catalytic residue located at the base of 

the substrate-binding tunnel, was mutated to cysteine to enable the crosslinking reaction. 

The sulfhydryl of the mutated VinK cysteine reacts with one of the maleimide groups of 

BMOE, while the terminal sulfhydryl on the phosphopantetheine arm of VinL reacts with 

the other maleimide group to form a crosslinked complex. The crystal structure confirmed 

that residues Arg153, Met206, and Arg299 of VinK are essential for the salt bridges and 

hydrophobic interactions with VinL, similar to the interactions seen in FabA and ACP in the 
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FAS system.54 This reagent could be useful when crosslinking different proteins to obtain 

protein-protein interactions due to its non-selective nature; however, it is important that a 

sulfhydryl group is present for crosslinking to occur. Cysteines present at other locations 

may be prone to reacting with this reagent and may need to be mutated to prevent this. 

 While few crosslinked complexes exist for the enzymes of FAS and PKS, we expect 

to see a lot of progress in the coming months and years to be made in this field to open a 

window into the protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions of these systems. 

 Atom replacement strategy for type II PKS. The inherent instability of polyketone 

intermediates in type II PKSs poses challenges for examining its mechanism. One way to 

overcome this is by using atom replacement strategies, in which polyketone surrogates that 

mimic the natural intermediates in length, polarity, and hydrophobicity are used to provide 

insight into the biosynthesis of the PKS products.29, 55-57 Such strategies can be accomplished 

by substituting the carbonyl group with carbonyl bioisosteres that possess similar size or 

characteristics.58  

 A recent atom replacement approach uses an oxetane-based polyketide mimetic (8) 

that was demonstrated to probe the substrate binding and mechanism of the priming KS, 

DpsC, of the daunorubicin biosynthesis (Figure 1.9A).56 In this study, oxetanes, a well-

known carbonyl bioisostere, replaced the carbonyl of the thioester to mimic malonyl-

phosphopantetheine.56 Although oxetane is a slightly larger group compared to carbonyls, 

the lone pairs of the oxygen in both groups are positioned similarly, providing evidence for 

the use of the oxetane mimetic. Co-crystallization was performed with DpsC and the oxetane 

probe to characterize the substrate interaction with the priming KS. MD simulations on the  
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Figure 1.9: Atom replacement strategy. (A) Different carbonyl isosteres are utilized to generate 

stable mimetics in order to probe the protein-substrate interactions of PKSs. (B) Chemical shift 

perturbation plot of crypto-actACP using the chemical shift of holo-actACP as the base. The 

tetraketide mimetic shows no significant perturbation on actACP while the octaketide and cyclic 

polyketone mimetics show strong perturbation in helices II and III, suggesting that only the latter 

two substrates are sequestered by actACP.41    
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oxetane replacement probe and the natural substrate, malonyl-phosphopantetheine, show 

comparable binding affinities and movements of binding site residues, confirming that the 

mimetic is similar enough to provide mechanistic insights of DpsC.56  

 Another atom replacement strategy involves replacing the carbonyl and diketide 

units that are not involved in the cyclization steps with thioethers and isoxazoles, 

respectively. Figure 1.9A shows the linear and cyclic atom replacement probes that have 

been synthesized with these moieties to mimic the native substrates and loaded onto actACP 

via chemoenzymatic methods.47 While no probe can exactly mimic the natural substrate, this 

atom replacement strategy acts as a useful tool to allow the study of protein-substrate 

interactions of ACP. Solution-phase protein NMR was applied to study how these isoxazole 

atom replacement probes that are loaded onto 15N-labeled actACP (9, 11, 13) compare to 

holo-actACP. As shown in the CSP plot collected (Figure 1.9B), significant chemical 

perturbations of actACP are present with the octaketide and cyclic polyketone mimetics 

between helices II and III. This suggests sequestration of the substrates by actACP in a 

similar fashion to FAS ACP.29,30,55 Docking experiments were also used to simulate the same 

atom replacement probes to confirm that sequestration only occurs with the fully elongated 

mimetics.29  

 In addition to the isoxazole atom replacement probes, other atom replacement 

strategies have been developed to probe the actPKS pathway, including strategically 

removing carbonyl units to produce mimetics of the linear octaketide and cyclic PKS 

substrates,55 as well as using the tricyclic emodic acid to study the PKS pathway.30 These 

mimetics are loaded onto ACP (Figure 1.9A) and all three replacement strategies confirmed 
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via HSQC NMR experiments that the linear polyketide and the bicyclic intermediate of 

actPKS are sequestered between helices II and III of actACP, demonstrating the efficacy of 

using this strategy. 

 

Important findings from structural biology and mutational analysis 

 In the past two decades, extensive progress has been made on the structural study of 

type II FASs. The structures of almost all E. coli FAS enzymes have been studied by X-ray 

crystallography, which provides the base for mechanistic study.13,42,59-64 Co-crystal 

structures of proteins with native substrates provide additional information of substrate 

sequestration and give more solid evidence of reaction mechanism. Excellent reviews by 

White et al. and Finzel et al. summarize these accomplishments.6,34 In contrast to the FASs, 

few crystal structures of type II PKSs exist.17,65-67 This is due in part to the instability of PKS 

proteins and the high reactivity of the PKS intermediates. This section will focus on what is 

known about the structural biology of type II PKSs as well as the findings from mutational 

studies. 

 The priming ketosynthase. In FAS, the elongation cycle starts with the formation 

of acetoacetyl-ACP from malonyl-ACP by a priming KS, FabH. However, there are three 

possible types of priming mechanisms in type II PKS, and only one of them involves a 

priming KS.68 The two priming KSs that have been structurally characterized are ZhuH and 

DpsC, from the antibiotic R1128 and daunorubicin biosynthesis, respectively.56,65 ZhuH and 

FabH are structurally similar to each other but have very distinct substrate specificities. Both 

ZhuH and ecFabH (from Escherichia coli) uptake substrates with C2-C4 chain lengths, but 
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only ZhuH can sequester branched chain substrates. More uniquely, the type II mtFabH 

(from Mycobacterium tuberculosis) uptakes long chain fatty acids generated by a type I FAS 

and can tolerate substrates with C8-C20 chain lengths.69 Crystal structure overlays of 

ecFabH and ZhuH, as well as mtFabH sequestering its natural substrate lauroyl-CoA, reveal 

that the gatekeeper residue is Phe87’ from another subunit in ecFabH and Met90 in ZhuH 

(Figure 1.10A).65 Compared to the phenylalanine residue, the more flexible side chain of 

methionine may contribute to the ability of ZhuH to sequester branched acyl-CoA. In 

addition, the rotamer conformation of a highly conserved phenylalanine residue (Phe304 in 

ecFabH and its equivalent in other priming KSs) located at the base of the CoA binding cleft 

determines the shape of the pocket, thus contributing to the substrate specificity.70  

 The priming KS DpsC catalyzes the transfer of a propionyl group from propionyl-

CoA to the active site serine. It subsequently interacts with malonyl-ACP to initiate the cycle. 

This process involves an intermediate state in which a malonate is in the proximity of the 

propionated serine but was challenging to characterize by X-ray crystallography or other 

structural biology methods. Previous attempts of visualizing the same intermediate state of 

ecFabH by co-crystallizing with malonyl-CoA failed due to the instability of the malonyl 

group.71 To overcome this barrier, a recent work replaced the thioester carbonyl with an 

oxetane ring (Fig. 1.9A and 1.10B).72 The resulting mimetic was successfully co-crystallized 

with DpsC, yielding the structure of the intermediate state. Given that DpsC has a Ser-His-

Asp catalytic triad instead of the Cys-His-Asn triad in canonical priming KSs and that the 

structure of DpsC is quite unique, it is not a surprise to see that the substrate is oriented 

differently in the binding pocket compared to the hypothesized FabH orientation. A key  
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Figure 1.10: The binding pocket of priming KS. (A) Overlay of the crystal structures of ZhuH 

(green), ecFabH (light blue), and mtFabH with its substrate lauroyl-CoA (purple) reveals the 

gatekeeper residues M90 (ZhuH) and F87’ (ecFabH). The phenylalanine rotamers that influence the 

pocket shape are also shown. (B) Malonyl-CoA mimetic (green, 8) in the DpsC binding pocket. The 

oxetane is not involved in any hydrogen bond network. It is proposed that the thioester carbonyl will 

turn and form a hydrogen bond with H198 after decarboxylation.   
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difference is the lack of an oxyanion hole that stabilizes the thioester carbonyl during 

decarboxylation in FabH. It is hypothesized that the substrate reorients itself after 

decarboxylation to form a hydrogen bond with His198. The success of this carbonyl 

surrogate points out a new road to investigating the catalytic mechanism of type II PKSs. 

 Chain length control by the extending ketosynthase. It is hypothesized that the 

reactive polyketone intermediates in the elongation cycle of the aromatic PKS pathway 

remain in the pocket of KS-CLF during all steps of elongation (Figure 1.4). The only crystal 

structure of KS-CLF to date is the actKS-CLF (Figure 1.11B).17 This heterodimer is 

structurally similar to the homodimeric extending KS of FAS, such as FabF (Figure 1.11A). 

The substrate pocket can be identified in the structure, which extends from the catalytic 

Cys169 of the KS subunit to the Phe116 of the CLF subunit. Surface view of the tunnel 

shows a narrow and amphipathic substrate binding pocket, suggesting that the pocket has a 

high specificity for the substrate and that a strong sequestration interaction is expected. 

Despite the fact that the CLF can act as a decarboxylase,73 it is primarily known to control 

the chain length of the substrate through its gatekeeper residues.46 Mutations on these 

residues, suggested by the sequence alignment of several CLFs, have successfully 

engineered some KS-CLFs to produce substrates of different chain lengths. The 

F109A/F116A double mutant of actCLF produces decaketides (C24) that make up 96% of 

total polyketides in vitro, confirming that these phenylalanine residues (in gate 1 and 2 of 

Figure 1.11C) prevent the natural substrate, octaketides (C16), from extending further. In 

addition, when Gly116 (Figure 1.11C, gate 1) of tcmCLF is mutated into threonine, a larger 

residue, the mutant synthesizes more octaketides than nonaketides (C20). Combining these  
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Figure 1.11: The structural information of extending ketosynthase. (A) Crystal structure of FabF 

(PDB: 2GFW). (B) Crystal structure of actKS-CLF with KS colored in gray and CLF colored in 

green (PDB: 1TQY). The substrate pocket (yellow) extends from the KS subunit into the CLF subunit. 

Another pocket with unknown purpose is found in the CLF subunit (blue). (C) Four gates in KS-CLF 

that determine the chain length, using actKS-CLF crystal structure as an illustration (KS in gray and 

CLF in green). The bulky gatekeeper residues are colored red in the protein sequence of different 

KS-CLFs. Act = actinorhodin, Tcm = tetracenomycin, Whi = WhiE spore pigment, and Gri = 

griseorhodin. The parenthesis after each KS-CLF indicates the chain length of the respective 

polyketide product. The substrate extends from the right to the left of the figure, thus, the earlier the 

gate is blocked, the shorter the product is.   
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results with the crystal structure of actKS-CLF reveals the gates for chain length control 

(Figure 1.11C). 

 The FAS ACP is known to sequester the acyl intermediates when shuttling them 

between the partner proteins. This sequestration serves as one of the driving forces of the 

elongation cycle. In the aromatic PKS system, on the other hand, ACP only interacts with 

one enzyme, KS-CLF, during elongation. actACP sequesters its substrate between helix II 

and III, and it has been shown that the sequestration happens only after the polyketone 

intermediate is fully elongated.29,55 This result, in combination with the tight binding pocket 

of KS-CLF, supports the hypothesis that KS-CLF keeps the substrate inside its pocket during 

elongation. 

 The role of ketoreductase in the first ring cyclization. The KR of type II PKS 

shows regiospecificity by reducing only one carbonyl group of the elongating polyketone. 

In the case of actKR, such specificity is at the C9 carbonyl (Figure 1.5). Comparison of the 

actKR structure with FabG, the FAS KR that reduces each β-carbonyl group of a growing 

fatty acid chain, reveals a flexible region around helices VI and VII in FabG that contributes 

to the tolerance of substrates with different chain lengths.18  

 An important inquiry of the actinorhodin biosynthesis is the timing of the first ring 

cyclization. Early studies that led to the “design rule” of engineering type II PKSs show that 

reduction at the C9 position by actKR drives the first cyclization to occur between C7 and 

C12, implying that the cyclization happens after the reduction.74 However, docking 

simulation of the full length linear substrate in the actKR binding pocket shows a loss of 

regiospecific reduction at C9, indicating that the cyclization is more likely to happen before 
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the reduction.18 Further docking experiments of the cyclic substrate also suggest that 

constraints from the ring are necessary to position the substrate for C9 reduction.75 These 

results show a direct causal relationship between C7 – C12 cyclization and C9 reduction, but 

with the former activity as the cause. 

 However, the first ring cyclization in aromatic PKSs can be mediated by either the 

KS-CLF or the KR. Given that the minimal actPKS (actACP and actKS-CLF)76 only 

produces C7-C12 and C10-C15 cyclic compounds (SEK4 and SEK4b, respectively)77 

instead of the many other possible structures, it is proposed that the KS-CLF can catalyze 

the ring formation. The crystal structure of the actKS-CLF shows a water molecule in close 

proximity to the C7 carbonyl when a substrate is bound. It is possible that this water molecule 

donates a proton to the substrate and catalyzes the C7-C12 ring formation. The pocket also 

has room to accommodate the cyclized substrate.17 However, it has been shown that the 

addition of actKR to the minimal tcmPKS affects the regiospecificity of cyclization, 

indicating that KR could play a role in the ring forming catalysis.78 Given that the actACP 

sequesters the linear polyketone,29 it is possible that the unstable intermediate can be 

protected and transferred to the actKR to be cyclized. Mutational studies of actKR reveal the 

highly conserved residue T145 that is necessary for mediating cyclization. It has been shown 

that T145 can form a hydrogen bond with the C11 carbonyl and subsequently facilitates the 

nucleophilic attack of C12.78 The T145A mutant fails to direct cyclization, leading to the 

loss of ability to form mutactin, a molecule produced by co-expressing minimal PKS and 

actKR. As a result, the actKR catalyzes the first ring cyclization, whereas the actKS-CLF 

may contribute to it in some degree. 
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Protein-protein interactions 

 In almost all type II systems, the ACP is a 4-helical protein of about 10 kDa that 

shuttles substrate intermediates between each enzyme in the pathway. The remarkable ability 

for such a small protein to be recognized by and interact with 12 partner enzymes in the E. 

coli de novo fatty acid biosynthesis and at least 9 others from peripheral pathways belies a 

subtle communication strategy that we are only beginning to understand. The prevailing 

hypothesis is based upon specific salt bridges and hydrophobic interactions between the ACP 

and each enzyme, which serve to coordinate communication and control. Sequestration of 

substrates within the ACP results in small changes in the surface residues of the ACP, thus 

varying the binding specificity with pathway enzymes. It is believed that these protein-

protein interactions accelerate the overall kinetics of the metabolic pathway by avoiding 

stochastic binding and sampling of each metabolite by every enzyme. At the same time, this 

mechanism prevents crosstalk from non-cognate enzymes and other ACPs. 

 To visualize such interactions via crystallography, it is necessary to trap the dynamic 

ACP as it interacts with partner enzymes. This can be accomplished by co-crystallization of 

unmodified ACP or by a crosslinking method. To date, only four crystal structures of ACP-

bound FAS have been reported, and no such structures for type II PKSs exist. The following 

section will focus on the existing crosslinked/co-crystal structures of FASs and the 

information drawn from these studies about protein-protein and protein-substrate 

interactions. 

 The FabA=AcpP crosslinked complex. FabA, a DH of FAS, is known to control 

fatty acid chain length and saturation levels.79 It catalyzes the dehydration of β-hydroxy-
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decanoyl-ACP as well as the isomerization of the subsequent trans-2-decenoyl-ACP into 

cis-3-decenoyl-ACP. In E. coli, this is the only pathway for the biosynthesis of unsaturated 

fatty acids. The FabA catalysis involves a His-Asp dyad in which the His70 serves as a base 

to first remove the α-proton from C2. The enolate is delocalized via conjugation with the 

adjacent carbonyl, followed by elimination of a protonated β-hydroxyl group. This 

mechanism led to the discovery of the first reported mechanism-based inhibitor and 

subsequent design of the sulfonyl alkyne crosslinker.80 Depicted in Figure 1.7D, this moiety 

targets the His70 residue of FabA, which catalyzes deprotonation and forms a covalent bond 

with the β-carbon. The crosslinked complex in Figure 1.12A, left, shows the FabA 

homodimer bound with two ACPs, one covalently bound to each active site His70.54 

Interestingly, the two FabA=AcpP protomers are not identical, possibly representing 

different stages in catalysis (Figure 1.13). NMR titration of increasing the ratio of FabA to 

octanoyl-AcpP shows a migration of cross peaks toward those peaks identified by the HSQC 

of the crosslinked complex, indicating that the bound conformations of ACPs represent the 

most accurate depiction of the natural, transient binding event. 

 The NMR titration study also identified important residues in helices II and III of 

AcpP that interact with FabA, which is in accurate agreement with those found in the 

crosslinked complex. Along with the interacting residues of FabA revealed by the crystal 

structure, a series of binding events can be proposed to mediate the transition of substrates 

(Figure 1.13). First, the arginine-rich positive residues (Figure 1.13, light blue) on the FabA 

surface interact with the anionic phosphopantetheine group attached to ACP. Subsequent 

mutagenesis studies of these surface residues show significantly lower efficiencies in  
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Figure 1.12: Crystal structures of crosslinked complexes. (A) Comparison of the FabA=AcpP (PDB: 

4KEH) and FabB ] AcpP (PDB: 5KOH) complexes. Both homodimers have two ACPs attached at 

the entrance to each active site, located at the interface of the monomers. However, the FabA=AcpP 

complex shows two different binding events and are distinguished by numbering. (B) Comparison 

of the protein-ACP interfaces.  
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Figure 1.13: Important residues on the protein interface of the FabA=AcpP crosslinked complex. 

FabA residues (light blue) interact with the residues (green) in helices II and III of AcpP in order to 

transfer the substrate (purple). (A) The FabA1=AcpP1 protomer and (B) the FabA2=AcpP2 protomer 

show different interface interactions. It is proposed that they represent different stages in catalysis.   
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crosslinking, and thus incomplete binding.81 Next, Arg132 and Lys161 of FabA form salt 

bridges with Glu41 and Glu47 of ACP, respectively, to stabilize the complex. Thirdly, helix 

III of ACP is pried open by the interaction of FabA surface arginines with the Ala59 and 

Glu60 residues of ACP. Finally, hydrophobic interactions between FabA and ACP helix II 

further anchor the complex. This process demonstrates the course of the chain-flipping 

mechanism, in which the protein-protein interactions flip the substrate out from 

sequestration within the ACP to enter the enzyme partner's active site for subsequent 

catalysis. 

 Further comparison of the crosslinked and the apo-FabA structures reveals two 

gatekeeper residues, Phe165 and Phe171, located at the entrance of the active site.81 

Mutations of these residues to alanine residues eliminate the ability of FabA to act selectively 

with substrates of different acyl chain lengths, confirming their gatekeeper role. Rotation of 

Phe171 can partially open the entrance to accept small molecule substrates, such as the 

inhibitor 3-decynoyl-N-acetyl cysteamine.59 With the crypto-ACP bound, however, Phe165 

also must turn away to fully open the gate for sequestration. 

 The FabB=AcpP crosslinked complex. Recently, the crystal structure of a 

crosslinked E. coli FabB=AcpP has been deposited (Figure 1.12A, right).82 The crosslinking 

structure has been accomplished through the use of a chloroacrylate crosslinking probe 

(Figure 1.7A), with both monomers of the FabB homodimer capturing an ACP via covalent 

linkage to the active site Cys163. While a detailed study of this structure remains to be 

published, a simple comparison with the FabA=AcpP crosslinked structure can be made by 

fixing the positions of ACP in each (Figure 1.12B). While both structures represent 
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homodimers that are crosslinked to two ACPs, the binding motifs are surprisingly different. 

For instance, in FabA=AcpP, the FabA monomer that pries away helix III to release the 

substrate from sequestration is not the monomer that is covalently crosslinked to ACP. 

Conversely, in FabB=AcpP, the crosslinked monomer is the same, which engages helix III. 

Such surprising comparisons will likely be revealed as more crosslinked structures emerge. 

 The FabZ-ACP co-crystal structure from Helicobacter pylori. FabZ is the second 

DH from the bacterial FAS pathway shared with E. coli and lacks the ability to catalyze 

isomerization, but it can accept substrates with a larger variety of chain lengths. 

Unfortunately, efforts to overexpress FabZ from E. coli have failed to date to produce soluble 

protein. The recent co-crystal structure of a H. pylori FabZ homodimer with a single holo-

ACP reveals that the binding of ACP induces the movement of the β-sheet layer, resulting 

in a Y-shaped tunnel that contains an additional sequestration site.83 Further docking 

experiments using fatty acids with different chain lengths show that shorter substrates (C4-

C12) prefer the original pocket I, whereas longer substrates (C14 and C16) prefer the 

temporal pocket II. This induced Y-shaped tunnel partially explains the difference in 

substrate specificity of FabZ and FabA, with FabA still possessing the narrow L-shaped 

tunnel even with ACP bound, thus sequestering substrates with chain lengths only up to C12. 

Docking of an unsaturated fatty acid shows that the Y-shaped tunnel sterically hinders a cis-

substrate, explaining the lack of isomerization ability for FabZ. 

 The solution of the FabZ-ACP co-crystal structure with only one bound ACP offers 

a curious phenomenon in the company of several 2:2 structures. Further examination of the 

structure reveals that binding of an ACP induces the unbound monomer to form a closed 
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conformation that prevents the second ACP from binding. This leads to the proposal of the 

seesaw-like mechanism in which two subunits alternate to bind ACP, although crystal 

packing could also explain this unusual stoichiometry. In addition, Tyr100 is identified as a 

gatekeeper residue working similarly to those recognized in FabA. 

 The FabI-AcpP co-crystal structure. FabI, the ER of FAS, is responsible for 

reducing the enoyl-ACP to its acyl-ACP form, depending on its binding with the NADH 

cofactor. While no crosslinked complex yet exists for FabI, many tools, such as co-

crystallization, inhibition, and MD simulations, have been employed to study the protein 

interactions with ACP. An earlier co-crystal structure of FabI with dodecanoyl-ACP showed 

its structure to be a tetramer with each monomer having a central β-sheet that contains eight 

helices surrounding seven β-strands.84 The crystallography data showed that once FabI and 

ACP interact, FabI's structure does not change drastically, but the substrate binding loop 

does change, becoming more ordered. Additionally, the basic residues of FabI's helix VIII 

form hydrogen bonds with the acidic residues in helix II of ACP, stabilizing the structure. 

Mutations of these basic residues significantly decrease the enzyme's ability to reduce the 

dodecanoyl-ACP, confirming the importance of the electrostatic interactions of these basic 

residues with ACP's acidic residues. Additional stabilization is provided by hydrogen 

bonding of the ACP pantetheine with FabI.84 The transient nature of this interaction caused 

the crystal structure to not be fully resolved, and so the same group turned to MD simulations 

to observe the interactions of the proteins and substrate. While the catalytic triad of FabI is 

made up of Tyr146-Tyr156-Lys173, the MD simulations, along with mutagenesis studies, 

suggest that the active site residue Tyr156 does not directly play a role in stabilizing the 
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substrate's carbonyl group through hydrogen bonding. Rather, Tyr146, due to its closer 

proximity to the substrate, helps to catalyze the reduction of the substrate by hydrogen 

bonding with its carbonyl group.84 From these studies, it is inferred that the active site serine 

of ACP carries the substrate to the active site of FabI, consisting of helix VIII, the substrate 

binding loop, and a mobile loop of five residues. The latter loops move and become ordered 

to allow the phosphopantetheine arm of ACP to transfer the substrate to FabI's active site.84,85  

 A recent inhibition study using tight-binding probes to examine the FabI and ACP 

interactions was developed by chemoenzymatically modifying an apo-ACP to tether to 

triclosan, generating crypto-ACP. This selective inhibitor of bacterial FAS ERs was linked 

to the 4’-phosphopantetheine arm of ACP (Figure 1.7B).85 Because of the known 

competitive inhibition of FabI by triclosan, the inhibitor was used as the ER specific motif 

to provide tight binding of the inhibitor within the enzyme active site. Data indicated that 

the binding of ACP to FabI only occurs when triclosan was present on the pantetheine arm 

and presented greater inhibition as a crypto-ACP probe than as a probe without ACP. This 

shows how important the binding of ACP to FabI is.85 In the same study, the probe was 

loaded onto the PKS actACP to test E. coli FabI's specificity toward AcpP. The crypto-

actACP with the triclosan probe shows no inhibition of FabI by itself, confirming the 

necessity of crypto-AcpP to observe the protein-protein interactions. This design can prove 

useful when studying other enzymes in the type II FAS and PKS systems to understand the 

key interactions of ACP with its partner proteins. 

 

Future directions 
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 The more we understand about protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions in 

type II FAS and PKS biosynthesis, the sooner we will be capable of designing these 

pathways for new applications. Understanding the fundamental principles underlying ACP 

interactions with substrates and enzyme partners will inform a set of rules guiding their 

processivity in these pathways. Such knowledge will direct efforts to modify and engineer 

these pathways for the production of novel metabolites tailored to specific applications. 

 FAS engineering provides an immediate example. To date, groups have struggled 

with metabolic engineering of type II FAS due to the lack of knowledge about protein 

interactions. Indeed, most published articles provided anecdotal rationales for success or 

failure upon expression of exogenous FAS enzymes in model organisms.86 For instance, in 

an effort to engineer increased production of medium-chain fatty acids for improved 

biodiesel feedstocks, researchers expressed exogenous medium chain fatty acid TEs from 

plants into E. coli, resulting only in increased production of short chain fatty acids.87 Despite 

multiple attempts, medium chain fatty acid production remained elusive until the recent 

rational mutagenesis of these TEs to better interact with the E. coli ACP.88 Indeed, similar 

challenges have been faced in other organisms with type II FAS, such as micro-algae,89 

pointing to immediate opportunities to engineer the protein-protein interface of ACP with 

exogenous enzymes as a durable solution to the synthetic biology challenges in these 

pathways. We can expect to see significant contributions in this area very soon. Crosslinked 

complexes of the E. coli ACP and most, if not all, of its enzymatic partners will likely be 

elucidated within coming months and years, and this information will help inform next-
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generation FAS engineering efforts. Likewise, type II PKS pathways are sure to experience 

a parallel increase in activity. Enabled by crosslinking and structural biology tools, the rules 

governing protein-protein interactions in aromatic PKSs will become clearer, and these 

pathways will become more available for modification and engineering. 

 

Conclusion 

 The details of type II FAS and PKS biosynthetic pathways continue to be uncovered. 

New developments in structure, activity, and protein-protein interactions continue apace, as 

does the development of new tools to probe these pathways. We are hopeful that the coming 

decade will offer significant advances in our understanding of these pathways, where 

protein-protein and protein-substrate interactions will no doubt play a central role. With the 

underlying rules and mechanisms in place, manipulation of these pathways will rapidly 

follow. 
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Chapter 2: Enzymology of Standalone Elongating Ketosynthases 

Abstract 

 The β-ketoacyl-acyl carrier protein synthase, or ketosynthase (KS), catalyses carbon-

carbon bond formation in fatty acid and polyketide biosynthesis via a decarboxylative 

Claisen-like condensation. In Prokaryotes, standalone elongating KSs interact with the acyl 

carrier protein (ACP) which shuttles substrates to each partner enzymes in the elongation 

cycle for catalysis. Despite ongoing research for more than 50 years since KS was first 

identified in E. coli, the complex mechanism of KSs continue to be unravelled, including 

recent understanding of gating motifs, KS-ACP interactions, substrate recognition and 

delivery, and roles in unsaturated fatty acid biosynthesis. In this review, we summarize the 

latest studies, primarily conducted through structural biology and molecular probe design, 

that shed light on the emerging enzymology of standalone elongating KSs.   

 

Introduction 

 The fatty acid biosynthesis (FAB) and the polyketide biosynthesis (PKB) are 

evolutionarily related biosynthetic pathways that synthesize primary and secondary 

metabolites, respectively. Utilizing the same fundamental enzymatic transformations, both 

FAB and PKB are of great interest for the production of valuable compounds such as biofuels, 

pharmaceutical leads, and agrochemicals. Fatty acid synthases (FASs) and polyketide 

synthases (PKSs) can be classified into type I, which multiple domains are linked together 

to form megasynthases, and type II, which possess discrete, primarily monofunctional 

enzymes. Despite variations of components across these assembly line pathways, the 
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ketosynthase (KS) domain is always present, serving as the key carbon-carbon bond 

catalysing enzyme in the FAB and PKB elongation cycle. Another crucial protein is the acyl 

carrier protein (ACP), a small 4-helical bundle that shuttles substrates and intermediates 

throughout the pathways, interacting with each catalytic domain. A functional ACP (holo-

ACP) requires post-translational installation of a 4’-phosphopantetheine moiety (PPant) onto 

a serine residue in which PPant provides the thiol group for substrate tethering.  In this 

review, we aim to delineate the enzymology of elongating KSs from type II systems by 

focusing on three topics: the KS gating mechanism, substrate control through the KS pocket, 

and mechanisms involving KS-ACP interactions. 

 The elongation mechanism of KS. The elongating KS active site consists of 

the cysteine-histidine-histidine catalytic triad and an oxyanion hole formed by the 

backbone amides of the catalytic cysteine and a conserved phenylalanine. The ping-

pong mechanism of KS involves two half-reactions, the transacylation step and the 

condensation step, respectively. In the transacylation step, the acyl substrate gets 

transferred onto the active site cysteine with the oxyanion hole stabilizing the 

tetrahedral intermediate. Subsequently, the condensation step has the two histidine 

residues catalysing a decarboxylative enolate attack from a malonyl group to the 

thioester tethered substrate. The oxyanion hole continues to play the role stabilizing 

the oxyanion formed during the reaction. The overall catalysis condenses 2-carbon 

unit onto the acyl substrate to give a β-keto acyl product. Each half-reaction involves 

association and dissociation of ACP. Known to sequester the substrate, acyl-ACP 

delivers acyl substrate to the KS pocket under the chain-flipping mechanism (Figure 
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2.1A), and ACP is released as holo-ACP after the transacylation step. A malonyl-

ACP then enters the cycle for the condensation step and leaves with the β-keto acyl 

product tethered (Figure 2.1B).   

The detailed mechanism of the transacylation step is well understood. The 

active site cysteine locates at a sharp turn of the N-terminus of a long α-helix, also 

known as a nucleophilic elbow, which enhances the nucleophilicity and basicity of 

the thiol group by the α-helix dipole moment.1, 2 The oxyanion hole also facilitates 

the reaction by accommodating the negative charge build-up on the carbonyl oxygen. 

The detailed mechanism of the condensation half-reaction, on the other hand, is still 

under debate. For type II FAS (FASII), a widely accepted version is a sequential 

mechanism that starts with the decarboxylation of the malonyl group to generate 

enolate and then the enolate attacks and undergoes condensation with the KS-bound 

acyl substrate. Experimental data from animal FAS shows that the decarboxylation 

by-product is bicarbonate while releasing carbon dioxide as the by-product is still 

possible in FASII.3 At least two other alternative mechanisms have been proposed 

and reader is directed to the review written by Heil et al. for further detail.4  

 Standalone KSs from different pathways. As the canonical and most well-

studied FASII system, E. coli FAS will lead the following introduction of the FAS 

KS. Two elongating KSs, the β-ketoacyl-ACP synthase II (FabF) and the β-ketoacyl-

ACP synthase I (FabB), exist in the system. FabF serves as the primary elongating 

KS of FAB and is also the evolutional progenitor of the PKS KSs.5 FabB specializes 

in the first elongation of mono-unsaturated fatty acid (UFA) while still capable of  
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Figure 2.1: KS catalysis and mechanism-based crosslinkers: (A) Transition of the substrate from the 

ACP pocket to the KS pocket is described as a chain-flipping event. (B) The ping-pong mechanism 

of KS catalysis begins with the transacylation half-reaction to generate acyl-KS followed by the 

condensation half-reaction that synthesizes β-ketoacyl-ACP via decarboxylative condensation. The 

mechanism-based crosslinkers, α-bromo and Cl-acrylate, can trap KS-ACP interaction in the 

transacylation state and condensation state, respectively.  
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maintaining FAB by itself.6-8 A lack of FabB in E. coli leads to UFA auxotroph. Both 

FabF and FabB are functional as homodimer, forming two substrate pockets along the 

dimer interface. A full cycle of saturated fatty acid (SFA) elongation starts with the 

KS condensing 2-carbon unit from a malonyl group to the acyl-chain followed by a 

ketoreductase (KR) reducing the β-keto group to a hydroxyl group, a dehydratase 

(DH) eliminating the hydroxyl group to generate enoyl intermediate, and finally an 

enoyl-reductase (ER) to reduce the enoyl double bond (Figure 2.2). In E. coli and 

related proteobacteria, the synthesis of UFA elongation occurs de novo through the 

same fashion, except for the particular cycle that retains the unsaturation the (2E)-

enoyl intermediate is isomerized to (3Z)-enoyl by the DH that possesses isomerase 

activity, such as FabA in E. coli, and subsequently enters the next cycle of elongation.  

The conventional type II PKB produces highly functional polycyclic aromatic 

compounds derived from the chemically flexible polyketone intermediates which are 

generated from skipping all the domains but KS in the elongation cycle (Figure 2.2). Given 

the high reactivity of the polyketone intermediates, the substrate remains protected inside 

the pocket during elongation until it reaches the maximum chain length.9-12  Another class 

of PKS, the polyene PKS, that has only been studied less than a decade has every domain 

from the FAB elongation cycle except the ER domain, producing polyene13-16  or aryl 

polyene products.17-23 In terms of substrate shuttling, polyene PKS system is more similar to 

the FAS system where ACP is required to deliver substrates to multiple enzymes during 

elongation. Although various nomenclatures have been used to describe the two PKS 

systems mentioned above, for example by their product types (aromatic vs. polyene) or  
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Figure 2.2: The elongation cycle of type II FAS and PKS: A full cycle of SFA elongation goes 

through KS-mediated elongation, ketoreduction, dehydration, and enoyl-reduction. The cis-double 

bond of mono-unsaturated fatty acid comes from the isomerization of (2E)-enoyl-ACP followed by 

the elongation of FabB (green KS) in a particular cycle. Consecutively skipping the reduction of 

enoyl-ACP yields polyene intermediates that are elongated by polyene KS-CLF (orange KS), and 

the elongation catalyzed individually by polyketone KS-CLF (magenta KS) yields chemically 

flexible intermediates that lead to polycyclic aromatic polyketides. (KR = ketoreductase, DH = 

dehydratase, ER = enoyl-reductase)  
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reduction level (non-reducing vs. highly reducing), in this review we will refer to them by 

their elongation intermediates, polyketone and polyene, respectively, for simplicity. 

The type II PKS (PKSII) KSs are heterodimers formed by a KSα and a KSβ 

subunits. The KSβ subunit has no condensation activity and lacks the canonical KS 

active site residues, but it plays a crirtical role in controlling the chain length of the 

resulting product and is thus often referred to as the chain-length-factor (CLF) 

subunit. There is one exception that the ApeR, one of the two KSs of aryl polyene 

biosynthesis, is instead a homodimeric KS.21, 23 Historically, heterologous expression 

of polyketone KS-CLFs in E. coli has required co-expression of the pathway-specific 

malonyl-CoA:ACP transferase, which altogether is known as the “minimal PKS”, to 

yield soluble proteins.24 However, recent efforts have resulted in several successful 

cases of individually expressing polyketone KS-CLF in E. coli, lowering the barrier 

of studying the enzymology of FASII KS.25-29 There are a number of organizational 

questions that remain to be answered. In organisms that possess both type II FAS and 

PKS systems, the mechanism that prevents crosstalk, or non-cognate protein catalysis, 

remains an important unanswered. In addition, how FabF and FabB, structurally 

highly similar, differ in substrate specificity has not been solved. Growing evidence 

has shown that the protein-protein interactions (PPIs) of KS and ACP, and changes 

imparted by substrate identity, play an important role in these mechanisms, which will 

be covered in this review. Type III PKS pathways such as chalcone synthase, are 

considered standalone KSs, but they are not within the scope of this review, which 

focuses on ACP-dependent systems.30, 31 
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 Biochemical tools to investigate KS enzymology. During the elongation of 

an acyl chain, many mechanistic steps must be achieved through the close 

communication between KS and ACP. However, due to the conformational dynamics 

of the ACP and the rapid binding kinetics required to facilitate catalysis, fully 

understanding the protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and KS substrate recognition at 

the molecular level remains as an ongoing challenge. To address these issues, our lab 

and others have developed synthetic pantetheinamide probes to interrogate the ACP-

KS PPIs and substrate-protein interactions structurally and biochemically.32-35 It is 

noteworthy that amongst these chemical probes, mechanism-based crosslinking 

probes, or simply crosslinkers, have shown success trapping KS-ACP interactions in 

their catalytic states.36-38 There are two major types of crosslinkers, α-bromo-

pantetheinamide and chloro-acrylate-pantetheinamide, respectively, for KS-ACP 

crosslinking. According to the carbon count and the coordination of the active site, α-

bromo crosslinkers trap KS-ACP complex in the transacylation state, while Cl-

acrylate crosslinkers trap KS-ACP in the condensation state (Figure 2.1B). 

Crosslinking complexes have provided a deeper understanding of the enzymatic 

reaction mechanism of KS and the PPIs between KS and ACP.  

In the study of PKS, because of the inherent chemical instability of the 

polyketone intermediates, different types of polyketides mimetic surrogates have 

been synthesized to gain more insight of the intermediate protection mechanism in 

the binding pocket.10, 39-43 Additionally, the process of substrates sequestration in ACP 

and chain flipping were elucidated by vibrational spectroscopic and the 
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solvatochromic probes.44, 45 Readers can be directed to the comprehensive reviews by 

Chen et al. and Sulpizio et al. for more information.11, 46 

 

Gating mechanisms in elongating KS 

 A recently discovered KS gate involving two gating loops has been proposed 

to regulate substrate processing and catalysis.38,47 Together with two other 

investigated KS gates, KS deploys a well-controlled system to orchestrate the 

complex 2-step catalysis. We will discuss the mechanism, influence, and universality 

of each gate. If not specifically mentioned, residue numbering in this section is based 

on EcFabF. 

The front gate: double drawbridge-like gating loops. The front gate consists 

of two stacking loops that move co-ordinately to control the entry of the substrates.48 

In EcFabF, this contains loop 1 comprising G399-G402 (GFGG), and loop 2 

comprising D265-N275 (DAYHMTSPPEN).38 Transition from the closed to the open 

form of the gate requires a large conformational change of the loops, with the Cβ of 

F400 moving 8.7 Å away from its original position (Fig. 2.3A). Such movement of 

F400 provides access to the substrate binding pocket and the active site cysteine, 

C163. In the open form, the oxyanion hole formed by the backbone amides of C163 

and F400 is disrupted and therefore cannot stabilize KS reaction intermediates. Thus, 

the open form is believed to facilitate substrate delivery, whereas the closed form is 

the catalytically competent form with a well-ordered oxyanion hole.  
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Figure 2.3: The gating loops: (A) structure overlay of C12-FabF (PDB ID: 2GFY, blue) in gate 

closed conformation and KS-ACP crosslink complex (PDB ID: 6OKG, green) in gate open 

conformation. Movements of F400 on loop 1 and P272 on loop 2 are measured. (B) surface plot of 

gate closed FabF (blue) overlaying with the open loop 1 demonstrates the side pocket that 

accommodates the open loop. (C) G310M mutant blocks the gate from opening. (D) surface plot of 

ApeO (PDB ID: 6QSP, orange), a KS from aryl polyene biosynthesis, overlaying with the open loop 

1. (E) surface plot of a polyketone KS, antKS (PDB ID: 6SMO, magenta), overlaying with the open 

loop 1. The side pocket for the open gate is completely missing. (F) Over a thousand KS gating loop 

1 and loop 2 sequences aligned (MUSCLE algorithm) showing the consensus sequence (left column). 

The coordination of open loop 1 is depicted on the right. The conserved Asn(N)-Asp(D) pair that is 

essential for the open gate is absent in polyketone KS. The conserved Leu (L286 in antKS) of 

polyketone KS clashes into the Phe(F) of open loop 1. This Leu is instead a conserved Pro in other 

types of KS.  
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The open form of the gate was captured by crystal structures of EcFabF-

EcACP crosslink complex using the α-bromo-pantetheinamide crosslinking probes 

with various chain length of fatty acid mimetics (C12, C16, and C16:1), whereas using 

the C8 chloro-acrylate-pantetheinamide crosslinking probe yielded a gate-closed 

structure. Overlay of these structures reveals a “side pocket” that accommodates the 

open form of loop 1 (Figure 2.3B). More than a dozen EcFabF mutants that interrogate 

the gating mechanism were developed and tested with a crosslinking gel-shift assay 

and two kinetic activity assays to validate the role of the gate. One particular 

interesting class of mutations that compromises FabF activity is the pocket block 

mutants, such as G310M (Figure 2.3C), that fills the side pocket to prevent the loop 

1 from opening. The side pocket could be observed in structures of FAS and polyene 

KS that release substrates for each cycle of elongation (Figure 2.3B and 2.3D). 

However, for the polyketone KS, which is believed to keep the reactive polyketone 

intermediate in the pocket during elongation,11 there is no space for loop 1 in the fully 

open conformation (Figure 2.3E). Sequence alignment over a thousand different KSs 

also reveal that polyketone KS lacks a pair of crucial residues (D265-N404 of EcFabF) 

which stabilizes the open gate and is totally conserved in other KSs aligned. 

Furthermore, a conserved proline in loop 2 is instead a leucine in polyketone KS, 

which blocks the gate from opening (Figure 2.3F). Although the universality of the 

gating mechanism has yet to be confirmed, based on structure analysis and sequence 

alignment it seems to exist in KSs that actively accept and release substrates, an 
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activity absent in polyketone KSs, which retain the substrate during iterative rounds 

of elongation. 

The KS active site and gating loops arrangement during different states of the 

catalysis are summarized in figure 2.4. Starting from the apo-KS (1), the gating loops 

transition to the open conformation (2) for substrate delivery from acyl-ACP. The 

gate then transitions back to reform the oxyanion hole to set up the substrate in state 

(3) for the transacylation reaction. After holo-ACP dissociation, the acyl-KS (4) reacts 

with malonyl-ACP to form the decarboxylative condensation intermediate depicted 

in state (5). The final product, β-ketoacyl-ACP, is generated (6) and released by 

opening the gate (7) to bring the KS back to the starting point. In the case of aromatic 

PKS, rather than releasing the substrate, a transacylation reaction should tailor state 

(6) to position the high energy polyketone intermediate back to the KS, depicted in 

(PK). The reaction undergoes an iterative cycle between (4), (5), (6), and (PK) until 

the substrate reaches the final chain length. The gate-open states (2) and (7) may not 

exist in this pathway. Most of the states depicted in figure 4 are supported by KS or 

KS-ACP crosslinked crystal structures.12, 36-38 

The gating mechanism of the gating loops provides an important piece of 

puzzle that connects essential elements in KS catalysis. The loop 1 contains the 

residue F400 (in EcFabF numbering) that plays a role in regulating the condensation 

half reaction. When ACP is bound, loop 2 sits in between loop 1 and ACP-bearing 

residues that interact with loop 1, ACP, and the phosphopantethein moiety, indicating 

a potential communication role that loop 2 might play. Swapping loop 2 of EcFabF  
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Figure 2.4: Detailed mechanism of KS elongation and the gating loops: FabF, FabB, and polyene 

KS goes through (1)-(7) followed by product-ACP release for one extension while polyketone KS 

goes through the smaller circle (4), (5), (6), and (PK), to keep the growing chain inside the KS pocket. 

(2) and (7) are considered the substrate delivery and released states, respectively, with the gating 

loops open and the catalytic oxyanion hole absent. Most depicted states are supported by at least one 

crystal structures with a representative of each labelled at the bottom-right corner of the box. The 

amino acid numbering is from EcFabF.  
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with the loop 2 of EcFabB has detrimental effect on EcFabF function,47 suggesting 

that the gating loops are evolutionarily coupled in specific systems to function in a 

certain way. The large space on the other side of the substrate pocket, which has never 

before been assigned a purpose, is shown to accommodate the open form of loop 1 

(Fig. 2.3B). Since this gate regulates substrate delivery, it could potentially play a role 

in KS substrate specificity. More functions of the gate have yet to be explored, but 

with the importance discovered so far, it is a factor that cannot be ignored in KS 

enzymology, particularly in the discussion of engineering efforts. 

The gate for condensation half reaction: rotamers of F400. The conserved 

phenylalanine residue of gating loop 1 also regulates the condensation half-reaction through 

its rotamers.  Acylation of the active site cysteine results in a ~60 degrees rotation of the 

phenyl group along the Cβ-Cγ bond of the phenylalanine, setting up a malonyl substrate-

binding pocket for the decarboxylative condensation half reaction (Fig. 2.5A).49 Such a 

mechanism prevents KS from taking malonyl substrates before the transacylation happens, 

which is critical to the timing of the ping-pong mechanism. Mutating the cysteine to a 

glutamine, which gives an active site arrangement similar to that of acyl-KS, is reported to 

convert the KS to a malonyl decarboxylase,50 while also significantly increasing KS’s 

binding affinity towards platensimycin, a KS inhibitor that mimics the malonyl substrate.51 

A phenylalanine-to-alanine mutation almost eliminates condensation activity of KS in vitro 

(0.7-1.85 % activity of wild type) while also decreasing the transacylation activity as well 

as other activities that generate shunt products.47, 51 This demonstrates that by simply 

removing the physical barrier formed by the phenylalanine gating residue does not improve  
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Figure 2.5: Gating residues of FabF: overlay of apoFabF (PDB ID: 2GFW, orange), C12-FabF (PDB 

ID: 2GFY, blue), and FabF-ACP crosslink structure (PDB ID: 7L4L, light blue). (A) Rotation of 

F400 triggered by substrate binding creates the malonyl binding pocket. (B) Rotation and translation 

of I108 when a long acyl-chain (more than 8-carbon) is bound. 
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the enzyme overall. These results support three functions for this residue: playing a role in 

the gating loops that regulate substrate delivery, controlling binding of malonyl-ACP 

substrates, and bearing the amide that takes part in forming the catalytic oxyanion hole, 

which might need the bulky side chain to fix the residue in the right position. Additionally, 

it has also been suggested that conformations of this phenylalanine may determine the 

protonation states of the active site residues in Mycobacterium tuberculosis KS.52  

The phenyl ring of F400 is positioned squarely in front of the α carbon of the acyl 

chain in acyl-KS and may also contribute to the selectivity towards α-branched substrates. 

In type I PKS, which takes branched polyketones and α-branched malonyl extender units 

such as methylmalonyl-CoA (mmCoA), the phenylalanine is replaced either by a valine or 

an isoleucine, potentially creating the space to accommodate a branching alkyl group. 

Interestingly, EcFabF F400V and F400I mutants, compared to the wild type (WT), suffer 

reduced condensation activities in vitro towards both mal-CoA and mmCoA,47 yet another 

indication of the complex role of F400. Considering the position of the F400 side chain, it 

would be interesting to test these mutants’ activities towards α-branched acyl substrates. 

The back gate: I108-F202. In EcFabF, I108 and F202 form a gate in the middle of 

the substrate pocket, approximately located at the C7-C8 position of a bound acyl chain. 

While FabB has the same loop 1 phenylalanine residue, I108 is highly conserved and unique 

to FabF and is replaced by a glycine residue in FabB. I108 has different rotamers across 

different EcFabF structures (Figure 2.5B): In apo-FabF, the Cδ of I108 is only 3.7 Å away 

from the closest carbon of the F202 side chain, forming a gate-closed conformation. When 

a six-carbon chain is extended from the active site cysteine, like the ACP-FabF crosslinked 
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structure 7L4L (PDB ID), I108 adopts a different rotamer that extends the closest carbon-

to-carbon distance with F202 to 5.8 Å. Finally, the lauric acid bound FabF structure (PDB 

ID: 2GFW) has the acyl chain penetrating through the gate, with I108 moving further away 

to create a 7.5 Å carbon-to-carbon gap. It has been shown that the I108F mutant 

predominantly elongates C6 acid to C8, resulting from a tighter gate that inhibits the loading 

of longer acids. Similar mutation idea has also been applied in engineering fungal FAS for 

short chain FA production.53 I108F mutation also prevents the binding of cerulenin, a KS 

inhibitor that penetrates through the back gate among binding and grants the mutant 

cerulenin resistance in both EcFabF and Bacillus subtilis FabF (BsFabF).54-56 I108M of 

BsFabF has also been tested to show a two-fold higher cerulenin resistance than the I108F 

mutant.57  

In human mitochondrial KS (HsmtKS), a bimodal substrate preference exists 

that results mainly in producing C8 fatty acid, the precursor of lipoic acid 

biosynthesis, and C14-C16 fatty acid.58 Structures of mtKSs reveal that M154, the 

same position as I108 of EcFabF, must rearrange to allow longer acyl chain to bind, 

causing the bimodal substrate profile.59 EcFabF has yet not shown preference towards 

a certain medium chain length substrate. Whether I108 affects the substrate profile or 

not is still unclear. It is interesting to note that glutaryl-ACP methyl ester, equivalent 

to a C7 acid in length when transferred onto the active site cysteine, is elongated by 

KS to generate the precursor of biotin biosynthesis.60 The methyl ester group of the 

dicarboxylate might be too bulky to penetrate through the back gate, thus preventing 

further elongation.  
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Substrate specificity and chain length control 

 The KS pocket has direct influence on the substrate via physical restrictions, 

polar contacts, and Coulomb-repulsion, thereby controlling the identity of the 

product. These interactions can most often be identified by analysing KS crystal 

structures, and on top of them are substrate bound KS structures that directly visualize 

substrate behaviour inside the pocket. In this section, we will discuss KS’s mechanism 

being one of the key enzymes of product chain length control in FAS and PKS,4 and 

its substrate specificity realized by some key elements in the substrate pocket.  

 The dichotomy of FabF and FabB. In the E. coli FAB, FabF and FabB have most 

of their SFA substrate preferences overlapped (C6-C12), with the exception of C14, which 

is preferentially elongated by FabF.61 In terms of UFA biosynthesis, FabB catalyses the first 

elongation from C10:1 to C12:1 and then both KSs can elongate C12:1 up to C16:1.6 The 

final elongation to C18:1 is exclusively catalysed by FabF.62  While FabF pocket does not 

have an obvious end,63 as the homodimer pockets meet at the interface, FabB has a clear 12-

carbon pocket depth restricted by the coordinating E200-Q113 residues located at the bottom 

of the pocket.64 However, both residues can adopt different conformations, dissociating the 

hydrogen bond between side chains, to expand the pocket depth, as seen in the C12-FabB 

crystal structure (PDB ID: 1EK4). This explains the existing but low activity of FabB toward 

C14 substrate (Figure 2.6).65 Interestingly, this longer pocket cannot coexist in both subunits 

of the homodimer, because such conformation of the glutamine residues (Q113), located at 

the center of the dimer, would clash. This set of asymmetric pockets of FabB suggest a 

cooperativity relationship between the subunits on long chain substrates.66 The possible 
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Figure 2.6: Asymmetric substrate pockets of FabB (PDB ID: 1EK4): E200-Q113 polar contact 

restricts the pocket size to 12-carbon on the left whereas the pocket with dissociated E200-Q113 on 

the right accommodates longer substrate. Q113 from each of the subunit of the homodimer cannot 

co-occupied the center space, leaving the pockets asymmetric.  
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cooperativity of the homodimeric type II KS has rarely been addressed, but cooperativity 

effect has recently been reported in the type I murine KS domain, as well as a type I PKS.67,68  

Despite the lack of activity towards C16 SFA, EcFabF elongates C16:1 UFA, 

producing the C18:1 acid that could be incorporated into membrane phospholipids to 

increase cell membrane fluidity.69, 70 It has been demonstrated in vitro and in vivo that 

FabF plays a key role in the thermal regulation of E. coli by its substrate preferences 

under different temperature.62, 71, 72 It is, however, not clear how the one double bond 

difference between C16 and C16:1 acid can result in such distinct FabF activities. The 

position of the double bond, which lies between C7 and C8, is reminiscent of the FabF 

back gate (I108-F202) (Figure 2.5B), but there has been no proof yet if they are 

related.63 Interestingly, the two crosslink structures of FabF-ACP complex (gating 

loops in open form which mimics substrate delivery state) with C16 and C16:1 α-

bromo probes, respectively, show distinct substrate conformation in which the cis 

double bond of C16:1 redirects the acyl chain back to the substrate pocket (Figure 

2.7).47 The kinked C16:1 substrate is likely more compact and provides a 

conformation that is more readily accommodated. This implies that the unsaturation 

may assist the process of C16:1 substrate delivery.  

Another mysterious substrate preference is the necessity of FabB for 

elongating cis-3-decenoic acid (C10:1 UFA), the first UFA produced by FAB. It has 

been demonstrated that only FabB is capable of elongating this substrate in vivo6 and 

in cell extract complementation assay.73 However, in vitro study74  shows that FabF 

has considerable activity on elongating the C10:1 substrate, and from comparing the  
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of 16-carbon SFA and UFA at substrate delivery state: overlay of C12-FabF 

(PDB ID: 2GFY, blue) and FabF-ACP complexes with crosslinkers mimicking C16 (PDB ID: 6OKG, 

green) and C16:1 (PDB ID: 7L4E, orange), respectively. The cis-double bond of C16:1 redirects the 

acyl chain to the substrate pocket.  
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pockets of the two KSs, there is no sign that FabF cannot catalyse such an 

elongation.63 Therefore, FabF’s may have negative selectivity towards C10:1 

substrate before the substrate enters the pocket, and only under the competition of 

different chain length FAs. Such selectivity can potentially be achieved by allosteric 

regulation in combination with KS-ACP interactions. Several bacterial species do not 

contain a FabB orthologue, but rather have one, two, or more FabFs with at least one 

of them capable of complementing FabB’s function, which provides clues to how the 

substrate preferences arise.75-77 

 Comparison of KS-CLFs and homodimeric KSs. In PKSII, the genes of the KS 

and CLF subunits are frequently clustered, with KS gene upstream and CLF gene 

downstream, and in many cases translationally coupled (i.e. overlapping stop and start 

codon).28, 78 The substrate pocket of KS-CLF extends along the heterodimer interface and 

most often ended by one or more bulky residues of CLF.11 Examples like F116’ (The 

apostrophe denotes residue from the CLF subunit) of actinorhodin KS-CLF (PDB ID: 

1TQY), W107’ of AntD-AntE (PDB ID: 6SMP), and L125’ of Iga11-Iga12 (PDB ID: 6KXF) 

have been demonstrated, by mutagenesis or computational method, to control the final chain 

length.12, 37, 79 The KS-CLF of aryl polyene biosynthesis, ApeO-ApeC, has a wide pocket to 

accommodate the phenyl group of the substrate. Despite the difference in the width of the 

pocket, ApeO-ApeC still has its final product chain length determined by the depth of its 

substrate pocket.21, 23  

In contrast to KS-CLFs, which normally have a well-defined pocket that leads 

to one single chain length final product, homodimeric KSs from the FAS have a chain 
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length profile resulting from complex factors such as indefinite pocket size, dimer 

cooperativity, gating mechanisms, and acyl-ACP recognition. Such chain length 

profile can often link to metabolic flux control.80, 81 As previously discussed, the 

human mitochondrial FAB KS possesses bimodal substrate preferences that lead to 

two major chain length products, C8 and C14/C16. The C8 acid is the precursor of 

lipoic acid biosynthesis while the long chain acyl-ACP is an assembly factor for 

respiratory complexes as well as the iron-sulfur cluster synthesis complex.82-86  

Accumulating evidence has shown the role of mitochondrial FAB as a coordinator 

between acetyl-CoA level and metabolic state sensing,87, 88 among other roles that 

have yet to be explored. 

Protein-substrate interactions. The L-shape pocket of KSs consists of two 

segments, the PPant binding pocket and the acyl-chain binding pocket, respectively, that are 

roughly perpendicular to each other. The PPant binding pocket has two highly conserved 

threonine residues (T305 and T307 in EcFabF) that form polar contact with the oxygen of 

the second amide of PPant, and potentially other carbonyl groups that pass by these threonine 

residues when entering the active site such as those from thioester and malonate. Such 

interactions anchor the PPant moiety on one side of the rather spacious PPant pocket, and 

this orientation seems to clear out the way for the movement of gating loop 1 (Figure 2.8A). 

One of these threonine residues is substituted by a serine in polyketone KSs, but the polar 

contact potentials provided by the side chains of these two residues exist among all KSs. To 

demonstrate their essential roles, mutation of either of these residues to alanine in both the 

IgaPKS (polyene) and AntPKS (polyketone) systems resulted in impaired enzyme  
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Figure 2.8: The PPant binding pocket of FabF: (A) coordination of the two threonine residues paves 

a hydrophilic path for PPant insertion. (B) Polar contact network of the PPant binding pocket. T270 

and S271 belong to the gating loop 2.  
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activity.12,37 The gating loop 2 also forms polar contacts with the phosphate and the first 

amide of the PPant (Figure 2.8B), potentially mediating between ACP and the gating loop 

1.    

In contrast to the high similarity of the ppant binding pocket, the substrate 

tunnels of different classes of type II KSs have distinct properties due to the diversity 

of substrates. The acidic side chain of the highly conserved residue D113 of IgaKS is 

reported to repulse the β-ketoacyl products from reloading, evidenced by the D113A 

mutant which produces triketone.37 This repulsion mechanism is not observed in other 

kinds of KS including those of FAS as SpFabF can produce triacetic acid lactone 

(TAL, product of triketone) in vitro,89 and that the precursor of biotin biosynthesis, 

pimeloyl methyl ester, is also synthesized by FAS, indicating that a methyl ester group 

can fit into a KS substrate pocket.60 The aryl polyene KSs of Acinetobacter 

baumannii, ApeO-ApeC and ApeR, have phenylalanine and tyrosine residues in the 

pockets that can stack with the phenyl ring of the substrate.23 The hexaketide bound 

AntKS-CLF structures reveal the carbonyl orientations in the narrow pocket that leads 

to stable substrate binding predicted by simulations.12 These examples demonstrate 

the customization nature of the substrate pocket, especially for PKS, in which the 

precision of the product is a first priority. 
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Protein-protein interactions of KS and ACP 

 KSs possess an Arg and Lys rich surface, known as the “positive patch”, 

around the active site entrance that interacts with negatively charged residues on ACP. 

Although this is generally true for all KS-ACP interactions elucidated so far, 

molecular detail of these interactions can differ to prevent crosstalk between different 

KS-ACP pairs in the same organism.11, 90, 91 This orthogonality is believed to reduce 

stochastic binding events and substrate sampling time, and thus accelerate the overall 

kinetics of catalysis. In this section, we will delineate the molecular basis of KS-ACP 

interactions and the mechanisms affected by them, such as chain-flipping and 

allosteric regulation. 

Residues involved in PPIs. The high acidity of ACP and the positive patches on the 

partner enzymes are an obvious match for binding interface. In the past, the interface 

residues involve in type II KS-ACP interactions have only been addressed in a few studies 

using non crystallographic methods.35, 92, 93 Since the first KS-ACP complex crystal structure 

utilizing mechanism based crosslinking probe was published in 2019, there are in total 10 

KS-ACP complex structures released on the PDB, across 4 different KSs from FAS, polyene 

PKS, and aromatic PKS pathways.12, 36, 38  By directly visualizing the protein-protein 

interfaces in these catalytic-relevant states, these structures allow us to assign PPIs at atomic 

resolution.  

In figure 9, the interface polar contacts identified from four different KS-ACP 

pairs are aligned. Generally, most of the PPIs occur between KS’ (the monomer that 

the catalytic site isn’t involve, or CLF subunit in the case of PKSII) and the first two 
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helices of ACP. To facilitate discussion, PPIs are grouped into three regions. Region 

1 involves a short helix on KS’ (or CLF) that bears 2-3 Arg or Lys residues flanking 

ACP to interact with residues on C-terminal side of helix 1 and N-terminal side of 

helix 2 (Figure 2.9, first row). Region 2 covers interactions of helix 2 with residues 

on KS’ (or CLF) as well as helix 3 with a single residue on KS (Figure 2.9, second 

row). Lastly, region 3 features the gating loop 2 of KS interacting with the N-terminal 

end of helix 2 and the PPant (Figure 2.9, third row). Some differences can be observed 

that may lead to unique PPIs. For example, region 1 of IgaPKS has only two distal 

basic residues on the CLF involved, when at least three residues from each side 

forming complicated polar contact network are seen in other KS-ACP pairs. AntPKS 

in region 2 also shows unique interactions, with the ACP bearing two interacting Lys 

residues, contradicting to the general wisdom that the ACP bears acidic residues that 

interact with the positive patch on the KS. EcFabB in region 3 has the least 

interactions, with the highly conserved residues in EcFabF, H268 and T270, 

substituted by D268 and V270, which are also highly conserved in FabB.  

Alanine scan of interacting protein-protein interface residues of FabF shows 

that triple mutation removing all interactions in region 1 or region 2 has a greater 

impact on activity than a triple mutant containing a mix of residues from both regions, 

indicating that anchoring ACP at both regions is essential.94 IgaKS-CLF was also 

subjected to the interface residues alanine scan and all of them show some degree of 

decline in crosslinking activity. Among them, R210A mutant stands out to totally 

abolish crosslinking activity because of the profound interactions R210 has with ACP 
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Figure 2.9: Protein-protein interactions of four different KS-ACP interfaces: PPIs are grouped into 

three regions as depicted on the top graph (ACP helix 4 and the inter-helices loops are not shown for 

simplicity). PPIs of each region from FabF (PDB ID: 7L4L, blue), FabB (PDB ID: 6OKC, green), 

polyene KS-CLF (PDB ID: 6KXF, yellow and orange), and polyketone KS-CLF (PDB ID: 6SMP, 

magenta) are aligned for comparison.  
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helix 2, forming polar contacts with the side chains of S49 and E52.37 R61 of the 

AntCLF also plays a similar role in region 1 interacting with two ACP residues, and 

mutating this residue to alanine significantly reduced the enzyme activity, while 

mutant leads to the loss of one single polar contact between R64 of CLF and D43 of 

ACP retains the same level of activity.12 Despite the ostensibly high similarity 

between KS-ACP interfaces, the variation of that one, or a few, crucial residues 

among different KSs can potentially be enough to insure the fidelity of ACP to its 

cognate partner.   

Chain-flipping mechanism is initiated by PPIs. Carrier protein is known to be a 

flexible protein that can sequester substrate intermediates in type II pathways.10, 39, 95-99 In 

EcACP, a hydrophobic cavity can be formed in between the four-alpha helical bundle to 

accommodate acyl substrates. Structural studies have shown that the pocket size can be 

altered through conformational movements of the helices with helix 3 and the two loops that 

connect helix 3 to helix 2 and helix 4, respectively, having the largest shift between the 

sequestered state and the unsequestered state.97, 100 Among all the changes, the shifting of 

Isoleucine 62, located at the loop connecting helix 3 and 4, appears to have the biggest impact 

to the pocket size. 

ACP delivers the substrate by de-sequestering and “flipping” the acyl chain 

into the KS pocket, a process termed chain-flipping. Structure analysis of KS-ACP 

complex reveals that the de-sequestration of ACP is induced by PPIs: By anchoring 

helix 2 and the C-terminal end of helix 1 and applying an attractive interaction to helix 

3 resulted in shrinkage of the pocket size. Overlay of FabF-ACP structure to the helix 
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2 of acyl-ACP structure illustrates the mechanism mentioned above (Figure 2.10). 

With helix 2 and part of helix 1 well-anchored, the interaction of FabF-ACP (R206-

D56) “flattens” ACP, tilting helix 1 and collapsing the pocket (Figure 2.10A). The 

structure overlay also features a 2.1-Å shift of I62, which is indicative of ACP 

switching from the sequestered state to the unsequestered state (Figure 2.10B). 

Mutational study on R206 reveals that mutating the residue to an alanine largely 

decreases the kcat value of FabF while the KM value remains the same.94 This indicates 

that interaction with ACP helix 3 serves more of a catalytic role rather than strictly 

stabilizing the protein-protein interface. Interestingly, such interaction is quite unique 

across the four KSs that have KS-ACP structure solved (Figure 2.9, second row). In 

FabB, the corresponding position of FabF R206 is a glycine residue, and instead a 

R45 from neighboring loop forms polar contact with the same D56 of ACP. In IgaPKS, 

the interaction pair is (ACP)N62-Q227(KS), and in AntPKS, ACP becomes the side 

that possesses positively charged residue, K58, to interact with KS. The unique 

characteristic of this one single but important ACP(helix 3)-KS interaction may also 

contribute to the orthogonality of the type II pathways. 

Allosteric regulation. ACP as a substrate carrier in the type II pathways provides an 

extra level of regulation before sampling substrates in the pocket of the partner enzyme. 

Such mechanism, termed allosteric regulation, describes indirect substrate recognition of the 

partner enzyme through interacting with ACP.101, 102 Structural and computational studies on 

the substrate sequestration of acyl-ACP have long been supporting the feasibility of 

allosteric regulation because of the observed differences between ACPs bearing different  
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Figure 2.10: The chain-flipping mechanism: structure overlay of C10-ACP (PDB ID: 2FAE, green) 

to the ACP helix 2 of the FabF-ACP complex (PDB ID: 7L4L, blue) shows PPIs initiate chain-

flipping. (A) PPIs anchor helix 2 and E13 and drag on helix 3 to twist the 4-helical bundle which 

shrinks the pocket. (B) Side view of the overlay. Movement of I62 shrinks the pocket and push the 

substrate out.  
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acyl chain length as well as other pathway intermediates.98, 100, 101, 103-106 NMR titration study 

of ACP with six E. coli FASs reveals unique ACP-partner enzyme interacting interfaces, 

suggesting a complex role ACP may play in the pathway.91 Recent works on LipB, an 

enzyme that directs C8-ACP to lipoic acid biosynthesis, elucidates an allostery that is chain 

length dependent.101, 107 Acyl chain terminal carbon 13C-labeled C8 and C12-ACP, which 

chain-flipping event can be tracked by HSQC NMR, are titrated with active site cysteine-

mutated LipB, and only the cognate C8-ACP performs chain-flipping.101 This study provides 

the first solid evidence of allosteric regulation of EcACP.  

Since structural analysis of the pocket shows no clue on FabF’s negative 

preference towards C10:1-ACP in vivo, allosteric regulation stands out to be a 

plausible explanation. Furthermore, the fact that FabF can elongate C10:1-ACP in 

vitro indicates that the preference occurs before the substrate enters the pocket,65 and 

that C10:1-ACP could be competed out by other acyl-ACP, if present, causing the in 

vivo result. Interestingly, the depth of the ACP pocket is approximately 7 carbons, 

which is exactly the carbon count of the saturated tail of C10:1 as well as other UFAs. 

In the sequestered state, the extra carbons in the acyl chain and the ppant moiety are 

exposed to the ambient environment, even forming a hairpin when the chain gets 

longer. This exposure may have unique interaction with the gating loop 2 (Figure 2.9, 

region 3), potentially contributing to the allostery of ACP-KS. The cis-double bond 

of the C10:1 acyl chain may restrict the movement of the overhanging PPant resulting 

in the reduction of effective PPant conformations (those that interacts with the gating 

loop 2), while the same restriction may occur to other UFAs like C12:1 but overcome 
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by the longer chain length. Given that FabB has minimal polar contacts at region 3 

(Fig. 9), it can be insensitive to the degree of exposure of the acyl-ppant, and thus the 

insensitivity towards distinguishing C10 and C10:1-ACP. While FabB has an 

extremely conserved gating loop 2 sequence, FabF loop 2, having a distinct sequence, 

is only partially conserved (Figure 2.3F). This can be explained by some organisms 

with UFA possess only FabF type of KS,7 and some of these FabFs are reported to 

complement FabB activity in E. coli.75-77 For example, E. Faecalis has no FabB but 

two FabFs, FabF1 and FabF2, respectively, and only FabF1 can complement EcFabB 

in vivo.75 Sequence alignment shows that EfFabF2 has a more similar loop 2 sequence 

to EcFabF than that of EfFabF1. The gating loop 2 plays an important and complex 

role in the KS enzymology, interacting with both ACP and the substrate, and 

coordinating the movement of the gating loop 1. Swapping off the whole loop 2 of 

FabF with FabB loop 2 results in expressible FabF variant with no catalytic activity,47 

suggesting that loop 2 likely coevolved with other elements to fine-tune KS function. 

 

Conclusion 

Based on a conserved mechanism, elongating KSs have evolved for distinct 

pathways to produce specific product intermediates. In FASII, one or more elongating 

KSs with complicated gating mechanisms maintain the FA profile, which provides 

the precursor pool for membrane phospholipids and other essential metabolites, such 

as biotin and lipoic acid. PKSII polyketone KSs, on the other hand, have rigid pockets 

that precisely synthesize a single chain length of polyketones. Between them are the 
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PKSII polyene KSs that share some similarities with two other KS types but have 

some unique mechanisms to ensure product fidelity. KS-ACP interactions play an 

important role in substrate delivery, and these details will continue to emerge with 

more studies. Manipulating the KS-ACP interface has already shown success in 

engineering type I FAS and PKS pathways,108, 109 and the recent engineering the 

FASII interface of EcACP and a non-cognate thioesterase indicates that this will 

prove valuable in PKSII as well.110 These examples showcase the promising future of 

engineering FASII and PKSII pathways and would most certainly be facilitated with 

a thorough understanding of KS enzymology. 
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Chapter 3: Structure and Mechanistic Analyses of the Gating Mechanism of 

Elongating Ketosynthases 

Abstract 

Ketosynthases (KSs) catalyze carbon-carbon bond-forming reactions in fatty acid 

synthases (FASs) and polyketide synthases (PKSs). KSs utilize a two-step ping-pong kinetic 

mechanism to carry out an overall decarboxylative thio-Claisen condensation that can be 

separated into the transacylation and condensation reactions. In both steps, an acyl carrier 

protein (ACP) delivers thioester-tethered substrates to the active sites of KSs. Therefore, 

protein-protein interactions (PPIs) and KS-mediated substrate recognition events are 

required for catalysis. Recently, crystal structures of Escherichia coli elongating type II FAS 

KSs, FabF and FabB, in complex with E. coli ACP, AcpP, revealed distinct conformational 

states of two active site KS loops. These loops were proposed to operate via a gating 

mechanism to coordinate substrate recognition and delivery followed by catalysis. Here, we 

interrogate this proposed gating mechanism by solving two additional high-resolution 

structures of substrate-engaged AcpP-FabF complexes, one of which provides the missing 

AcpP-FabF gate-closed conformation. Clearly defined interactions of one of these active site 

loops with AcpP are present in both the open and closed conformations, suggesting AcpP 

binding triggers or stabilizes gating transitions, further implicating PPIs in carrier protein-

dependent catalysis. We functionally demonstrate the importance of gating in the overall KS 

condensation reaction and provide experimental evidence for its role in the transacylation 

reaction. Furthermore, we evaluate the catalytic importance of these loops using alanine-

scanning mutagenesis and also investigate chimeric FabF constructs carrying elements found 
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in type I PKS KS domains. These findings broaden our understanding of the KS mechanism, 

which advances future engineering efforts in both FASs and evolutionarily related PKSs. 

 

Introduction 

Fatty acid biosynthesis (FAB) is an essential primary metabolic pathway conducive 

to metabolic engineering.1-10 Fatty acid synthases (FAS) carry out biosynthesis by iteratively 

condensing and reducing malonyl-CoA derived 2-carbon units.1,2 FAS can be organized as 

either large, single gene, multidomain megasynthases, type I, or as discrete, multiple gene, 

monofunctional enzymes, type II.1,3,11-13 Despite differences in structural organization, the 

biochemistry of type I and II FAS is generally conserved (Figures S3.1 and S3.2).2 

Additionally, type II FASs are considered to be the evolutionary progenitors of polyketide 

synthases (PKSs), a class of enzymes known to produce a variety of structurally complex 

and biologically active compounds (Figure S3.1).14-18 Ketosynthases (KSs) initiate each 

round of FAS by condensing a growing acyl-chain with 2-carbon units via a decarboxylative 

Claisen condensation with the 3-carbon malonyl-CoA substrate to produce a β -keto 

intermediate. Subsequent reactions catalyzed by the ketoreductase, dehydratase, and 

enoylreductase fully reduce the β -carbon before another round of chain extension or 

offloading of the mature fatty acid (FA). Central to this process is the small 9 kDa acyl 

carrier protein (ACP). The ACP carries thioester-tethered pathway intermediates to each 

enzyme active site using a post-translationally installed 4’-phosphopantetheine arm 

(PPant).19,20 ACPs must form transient, productive protein-protein interactions (PPIs) with 
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each respective partner enzyme (PE) in order to deliver their substrates in catalytically 

competent forms.21-30 

 KS-mediated carbon-carbon bond formation is the primary driving force of FAB. 

These enzymes use a two-step kinetic ping-pong bi-bi mechanism that can be viewed 

mechanistically as transacylation and condensation reactions (Figure 3.1A).30-33 In the 

transacylation step, acyl-ACP binds to the KS and transfers its thioester-bound cargo to the 

KS active site cysteine residue, producing an acyl-KS thio-intermediate.34-36 In the 

condensation step, malonyl-ACP associates with the KS and undergoes decarboxylation to 

produce a keto-enolate tautomerization, wherein the carbanion tautomer condenses with the 

thioester-bound FA to produce the β-ketoacyl-ACP product (Figure S3.2). Mechanistic 

elements of the transacylation and condensation steps are still contested, and a detailed 

molecular understanding of KS substrate specificity is, therefore, lacking.31-33 FA chain 

extension is energetically coupled to decarboxylation, making the forward reaction 

thermodynamically favored and essentially irreversible upon loss of CO2. Therefore, KSs 

play a central role in controlling metabolic flux and FA chain length.4,31 This point has been 

well demonstrated by recent successes in rationally retooling the product profile of the fungal 

FAS.6,37-39 Future engineering efforts, in both FAS and PKS platforms, will benefit from a 

more in depth understanding of the reaction mechanisms and substrate specificities of 

functionally diverse KSs.40,41 

Escherichia coli type II FAS has long served as a model system for understanding 

the structure, function, and mechanism of FASs.1,42,43 E. coli possesses two related 

elongating KSs, FabB and FabF, that have broad overlapping substrate specificities and are 
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Figure 3.1: KS ping-pong reaction and gating mechanism overview. (A) Ketosynthase ping-pong 

mechanism with active site schematic showing oxyanion hole (yellow circle)-stabilized tetrahedral 

intermediates that are formed during the transacylation and condensation half-reactions. (B) 

Proposed ketosynthase gating mechanism coordinated by loops 1 and 2 and the Phe400 gating 

residue. Each active site represents a step forward during the transacylation half-reaction starting 

with the apo-KS active site and ending with the acyl-KS intermediate.  
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representative of specific KS families, KASI and KASII, respectively.44,45 The active sites 

of elongating KSs are comprised of a Cys-His-His catalytic triad, where the cysteine, 

positioned at the N-terminus of a long α-helix, is the active site nucleophile and the two 

histidines participate in the decarboxylation step. The oxyanion hole formed by the backbone 

amides of the catalytic cysteine (Cys163) and a highly conserved phenylalanine gating 

residue (Phe400) stabilizes oxyanion tetrahedral intermediates formed during both half-

reactions (Figure 3.1A).34-36 Additionally, Phe400 is known to regulate access to the active 

site by sensing the acylation state of the catalytic cysteine.32,34-36 

In our previous work, we determined crystal structures of FabB and FabF crosslinked 

to E. coli ACP (AcpP) loaded with either C12- or C16-α-bromo-pantetheinamide substrate 

mimetics.24 These structures, along with biochemical and computational studies, led to the 

proposal of a double drawbridge-like gating mechanism46 comprised of two active site loops, 

loop 1 and loop 2, that undergo conformational rearrangements to regulate KS substrate 

recognition and processing (Figure 3.1B). During substrate delivery, the gate opens to allow 

access to the KS active site, and in doing so, disrupts the oxyanion hole (Figure 3.1B). The 

active site machinery only reforms upon gate closure, thereby providing a means to regulate 

selectivity by organizing the oxyanion hole for acyl transfer when the correct substrate is 

bound. Loop 1 consists of a highly conserved GFGG motif, which includes the conserved 

phenylalanine gating residue, Phe400. Loop 2 is distal to the active site and abuts loop 1 in 

the gate-closed conformation. A conserved loop 2 aspartate residue, Asp265, stabilizes the 

gate-open state by coordinating a complex hydrogen-bonding interaction network with loop 

1 (Figure 3.2A). Interestingly, much of the loop 2 motif appears to be only conserved within, 
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Figure 3.2: Gating loop interaction network and conservation. (A) Schematic for loop 1−loop 2 

interactions in the closed (apo-FabF) and open (C16-AcpP=FabF) states. Interactions between 

specific residues are shown by arrows. FabF loop 2 sequence is above the loop 2 peptide schematic 

and the FabF loop 1 sequence is below the schematic. (B) Sequence alignment between FabF gating 

loops with the putative gating elements found in different classes of condensing enzymes. The loop 

1 gating residue (Phe400) is outlined in a red box and the interaction between Asn404 and the 

conserved Asp265 is indicated by the connecting line segment. Loop 2 sequences from within three 

different classes of condensing enzymes (FabF, FabB, and modular type I PKS) are shown in separate 

alignments highlighting the conservation within, but not between, families of condensing enzymes. 

All residues above an identity threshold of 70% are highlighted.  
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but not between, different KS families (Figure 3.2B). In contrast, loop 1 shares similarities 

across other KS families, but the putative loop 1 gating residue notably diverges in cis-AT 

modular type I PKSs (TIPKS).47-49 Instead of the conserved GFGG motif, TIPKSs often 

possess GVSG or GISG motifs (Figure 3.2B). TIPKS KSs utilize the same Cys-His-His 

catalytic triad and likely the same, or similar, catalytic mechanism as type I and type II FAS 

(Figure S3.2B). However, they are capable of accepting a variety of α-branched and β-

branched acyl-substrates and often use bulkier α-branched extender units than FAS KSs, 

such as methylmalonyl-CoA and ethylmalonyl-CoA.48,50 Therefore, the putative gating 

elements in PKSs may have diverged to facilitate catalysis with more structurally diverse 

substrates than FAS KSs. 

 Currently, the structure of the AcpP-bound gate-open conformation is available for 

FabF (PDB: 6OKG), while the structure of the AcpP-bound gate-closed conformation is 

available for FabB (PDB: 6OKC), making it difficult to directly compare the open and closed 

conformations in the same condensing enzyme family. Additionally, catalytic evidence that 

the proposed gating mechanism does indeed affect substrate turnover, and more specifically, 

the transacylation step, has not yet been demonstrated. In the work reported herein, we use 

mechanistic crosslinkers carrying different substrate mimetics to elucidate X-ray crystal 

structures of two additional acyl-AcpP=FabF (where “=” denotes a covalent crosslink) 

complexes, one of which is in the missing gate-closed conformation. Next, we employ two 

high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)-based kinetic assays to validate the 

importance of the KS gating machinery for the overall KS condensation reaction and 

transacylation half-reaction. We then explore the role of loop 2 using alanine-scanning 
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mutagenesis and demonstrate its conformational relevance to enzyme catalysis, providing 

additional evidence for an allosteric connection between AcpP-binding and gating events. 

Finally, we characterize a panel of FabF-TIPKS KS loop 1 chimeras, where FabF’s GFGG 

motif is replaced by corresponding GVSG and GISG motifs found in the cis-AT modular 

TIPKS KS domains. Results from our study provide the missing AcpP-FabF gate-closed 

conformation structure as well as structural and biochemical support for the importance of 

gating in type II FAS KSs. These findings have broad implications for KS-directed metabolic 

engineering in FAS and provide additional insights into how these putative gating elements 

may operate in the evolutionarily related PKS condensing enzyme families.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 Development and analysis of a C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheinamide crosslinking 

probe. In order to compare the open and closed states within a single family of condensing 

enzymes, we aimed to crystallize an acyl-AcpP=FabF complex in a catalytically relevant, 

gate-closed conformation. We first developed a pantetheinamide mechanistic crosslinker 

that we reasoned could trap the AcpP–FabF complex in a closed conformation. E. coli is the 

canonical paradigm for bacterial FAS and the two elongating KSs, FabF and FabB, perform 

different branchpoint reactions in FAS important to cell physiology. FabB, in concert with 

the dehydratase FabA, is responsible for elongation of cis-3-decenoyl-AcpP (cis-3-C10:1-

AcpP) to cis-5-dodecenoyl-AcpP (cis-5-C12:1-AcpP) to establish the unsaturated fatty acid 

branch of FAS.51-53 FabF is not able to perform this FabB specific extension in vivo, but 

previous studies regarding FabF’s substrate specificity show that, unlike FabB, FabF is 
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responsible for elongation of cis-palmitoleoyl-ACP (C16:1) to cis-vaccenoyl-ACP 

(C18:1).44,54 While cis-vaccenate is not essential for E. coli survival, this FabF product is 

responsible for E. coli’s rapid homeoviscous adaptive response to regulate membrane 

fluidity in response to reductions in temperature.44,45,54-57 Therefore, we developed a 

synthetic route for a C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheinamide unsaturated crosslinking probe 

(Figure 3.3), designed to mimic FabF’s privileged substrate, palmitoleoyl-ACP (Figure S3.3). 

As with other crosslinkers developed to trap ACP−PE interactions,21,23-25,57-65 we replaced 

the labile thioester in the native substrate with an amide linkage, which is necessary to trap 

crosslinked ACP−PE complexes. However, recent NMR data from our group suggests that 

the identity of the linkage affects the overall structure of AcpP in solution.66 These 

differences are mostly due to altered sequestration67-69 of non-natively tethered substrates 

and likely minimally affect the conformation and structure in crosslinked complexes. 

 Using a one-pot chemoenzymatic method,59 we loaded the C16:1-α-

bromopantetheinamide crosslinking probe onto apo-AcpP to produce C16:1αBr-crypto-

AcpP (C16:1-AcpP) (Figures 3.3 and S3.4). We then tested the crosslinking efficiency of 

C16:1-AcpP with wt FabF using a time course gel-based crosslinking assay. Similar to 

previously tested α-bromo crosslinkers, C16:1-AcpP crosslinks with FabF to completion in 

under 10 minutes across a range of pHs (Figure S3.5). Synthesis of different chain length, 

unsaturated crosslinkers may aid in elucidating structures of ACP−PE complexes with 

additional metabolic enzymes, such as E. coli FabB51,53,70 or the FatA and FatB FAS 

thioesterases71-73 from plant plastids, to elucidate their respective substrate specificities and 

recognition mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.3: Crosslinking probes. Comparison of acyl-AcpP with crosslinker-loaded crypto-AcpPs 

utilized in this study to trap and crystalize AcpP=FabF complexes. An acyl-ACP substrate is shown 

to demonstrate the chemical structure of the natural substrate. The two crosslinking pantetheinamide 

probes have an amide instead of a thioester linking their acyl substrates as well as either an α-bromo 

or chloroacrylamide warhead. The region that has been modified to facilitate stable crosslinkers is 

shown in red, while the substrate mimetics are outlined in light green.  
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C16:1-AcpP=FabF captures distinct substrate conformation. Cross-seeding 

using C16-AcpP=FabF24 crystals nucleated diffraction-quality crystals of C16:1-

AcpP=FabF for X-ray data collection, structure determination, and refinement to a nominal 

resolution of 2.0 Å (Table S3.1, Figure S3.6). The complex crystallized in the same space 

group and unit cell as that of C16-AcpP=FabF (PDB: 6OKG), with an asymmetric unit 

containing a FabF monomer crosslinked to a single AcpP. Structural alignment with C16-

AcpP=FabF (PDB: 6OKG) shows that these two complexes are nearly identical and overlay 

with a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) of 0.124 Å. The gating loops in the C16:1-

AcpP=FabF complex are in the open conformation, indicating that the gate-open 

conformation is favored by FabF in the presence of a crosslinked AcpP bearing long-chain 

α-bromo crosslinkers (Figures 3.4A−C and S3.7). This is not the case for the previously 

published C12- and C16-AcpP=FabB structures, which instead mimic the AcpP-bound 

transacylation reaction intermediate.24 In these complexes, the carbonyl of the FA substrate 

analog is positioned in the oxyanion hole and the gating loops are found in the catalytically 

competent gate-closed conformation in a manner similar to the C12-FabF (PDB: 2GFY) and 

C12-FabB (PDB: 1EK4) acyl-enzyme intermediate complexes. Therefore, as in the C16-

AcpP=FabF structure (PDB: 6OKG), the gating loops of C16:1-AcpP=FabF would need to 

return to the closed conformation to appropriately position the C16:1 FA substrate for 

transfer to the catalytic cysteine residue. 

Closer analysis of the crosslinker indicates that the stereocenter of the α-carbon at 

the thioether crosslink is in the R configuration, while that of the previously solved structures 

was assigned to the S configuration (Figures 3.4A and S8). In the C16-AcpP=FabF complex, 
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Figure 3.4: C16:1- and C8-AcpP=FabF active site organization. (A) 2D schematic of the C16:1-

AcpP=FabF active site. The oxyanion hole is not formed and Phe400 is rotated away from the active 

site. (B) 3D rendering of the C16:1-AcpP=FabF active site and crosslinker. (C) Acyl-binding pocket 

of C16:1-AcpP=FabF compared to that of C12-FabF (PDB: 2GFY). (D) 2D schematic of the C8-

AcpP=FabF active site. The oxyanion hole is formed and the gating loops are in the closed 

conformation. (E) 3D rendering of the C8-AcpP=FabF active site and crosslinker. (F) Acyl-binding 

pocket of C8-AcpP=FabF compared to C12-FabF (PDB: 2GFY). In panels C and F, structural 

alignments were performed over all atoms.  
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the C16 acyl chain extends away from the active site, whereas in C16:1-AcpP=FabF, the cis-

double bond of the unsaturated probe is in a kinked conformation that redirects the 

polymethylene chain toward the acyl-binding pocket (Figures 3.4B, 3.4C and S3.7). The 

terminal methyl moiety of the acyl chain is positioned in front of the back gate, comprised 

of residues Ile108 and Phe202, of the acyl-binding pocket (Figure 3.4C).35,74 When compared 

to the C12-bound acyl-enzyme intermediate structure of FabF (C12-FabF, PDB: 2GFY), the 

Ile108-Phe202 gate is in a closed conformation (Figure 3.4C). Despite the closed back gate, 

the tail of the kinked alkyl substrate is positioned at the entrance of the acyl-binding pocket. 

This may indicate that the Ile108-Phe202 back gate of FabF, which is replaced by Gly107- 

Phe201 in FabB, plays a role in substrate-intermediate processing. Previous studies have 

shown that altering the identity of this gating residue results in antibiotic resistance75,76 and 

changes in KS chain length specificity in both bacterial and fungal FAS systems.37,76 

 The kinked C16:1 substrate favors a more compact conformation, which may be 

more readily accommodated and processed compared to the saturated C16 substrate. These 

observations, along with differences in the acyl-binding pocket and divergent loop 2 

sequence found in the FabF condensing enzyme family (Figure 3.2B), may explain FabF’s 

substrate preference for C16:1.44,45 However, some FabF and FabB orthologs from related 

bacteria do not fit within the canonical E. coli FAS framework. For example, Enterococcus 

faecalis, Lactococcus lactis, and Clostridium acetobutylicum each contain only a single 

elongating FAS KS, which is from the FabF family, that is able to recover unsaturated FA 

auxotrophic growth defects in E. coli ΔfabB strains.77-79 Additionally, the FabB from 

Shewanella oneidensis is capable of elongating C16:1 to C18:1 and its two endogenous fabF 
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genes are also capable of complementing ΔfabB growth defects.80,81 Currently, no structures 

are available for these FabF orthologs, making it difficult to infer conclusions based on 

sequence alone. However, the primary sequence of the two S. oneidensis FabFs (NCBI 

Accession: WP_011074037 and WP_011074034), which are capable of complementing E. 

coli ΔfabB strains, notably diverge from that of FabF for loop 1 (AFGG vs GFGG), loop 2, 

and the gating residues regulating entrance to the FA-binding pocket. Instead of the 

canonical Ile108-Phe202 back gate, S. oneidensis FabF possesses a Thr108-Phe202 back 

gate at the equivalent position based on primary sequence analysis. Future structural, 

computational, and mutagenic work probing the Ile108-Phe202 back gate and/or loops 1 and 

2 may provide insights into FabF’s cryptic role in homeoviscous adaptation and its divergent 

function in other bacterial species. 

 C8-AcpP=FabF structure provides an ACP-bound gate-closed conformation. 

AcpP loaded with the trans-C8-chloroacrylate PPant probe, C8Cl-crypto-AcpP (C8-AcpP) 

(Figure 3.3), requires several hours to crosslink to FabF, but when loaded with a α-bromo 

crosslinkers or the smaller C3-chloroacrylate crosslinker that lacks an appended substrate 

analog, AcpP crosslinks in minutes.24 This significant difference in crosslinking rates, and 

the propensity for α-bromo crosslinkers to trap FabF in the gate-open conformation, led us 

to hypothesize that crosslinking to trans-C8-chloroacrylate may require a transition to the 

gate-closed conformation to appropriately position the warhead for attack by the catalytic 

cysteine residue. Therefore, we obtained and collected data on diffraction quality crystals of 

C8Cl-crypto-AcpP=FabF (C8-AcpP=FabF), which upon structure elucidation and 

refinement, resulted in a 2.65 Å-resolution structure. The asymmetric unit of C8-AcpP=FabF 
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contains the FabF dimer crosslinked to two AcpPs. Analysis of the active sites shows reliable 

electron density for the PPant arm and the thiovinyl covalent crosslink between C3 and 

Cys163 (Figure S3.9). The gating loops are positioned in the catalytically competent gate-

closed conformation and an organized, but unoccupied, oxyanion hole is formed by the 

backbone amides of Cys163 and Phe400 (Figure 3.4D, 3.4E). The PPant moiety of the probe 

is anchored by polar contacts with Thr270, Ser271, Thr305, and Thr307. The carbonyl 

oxygen of the substrate mimetic coordinates to His303 and His340, with the latter histidine 

serving an essential role for the condensation reaction.32,33 Similar probe-KS interactions 

were observed in the crystal structures of FabB−AcpP23,24 and IgaKS-IgaACP,62 indicating 

an evolutionarily conserved PPant-binding site. 

 The acylated C12-FabF structure (PDB: 2GFY) overlays with the KS domain from 

C8-AcpP=FabF with an rmsd of 0.314 Å (Figure 3.4F). The active sites of these complexes 

are in nearly identical conformations, including the gating loops, with the Phe400 gating 

residue rotated and translated away from Cys163 to form the presumptive malonyl-AcpP-

binding pocket.34,35,82 Interestingly, the chlorovinyl probe has the same carbon count as the 

putative condensation intermediate. The carbonyl group of the FA substrate mimetic 

interacts with His303 and His340, positioning the C2 carbon in close proximity to the 

Cys163-bound thioester carbonyl carbon (Figure 3.5). With the gating loops closed, the 

oxyanion hole is organized, which, as seen when overlaid with C12-FabF, would be 

occupied by the carbonyl oxygen of the bound FA. Even with the altered Cys163 position in 

C8-AcpP=FabF compared to C12-FabF, angle measurements in the overlay place the C2 

carbon within 30 degrees of the Burgi-Dunitz angle (ca. 105 ° ) (Figure 3.5). Given that the  
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Figure 3.5: C8-AcpP=FabF mimics a condensation reaction intermediate. Superposition of C8Cl-

AcpP=FabF and the C12-FabF acyl-enzyme intermediate (PDB: 2GFY) performed over all atoms, 

demonstrating that C8-AcpP=FabF mimics a condensation reaction intermediate between malonyl-

AcpP and a hexanoate-bound FabF. The carbonyl of the C8Cl crosslinker is coordinated to the two 

catalytic histidines (dashed lines). The overlaid C12-FabF structure shows that the oxyanion hole 

(yellow circle) would be occupied by the carbonyl of the bound acyl substrate. Enolate attack on the 

bound FA would result in a tetrahedral intermediate stabilized by the oxyanion hole. A 2D schematic 

of the putative condensation half-reaction tetrahedral intermediate is provided for comparison.  
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observed probe behavior matches the current knowledge of the condensation mechanism, 

we propose that the C8 chlorovinyl probe mimics a condensation reaction intermediate 

between malonyl-AcpP and a FabF-bound hexanoic acid. When taken in consideration with 

our recently published structures and the previously solved structures of KS acyl-enzyme 

intermediates, C8-AcpP=FabF provides an additional snapshot into KS-mediated catalysis 

(Figure S3.10). However, future structural studies using stable malonyl-ACP or malonyl-

CoA83 mimetics would likely enhance our understanding of the decarboxylation reaction 

mechanism. 

 C8Cl-AcpP=FabF delineates a unique Loop 2 interaction network. The position 

of loop 2 in the gate-closed conformation suggests that movement of loop 2 is required to 

allow loop 1 to access the gate-open conformation. The interaction network that stabilizes 

the loop 2 closed conformation (apo-FabF PDB: 2GFW) is mediated by a Ser271(O)C-

His268(H)N main-chain hydrogen bond, a Thr270-His268 side-chain interaction, and a 

Pro273-Tyr267 C−H π interaction (Figures 3.2A and 3.6). Transition to the open 

conformation (C16-AcpP=FabF PDB: 6OKG) yields a distinct loop 2 interaction network, 

and interestingly, Thr270 swaps its interaction with His268 for Asp35 of the bound AcpP 

(Figures 3.2A and 3.6). 

 Analysis of the C8Cl-AcpP=FabF crosslinked complex reveals a loop 2 that, while 

in a similar conformation to that seen in apo-FabF and C12-FabF, nonetheless forms a 

distinct interaction network. The Pro273-Tyr267 C−H π interaction is maintained, but 

His268 instead interacts with Asp35 of AcpP and Thr270 and Ser271 form hydrogen-

bonding interactions with the hydroxyl group of the PPant arm and the phosphoserine  
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Figure 3.6: Loop 2 interaction networks: the apo-FabF, C16-AcpP-FabF, and C8-AcpP=FabF loop 

2 interaction networks are distinct. Interactions between acyl-AcpP and loop 2 are present in the C8-

AcpP=FabF (substrate bound, gate-closed) and C16-AcpP=FabF (substrate bound, gate-open) 

structures.  
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oxygen, respectively (Figure 3.6). Interestingly, similar loop 2 interaction networks are 

observed in the recently solved type II PKS ACP=KS-CLF complexes.62,84 Collectively, 

these findings suggest that unique AcpP−loop 2 interactions are present in both the closed 

and open conformations, providing additional evidence for an allosteric role in substrate 

binding and cargo delivery during KS gating events. 

 Gating mechanism is important for the FabF condensation reaction. To confirm 

that FabF gating events are important for catalysis, we subjected the panel of FabF gating 

mutants used in our previous study24 to an HPLC-based kinetic assay.28 These mutants were 

designed to test gate function by blocking access to the gate open conformation (pocket-

block), destabilizing the gate open conformation (destabilization), or limiting the flexibility 

of loop 1 (flex-reduction) (Figures S3.11-S3.14). Briefly, the assay monitors the rate of holo-

AcpP formation in a reaction utilizing acyl-AcpP substrates as acyl-donors in the 

transacylation half-reaction while taking advantage of FabF’s relaxed specificity for 

malonyl-CoA (extender unit) for the condensation half-reaction (Figures S3.15 and S3.16). 

Given that proper gate function would be required for substrate turnover, especially during 

the transacylation step, these assay parameters should reliably test gate function. 

Additionally, previous studies have utilized similar assay formats that take advantage of the 

relaxed specificity of KSs toward CoA-based substrates28,36,85 or N-acetylcysteamine 

thioester substrates.86-89 Using this assay format, we monitored the overall FabF 

condensation reaction for all previously tested gating mutants as well as an additional 

destabilization mutant, N404A, using both C6-AcpP and C12-AcpP substrates. 
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 Using C6- or C12-AcpP, the apparent turnover rates of wt FabF in the tested 

conditions are 1.57 and 1.41 min-1, respectively, which are comparable to previously 

reported values28 (Table 3.1). Similar to a previous study by Zhang et al., the F400A gate-

removal mutant is 1-2% as active as wt FabF with both tested substrates.32 We then evaluated 

the activity for the two pocket-block mutants, G310M and G310F, where mutation of glycine 

to a bulky hydrophobic residue fills the pocket occupied by Phe400 when in the open 

conformation (Figure S3.12). These mutants demonstrated reduced condensation rates for 

both C6 and C12-AcpP substrates with an overall activity roughly 50-fold lower than that of 

wt FabF. 

 The destabilization class of mutants was designed to disrupt the hydrogen-bonding 

network coordinated by Asp265, a highly conserved loop 2 residue that interacts with the 

backbone amides of loop 1 (in the gate-open conformation) and the side chain of Asn404 

(Figures 3.2A and S3.13). The D265A mutant is 4.6% (0.07 min-1) and 4.8% (0.06 min-1) as 

active as wild-type with C6-AcpP and C12-AcpP, respectively. Interestingly, the more 

conservative D265N mutation is 13.8% (0.22 min-1) as active as wild-type with C6-AcpP 

but only 6.4% (0.09 min-1) as active as wild-type with C12-AcpP. To further validate the 

importance of this interaction network, we mutated the conserved Asn404 residue (Figure 

3.2) to alanine and evaluated its activity with both substrates. As seen with D265A and 

D265N, the N404A mutant is a poor catalyst with rates 3.1% (0.05 min-1) and 1.7% (0.03 

min-1) that of wt FabF with C6-AcpP and C12-AcpP, respectively. 

 The two flex-reduction mutants, G399A and G402A, were designed to inhibit gate 

function by limiting the conformational space available to the loop 1 GFGG motif (Figure  
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Table 3.1: Quantification of condensation and transacylation rates of FabF mutants.  
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S3.14). The G399A mutant is as fast as wt FabF, while rates for the G402A mutant are 19.2% 

(0.301 min-1) and 11.0% (0.201 min-1) as active with C6- and C12-AcpP, respectively. These 

results are in line with our previous study as only G402A showed a reduction in crosslinking 

activity, while G399A was as active as wt FabF. Taken together, our results indicate that all 

FabF gating mutants, with the exception of G399A, significantly decrease FabF-catalyzed 

condensation rates. 

 Transacylation rates of FabF gating mutants. Results from our assays 

demonstrate that FabF gating mutants affect the overall condensation reaction. We next 

attempted to verify that the FabF gating mechanism is important for the transacylation half-

reaction. To address this question, we modified our HPLC assay to monitor the transfer of 

the C12 FA from lauroyl-CoA to holo-ACP, effectively decoupling the transacylation and 

condensation reactions. Our proposed gating mechanism posits that gating is required for 

acyl substrates to access the FA-binding pocket and catalytic cysteine. Therefore, transfer of 

lauric acid from lauroyl-CoA to holo-AcpP would also require similar active site 

transformations. Furthermore, acyl-CoA to holo-ACP transferase assays have been used 

previously to assess the role of FabF active site residues in the transacylation step32 and to 

evaluate substrate specificity and cooperativity in the murine FAS.36 Using this assay design, 

we were able to reliably determine transacylation rates for wt FabF and FabF gating mutants 

by monitoring the formation of C12-AcpP (Table 3.1, Figures S3.15 – S3.17). 

 Type I and II FAS KSs both possess the conserved Phe400 gating residue and only 

accept acyl-ACP substrates without β-carbon modifications (i.e., β-hydroxy-acyl-ACPs). 

The Phe400 gating residue was recently proposed to serve as a β-carbon sensor in the murine 
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type I FAS KS domain.36 This model suggests that Phe400 is responsible for ensuring 

partially processed FAS intermediates are not accepted. However, previous work on type II 

FAS KS domains suggests that Phe400 minimally affects transacylation and primarily 

regulates the condensation step by rotating away from the catalytic cysteine to form the 

malonyl-ACP-binding pocket after acylation of the catalytic cysteine.32,34,34,74,90 Despite 

these previous reports, we determined a transacylation rate 4.5% that of wt for the F400A 

gate-deletion mutant (Table 3.1). Therefore, our results demonstrate the importance Phe400 

for the transacylation half-reaction in addition to its well-established function in the 

condensation step. 

 The transacylation rate of the pocket block mutant, G310M, shows a similar 

reduction in transacylation activity as F400A, demonstrating that either blocking gate 

function or deleting the central gating residue decreases acyl-transfer rates. Flex reduction 

mutants, G399A and G402A, show a 2- and 10-fold drop in transacylation activity, 

respectively, suggesting that G399A may have a minor role during the transacylation step 

despite not reducing the overall condensation reaction rate in the condensation assay. 

Interestingly, the destabilization mutants, D265A and D265N, which are part of loop 2 and 

distal to the KS active site, have the largest decrease in activity with rates 200- and 300-fold 

lower than wt FabF, respectively (Table 3.1). The additional destabilization mutant, N404A, 

also showed a strong reduction in the transacylation rate, further indicating that disruption 

of this interaction network is detrimental to function. It is interesting that the rates of the 

destabilization class of mutants are more strongly reduced in the transacylation reaction than 

in the overall condensation reaction. However, differences in the assay format and the use 
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of non-native substrates affect absolute rates; therefore, direct comparisons between the 

condensation and transacylation rates should be avoided. Regardless, the proposed function 

of these residues is congruent with the reported results for both assays, indicating that the 

complex interaction network mediated by Asp265 is critical for gate function and the 

transacylation half-reaction. 

 Loops 1 and 2 were previously proposed to move in a coordinated manner to 

facilitate substrate processing during the transacylation half-reaction.24 Results from our 

condensation reaction assay demonstrate that blocking gate function significantly reduces 

overall KS-mediated substrate turnover. However, an argument could be made that these 

mutations alter malonyl-CoA binding or positioning of the catalytic histidines, thereby only 

disrupting the condensation half-reaction. Additionally, analysis is further complicated as 

Phe400 of loop 1 coordinates the oxyanion hole that stabilizes chemically distinct tetrahedral 

intermediates for both half-reactions, and as discussed above, previous work has shown the 

importance of Phe400 for the condensation half-reaction. By implementing an assay that 

eliminates the condensation half- reaction, we have demonstrated that the observed 

reductions in the overall KS condensation reaction for FabF gating mutants are correlated 

with reductions in transacylation rates, thus demonstrating the importance of gating events 

for the transacylation half-reaction. 

 Importance of loop 2 residues for gate function. To quantitatively measure the 

importance of loop 2 for gate function, we subjected it to alanine-scanning mutagenesis and 

tested all resulting soluble protein constructs using our condensation and transacylation 

assays (Figure S3.11). In addition, we tested a FabF/FabB loop swap variant, where the loop 
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2 of FabB was swapped out for FabF’s loop 2. The Y267A, P272A, and P273A mutants 

were insoluble, but we determined rates for alanine mutants of all remaining loop 2 residues 

as well as a Y267A/P273A double mutant. The overall KS condensation assay results 

indicate that only the conserved His268 and Thr270 (Figure 3.2B) are important for FabF 

activity. The H268A variant has a 3-fold reduction in activity, while the T270A mutation 

results in a 10-fold reduction. All other constructs are as active as wt FabF with the exception 

of the FabF/FabB loop swap variant, which has greater than a 150-fold drop in activity for 

both substrates (Table 3.1). 

 To determine if these mutations have any effect on the transacylation half-reaction, 

we monitored transacylation rates for H268A, T270A, and the FabF/FabB loop swap 

variants. The H268A variant has a transacylation rate 10.3% that of wt FabF while the 

T270A variant has a rate 0.6% that of wild-type. Interestingly, the transacylation rate for the 

FabF−FabB loop swap variant is too slow to be reliably measured (Table 3.1). 

 Results from the KS condensation and transacylation assays demonstrate that the 

conserved His268 and Thr270 residues, both of which interact with the bound acyl-AcpP in 

the closed and open states, respectively (Figure 3.6), are important for FabF activity. 

Mutation of these residues to alanine decreases KS transacylation rates, indicating that they 

likely play a role in gate function and that acyl-AcpP binding might participate in triggering 

or stabilizing gate transitions via loop 2 interactions, as suggested by previous molecular 

dynamics (MD) simulations.24 Interestingly, replacing FabF’s loop 2 with that of FabB 

results in an enzyme variant that is nearly inactive, providing additional evidence that loops 

1 and 2 function in a coordinated manner, and may not be readily transferrable between 
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different KS families. Therefore, additional elements, which may include ACP-KS PPIs, 

likely coevolve with loop 2 to fine-tune gate function. A dual loop gating mechanism 

suggests a dynamic and complex catalytic process, which is potentially coupled to ACP 

binding, chain-flipping of acyl cargo into the KS active site, and KS-substrate recognition. 

Therefore, future studies analyzing the putative gating loops in FabB, type I FAS, and PKS 

KS domains will be essential to conclusively address these latter hypotheses. 

 Evaluating type II FAS-TIPKS loop 1 chimeras. Unlike FAS KSs, TIPKS KS 

domains readily accept α- and β-modified acyl-ACP substrates as well as a variety of α-

branched extender units (Figures S3.1 and S3.2).17,91 Comparisons between KS domains 

from TIPKS and type II FAS indicate that TIPKS KSs possess less-bulky GISG and GVSG 

loop 1 motifs (Figure 3.2B) that could provide additional space to accommodate β-carbon 

modifications or α-branched extender units. To evaluate this hypothesis, we modeled PKS-

like acyl substrates into C12-FabF (PDB: 2GFY) or PKS-like extender units (2S-

methylmalonyl-AcpP) into C8-AcpP=FabF. In both instances, potential clashes are 

identified with the native Phe400 FAS gating residue. However, mutating this gating residue 

into a PKS gating residue, such as isoleucine, could provide additional space for these PKS-

like substrates (Figure S3.18). Therefore, the identity of the loop 1 gating residue may be 

tuned to enforce substrate specificity during the transacylation step by acting as a β-carbon 

sensor,36 but it may also exert specificity during the condensation step by providing 

additional space for bulkier α-branched extender units. 

 To determine how TIPKS gating elements would alter FabF activity and substrate 

specificity, we generated chimeric FabFs containing loop 1 elements from TIPKS, where the 
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Phe400 gating residue was replaced with either isoleucine or valine. Additionally, we 

prepared two complete FabF-TIPKS KS loop 1 chimeras by mutating the FabF’s GFGG 

motif to either GVSG (FabF-GVSG) or GISG (FabF-GISG). We first evaluated the overall 

condensation rates of our panel of loop 1 chimeras in assays containing either 0.25 or 1.0 

mM malonyl-CoA (Table 3.2). The condensation rates for all mutants are significantly 

reduced compared to wt FabF for both concentrations of malonyl-CoA. The F400I and 

F400V mutations turn over substrate with rates 4.4 and 5.5% that of wt FabF, respectively, 

at 0.25 mM malonyl-CoA and 4.6 and 6.9% that of wt FabF, respectively, at 1.0 mM 

malonyl-CoA. These mutants are roughly 3- and 10-fold more active than the gate-deletion 

mutant, F400A, at 0.25 or 1.0 mM malonyl-CoA, respectively, indicating that reintroducing 

a gating residue recovers some activity. Condensation rates for the FabF-GVSG and FabF-

GISG constructs are more significantly reduced with activities 1-2% that of wt FabF for both 

tested concentrations of malonyl-CoA. 

 To ascertain if the measured reductions in activity were related to extender unity 

identity, we tested our FabF loop 1 chimeras with assays containing 1 mM methylmalonyl-

CoA. We measured an apparent turnover number of 0.28 min-1 for wt FabF, an 18-fold 

reduction compared to assays with 1 mM malonyl-CoA (Table 3.2). Extending our analysis 

to the chimeric FabF constructs, we again found the condensation rates for all variants are 

decreased compared to wt FabF. Interestingly, the relative-to-wt reduction in activity for 

these mutants is less pronounced than in assays using malonyl-CoA; however, this may be 

due to the decreased activity of wt FabF with methylmalonyl-CoA rather than any gain of 

function by the FabF loop 1 chimeras. The F400V and F400I variants are 14 and 25% as  
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Table 3.2: Quantification of condensation and transacylation rates of FabF gating mutants with 

malonyl-CoA (mCoA) or methylmalonyl-CoA (mmCoA) Substrates.  
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active as wt FabF, respectively, and the GISG mutant is 13% as active. We were unable to 

reliably detect activity for the GVSG mutant under the tested conditions. 

 The overall reaction rates of FabF gating chimeras are slower than wt FabF with both 

malonyl-CoA and methylmalonyl-CoA, but we cannot identify which half-reaction is more 

impacted by these mutations. To determine if these mutations would have any effect on the 

transacylation step, we evaluated the transacylation rates of our panel of FabF loop 1 

chimeras (Table 3.2). The F400V and F400I variants have transacylation rates 10% that of 

wt FabF, again demonstrating that Phe400 is important for the transacylation half-reaction. 

Although, it is worth noting that the F400V and F400I constructs have transacylation rates 

2.5-fold higher than F400A. The transacylation rates of the FabF-GVSG and FabF-GISG 

variants are found to be more significantly reduced, with activities 0.3% and 0.4% that of wt 

FabF, respectively. The more than 200-fold drop in transacylation activity for FabF-GVSG 

and FabF-GISG chimeras is likely correlated with their low activities in condensation assays 

with either malonyl- or methylmalonyl-CoA. 

 In summary, replacement of Phe400 with either valine or isoleucine results in an 

enzyme more active than the F400A gate-removal mutant, but still 20-fold less active than 

wild-type with malonyl-CoA substrates. Full replacement of FabF’s loop 1 with similar 

sequences to those found in TIPKS KS domains results in even larger reductions in activity. 

These results may indicate that loop 1 elements from other KS families are not readily 

compatible with the gating machinery of FabF. Indeed, the FabF loop 2 is divergent from 

that of TIPKS KSs and may not be tuned to coordinate gating transitions with GVSG and 
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GISG loop 1 motifs (Figure 3.2B). This analysis is in agreement with our results from the 

FabF−FabB loop swap variant, suggesting any mutations to loop 1 may need to be evaluated 

in relationship to loop 2. Additionally, other residues in and near the acyl-binding pocket of 

the KS might provide favorable contacts to coordinate and position the substrate for proper 

gate closure and transfer. These residues are hydrophobic in FabF but are often replaced by 

more polar residues in type I and type II PKS KS domains. Finally, due to the pleiotropic 

effects of modifying KS gating elements, it seems difficult to determine how swapping loop 

1 residues between different KS families, or even just the Phe400 gating residue, alters 

extender unit substrate specificity in the condensation step. Thus far, we have not found any 

instances of a TIPKS KS domain utilizing a phenylalanine gating residue, which instead is 

most often valine, isoleucine, leucine, or methionine. Additionally, there does not appear to 

be a direct relationship between the extender unit loaded by the TIPKS AT domain and loop 

1 gating elements in the KS domain. The absolute conservation of Phe400 in FAS, and its 

general absence in TIPKS, may be linked to the FASs’ role as a conserved, primary 

metabolic pathway that must efficiently and specifically synthesize FAs for cellular needs. 

PKSs, on the other hand, are part of specialized metabolism and have different evolutionary 

restrictions, suggesting that the gating elements of TIPKSs may have evolved to be more 

permissive to allow processing of diverse substrates in both the transacylation and 

condensation step. Duplications of these modules could then ensure at least some level of 

activity with the complex substrates processed in these assembly lines before evolutionary 

enhancement and fine tuning of turnover rates. Additional studies investigating the putative 
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gating elements in related KS domains will be essential to addressing these unanswered 

questions. 

 

Conclusions 

 To better understand the KS reaction mechanism, we sought to further characterize 

our recently proposed KS gating mechanism with additional structural and catalytic 

investigations. The data reported herein are congruent with a model wherein acyl-ACP 

binding and substrate transfer are mediated by the correlated movement of two KS active 

site loops, loops 1 and 2. We provide biochemical evidence that proper gate function is 

required for KS-mediated substrate turnover, and we further demonstrate its importance for 

the transacylation half-reaction. Importantly, our structural and biochemical data, along with 

previous MD simulation studies,24 indicate a potential role for loop 2 in regulating loop 1 

gating transitions. We observe distinct interaction networks for FabF’s loop 2 in both the 

open and closed states, which include contacts to the bound acyl-AcpP molecule, suggesting 

an allosteric role connecting acyl-AcpP binding and substrate delivery to gate function. Loop 

2 is conserved within, but not between KS families, and our kinetic data indicates that neither 

loop 2 nor loop 1 is readily transferrable between evolutionarily divergent KS families. 

Therefore, loop 2 may coevolve with loop 1, or other KS elements such as ACP-mediated 

PPIs or KS−substrate interactions, to fine-tune KS gate function. 

 Despite the central role elongating KSs play in FAS- and PKS-dependent metabolic 

pathways, there are relatively few successful KS engineering attempts reported in the 
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literature.37,41,76,88,89 This challenge likely correlates with deficiencies in our fundamental 

understanding of the KS reaction mechanism. The manner in which KSs determine substrate 

preferences, for either the transacylation or condensation step, remains poorly understood. 

Using a combination of chemical biology, structural biology, and biochemistry, we provide 

compelling evidence in support of the KS gating mechanism and an additional structural 

framework governing its role in catalysis. Given the conserved nature of these gating 

elements in both FAS and PKS, the series of studies reported herein provide part of the 

necessary catalytic foundation to design and carry out future KS mechanistic studies. 

Moreover, this work also accelerates the development of strategies to engineer metabolic 

pathways in a predictable manner. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Figure S3.1: Reaction schemes of different modular synthases. (A) Organization of a type I PKS, 

deoxyerythronolide B synthase (DEBS). The KS domain elongates the substrate using extender unit 

incorporated by the AT domain from 2-(S)-methylmalonyl CoA. The growing intermediates are 

shown tethered to the ACP domains. M1-6, module 1-6; AT, acyltransferase; ACP, acyl carrier 

protein; KS, ketosynthase; KR, β-ketoreductase; DH, dehydratase; ER, enoylreductase; TE, 

thioesterase. (B) Simplified elongation cycle of various type II iterative synthases. Examples are 

given to different KSs: actKS and Iga11 belong to type II PKS while FabF and FabB belong to type 

II FAS.   
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Figure S3.2: Catalytic mechanism of type II FAS KS and type I PKS KS. (A) General Type II FAS 

KS catalytic mechanism where R1 represents saturated FAS substrate. (B) General Type I PKS 

catalytic mechains where R2 represent PKS acyl substrate. PKS extension can occur using either 

malonyl-ACP, methylmalonyl-ACP, or ethylmalonyl-ACP.  
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Figure S3.3: Synthetic route for the synthesis of the C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheinamide probe. 
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Figure S3.4: One-pot loading of C16:1-α-bromo pantetheineamide probe and crosslinking gels. A 

time course one-pot of apo-AcpP with the C16:1-αBr-pantetheinamide probe (left). Scaled up 

crosslinking for sample preparation of C8Cl-AcpP=FabF for crystal trials (middle). Scaled up 

crosslinking for sample preparation of C16:1αBr-AcpP=FabF for crystal trials (right).  
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Figure S3.5: Time course crosslinking gels of C16:1-crypto-AcpP with FabF. The two gels on the 

top represent time-course crosslinking gels of C16:1- and C16-crypto-AcpP with FabF. The bottom 

three gels represent time-course crosslinking analysis of C16:1-crypto-AcpP with FabF at three 

different pHs (6.0, 7.0, and 7.4). 
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Figure S3.6: C16:1-AcpP=FabF substrate omit maps. (A) Fo-Fc polder omit map calculated by 

omitting PPant crosslinker and bulk solvent from the region defined by a 5 Å solvent exclusion radius. 

The Fo-Fc polder map is contoured at 3.0 σ and rendered using a carve radius of 1.6 Å. (B) Standard 

Fo-Fc omit map (no bulk solvent exclusion from omitted region) contoured at 3.0 σ and rendered 

using a carve radius of 1.6 Å. 
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Figure S3.7: Overlay of apo-FabF (PDB:  2GFW), C16-AcpP=FabF (PDB:  6OKG), and C16:1-

AcpP=FabF. The gating loops (l1 and l2) are found in the open conformation for both C16-

AcpP=FabF and C16:1-AcpP=FabF. The arrows show the proposed trajectory of loop movement 

from the closed state (apo-FabF) to the open state. Apo-FabF, C16-AcpP=FabF, and C16:1-

AcpP=FabF were structurally aligned over all residues (1 to 412) using all atoms. The fatty acid 

substrate mimetic of the C16 and C16:1 crosslinking probes are shown in ball and stick. 
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Figure S3.8: Stereochemistry at crosslinker α-carbon. The 2Fo-Fc electron density map show 

density for the thiovynyl crosslink site. The map is contoured at 1.0 σ and rendered using a carve 

radius of 1.6 Å. A hydrogen atom is added below to demonstrate that the substituent priorities (Cahn-

Ingold-Prelog), based on our refinements, are arranged in the R configuration. 
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Figure S3.9: C8-AcpP=FabF substrate omit maps. (A) Fo-Fc polder omit map calculated by omitting 

PPant crosslinker and bulk solvent from the region defined by a 5 Å solvent exclusion radius. The 

Fo-Fc polder map is contoured at 3.0 σ and rendered using a carve radius of 1.6 Å. (B) Standard Fo-

Fc omit map (no bulk solvent exclusion from omitted region) contoured at 3.0 σ and rendered using 

a carve radius of 1.6 Å. 
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Figure S3.10: Trapped FAS KS catalytic intermediates throughout the KS catalytic cycle. Figure 

provides an overview of all currently available trapped intermediates of type II FAS KSs. All of the 

trapped states are derived from FabF structures, except for the third panel in the transacylation 

reaction (PDB ID: 6OKC), which is derived from the C12-AcpP=FabB structure. 
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Figure S3.11: SDS-PAGE gels of all FabF constructs used in kinetic assays. 
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Figure S3.12: Rationale for FabF pocket block mutants. The open conformation of loop 1 positions 

Phe400 into a previously unoccupied pocket. Inserting bulky amino acids into this position should 

block access to the gate-open conformation, thereby limiting gate function. 
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Figure S3.13: Rationale for FabF destabilization mutants. The open conformation of loop 1 is 

stabilized by a hydrogen bonding interaction network coordinated by the conserved D265 residue 

from loop 2. Mutation of this negatively charged aspartate residue for polar or non-charged amino 

acids should disrupt this network, thereby destabilizing the open conformation and inhibiting gate 

function. 
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Figure S3.14: Rationale for FabF flex reduction mutants. Movement of loop 1 to the gate open 

conformation likely requires the conformational freedom of the conserved glycine residues from the 

GFGG motif. Mutation of these glycine residues (G399 and G402A) to alanine should limit the 

allowable backbone dihedral conformations, thus inhibiting gate function by hindering movement to 

the open conformation. 
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Figure S3.15: Overview of the KS catalyzed condensation reaction assay. The assay utilizes acyl-

ACPs as acyl donors and malonyl-CoA as the extender unit to produce β-ketoacyl-CoA and holo-

ACP. holo-ACP formation is monitored to follow the reaction. 
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Figure S3.16: C12-AcpP calibration curve used for quantifying concentrations in kinetic assays. 
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Figure S3.17: Overview of the KS catalyzed transacylation assay. The transacylation assay utilizes 

an acyl-CoA donor and holo-ACP acceptor and monitors the formation of the resulting acyl-ACP. A 

stacked HPLC chromatogram demonstrates the ability to monitor acyl-ACP formation over time, 

thereby allowing accurate rates to be determined by this assay format. 
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Figure S3.18: FAS vs TIPKS loop 1 gating residues. FAS and TIPKS have different loop 1 gating 

residues that may be better suited for turning over substrates in their respective pathways. In the 

transacylation reaction, the FAS-like substrate with FAS gating residue is derived from the C12-

FabF acyl-enzyme intermediate structure (PDB: 2GFY). Modelling in a β-hydroxy-decanoic acid 

instead of decanoic acid (C12) demonstrates that there may be steric clashes between the β-position 

and the FAS gating residue. Replacement with Isoleucine could provide additional space for β-

branched substrates. In the condensation reaction, represented by C8-AcpP=FabF (this study), the 

FAS extender unit is malonyl-AcpP. On the other hand, modelling in a methyl moiety that would be 

representative of a reaction with methylmalonyl-AcpP, a typical TIPKS extender unit, there may be 

a steric clash with the FAS gating residue. Replacement of the FAS gating residue with isoleucine 

could provide additional space for α-branched extender units typical of TIPKS systems. 
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Table S3.1: Table 1 x-ray crystallography data collection and refinement statistics.  
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Table S3.2: Primers for site directed mutagenesis (SDM). 
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Supplementary note S3.1 Biological protocols 

Protein expression and purification: E. coli AcpP and E. coli FabF were grown according 

to previously reported protocols.24,28 

Site Directed Mutagenesis: All site directed mutagenesis constructs were produced using 

the method developed Liu and Naismith.92 The primers used to create mutations specifically 

for this study are provided in Table S3.2. Primers for all other FabF mutants not found in 

Table S3.2 were reported previously.24 The FabF/FabB loop swap construct was created 

using the around-the-horn method from NEB with overhangs that coded for the loop 2 region 

to be inserted into FabF. 

Loading AcpP with probe molecules (one-pot method): Preparation of all crypto-ACPs 

via the one-pot method was done as previously described.24,28  

Preparation of AcpP=FabF crosslinked complexes: Preparation of C16:1-crypto-

AcpP=FabF and C8Cl-crypto-AcpP=FabF complexes was done as previously described.24 

Crystallization, data collection, and refinement: Crystals of the C16:1-crypto-

AcpP=FabF and C8Cl-crypto-AcpP=FabF crosslinked complexes were grown by cross-

seeding using crystals of C16-crypto-AcpP=FabF. 1.5 μL of crosslinked complex (8 mg•mL-

1) was mixed with 1.0 μL of the corresponding mother liquor and 0.5 μL of seed stock and 

the mixture was placed inverted over 500 μL of the well solution (hanging-drop method) at 

6 °C. The same crystal conditions were used as previously described (26–30% PEG 8 K, 0.1 

M sodium cacodylate pH 6.5, and 0.3 M NaOAc). All data were collected at the Advanced 

Light Source (ALS) synchrotron at Berkeley. Data were indexed using iMosflm93 then 

scaled and merged using the aimless program from the CCP4 software suite.94 Scaled and 
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merged reflection output data was used for molecular replacement and model building in 

PHENIX.95 Phases were solved using molecular replacement using C16-crypto-AcpP=FabF 

(PDB ID: 6OKG) as a search model with program Phaser from the PHENIX software suite. 

Model building was performed using Coot.94 The parameter files for each of the covalently 

bonded 4’-phosphopantetheine analogs were generated using eLBOW in the PHENIX 

software suite.96 Manually programmed parameter restraints using values provided by 

Jligand97 were used to create the associated covalent bonds between 4’-phosphopantetheine 

to Ser36 and Cys92 during refinement. 

Crosslinking assays with C16:1-crypto-ACP and FabF: Each reaction was set up to 

contain 40 μM of crypto-AcpP, 20 μM of FabF, and buffer (25 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 

10% glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP, pH depends), as previously described.24 All sample stocks 

were originally in pH 7.4 buffer. Prior to the pH 6.0 and pH 7.0 crosslinking assays, samples 

were buffer exchanged via mini spin column to the corresponding pH.  To stop the reaction 

at the designated time point, 2.5 μL of the reaction solution was mixed with 10 μL of 3X 

SDS dye. Samples were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE. 

Preparation of holo-AcpP and acyl-AcpP substrates: Preparation of holo-ACP and acyl-

AcpP substrates was performed as previously described.24,28 

Ketosynthase condensation assay: Ketosynthase condensation assays were carried out as 

previously described.28 In assays run with 1000 μΜ malonyl-CoA, concentrations of all 

other assay components were held constant. Scouting reactions to evaluate effective time 

points for accurate rate determination were performed for each FabF mutant before running 
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assays in triplicate. All assays were performed in biological triplicate and the reported error 

is the standard deviation on the mean. 

Ketosynthase transacylation assay: The FabF transacylation assay mixture contained 50 

mM sodium phosphate (pH 6.8), 50 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM TCEP, 150 μM lauroyl-CoA, 25 μM 

holo-AcpP (wt), and 1 μM FabF (0 μM FabF for the control reaction) at 28 °C. Twenty 

microliters of each reaction mixture was quenched by the addition of 10 μL of 1.0% TFA 

(final TFA concentration of 0.33%) at five different time points to ensure accurate linear 

regression with at least four data points. Product formation was monitored by 

chromatographic separation using an Agilent 1100 series high-performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) instrument equipped with an Ascentis Express Peptide ES-18 

column (15 cm × 4.6 mm, 2.7 μm) with a 1 mL/min flow rate and a detection wavelength of 

210 nm. A gradient method was used [A: doubly distilled H2O with 0.1% (v/v) TFA; B: 

HPLC grade CH3CN with 0.1% (v/v) TFA]: 25% B, 0 min; 25% B, 2 min; 75% B, 12 min; 

95% B, 13 min; 95% B, 15 min; 25% B, 17 min; 25% B, 20 min. Chromatographic traces of 

the wt-FabF transacylation assay can be found in Figure S3.13. C12-AcpP concentrations 

were calculated from a standard curve and used to determine initial reaction rates. All assays 

were performed in biological triplicate and the reported error is the standard deviation on the 

mean. 

Analysis of kinetic data: Kinetic rate data were analyzed with excel and Prism. Data points  

were fit by linear regression to give rates for substrate turnover. Data were converted molar 

rates using the standard curve in figure S16 and divided by enzyme concentration to give 
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apparent turnover numbers. The averages of triplicates were calculated, and the standard 

deviation is reported for each biological triplicate. 
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Supplementary note S3.2 Synthetic protocols 

Synthesis of C8Cl-chlorovinylacrylamide-pantetheinamide crosslinker: Preparation and 

synthesis of the C8Cl-chlorovinylacrylamide-pantetheinamide crosslinker was done as 

previously reported.24,61 

Synthesis of C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheinamide crosslinker: 

 

Reagents and conditions: [a] (BOC)2O, DMAP, DIEA, CH2Cl2, rt, 38%; [b] n-BuLi, DIPA, 

THF, -78 °C 63%; [c] 40% TFA/CH2Cl2, quantitative yield; [d] EDC, DMAP, CH2Cl2, rt, 

40%; [e] 80% aq. acetic acid, rt, 37%. 

General synthetic methods: All commercial reagents were used as provided unless 

otherwise indicated. Compound S4 is a known compound. This compound was prepared 

according to published literature procedures.60 All reactions were carried out under an 

atmosphere of nitrogen in dry solvents with oven-dried glassware and constant magnetic 

stirring unless otherwise noted. 1H-NMR spectra were recorded at 500 MHz. 13C-NMR 

spectra were recorded at 125 MHz on JEOL NMR spectrometers and standardized to the 

NMR solvent signal as reported by Gottlieb.98 Multiplicities are given as s = singlet, d = 
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doublet, t = triplet, q = quartet, p = pentet, dd = doublet of doublets, ddd = doublet of doublet 

of doublets, dt = doublet of triplets, tt = triplet of triplets, dq = doublet of quartets, dp = 

doublet of pentets, qt = quartet of triplets, ddt = doublet of doublet of triplets, ddq = doublet 

of doublet of quartet, and m = multiplet using integration and coupling constant in Hertz. 

TLC analysis was performed using Silica Gel 60 F254 plates (Merck) and visualization was 

accomplished with ultraviolet light (λ = 254 nm) and/or the appropriate stain 

[phosphomolybdic acid, iodine, ninhydrin, and potassium permanganate]. Silica gel 

chromatography was carried out with SilicaFlash F60 230-400 mesh (Silicycle), according 

to the method of Still.99 

Synthesis of C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheinamide 

Chemical Synthesis of S1. Compound name in bold refers to the structures shown above. 

 

(BOC)2O (197 mg, 0.9 mmol), DIEA (112 mg, 0.86 mmol), and DMAP (29 mg, 0.24 mmol) 

were added to a solution of the starting material, palmitoleic acid, (200 mg, 0.79 mmol) in 

CH2Cl2 (5 mL). The solution was stirred at room temperature overnight. The reaction 

mixture was diluted with CH2Cl2 and washed with H2O three times, dried over Na2SO4, 

filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The resulting red oil was purified by flash 

chromatography (hexane:EtOAc = 9:1) to afford compound S1 as an oil (92 mg, 38%). 1H 

NMR (500 MHz, CDCl 3 ): δ NMR 

Chemical synthesis of S2. 
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A 1.6 M solution of n-BuLi in hexane (0.6 mL, 0.96 mmol) was added to a solution of DIPA 

(0.15 mL, 1.04 mmol) in THF (2 mL) at -78 °C under inert conditions and stirred for 15 

minutes to prepare LDA in situ. The compound S1 (270 mg, 0.87 mmol) was dissolved in 

THF (3 mL) in a different vial at -78 °C and LDA (0.13 mL, 0.96 mmol) was cannulated 

into the solution. The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 1 hour. In a 

different vial, diethyl dibromomalonate (0.6 mL, 2.17 mmol) was dissolved in THF (3 mL) 

and cooled to -78 °C and this solution was cannulated into the mixture containing the 

compound S1 and LDA, which was then stirred for 2 h at -78 °C. The reaction mixture was 

quenched with 2% HCl, diluted with brine and hexane, washed with H2O three times, dried 

over Na2SO4, filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The resulting oil was purified by flash 

chromatography (hexane:DCM gradient from 10:1 to 8:1 to 6:1) to give compound S2 as an 

oil (213 mg, 63%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl 3 ): δ NMR 

Chemical synthesis of S5. 

 

The compound S2 (82 mg, 0.21 mmol) was dissolved in 40% TFA/CH2Cl2 and stirred for 1 

h at room temperature. Solvent was evaporated by blowing air into the vial and reaction 

mixture was azeotrope with cyclohexane to give compound S3 in quantitative yield. 

Compound S4 (80 mg, 0.21 mmol), EDC (39 mg, 0.25 mmol), and DMAP (5 mg, 0.04 mmol) 
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were added to a solution of Compound S3 (70 mg, 0.21 mmol) in DMF (5 mL). The solution 

was stirred at room temperature overnight. The mixture was diluted with water and extracted 

with DCM three times. The combined organic layers were washed with H2O three times and 

then washed with brine, dried over Na2SO4, filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The resulting 

oil was purified by flash chromatography (DCM:methanol = 9:1, 1% TEA) to give 

compound S5 as an oil (58 mg, 40%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl 3 ): δ 7.43 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 

2H), 7.06 (m, 1H), 7.01 (m, 1H), 6.92 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 6.56 (bs, 1H), 5.47 (s, 1H), 5.34 

(m, 2H), 4.23 (dt, J = 8.4, 5.2 Hz, 1H), 4.10 (m, 1H), 3.82 (s, 3H), 3.69 (q, J = 11.2 Hz, 2H), 

3.56 (m, 2H), 3.39 (m, 4H), 2.44 (t, J = 6.2 Hz, 2H), 2.05 (m, 6H), 1.27 (m, 16H), 1.10 (m, 

6H), 0.88 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 3H).  13 C NMR (125 MHz, CDCl3) δ 172.0, 170.1, 169.9, 160.4, 

130.2, 129.8, 127.7, 113.9, 101.5, 83.9, 78.6, 55.5, 51.4. 40.7, 39.5, 36.6, 35.8, 35.1, 33.3, 

31.9, 31.7, 29.9, 29.2, 29.1, 28.9, 27.4, 27.4, 27.3, 22.8, 19.3, 14.3. HRMS (ESI) m/z 

[M+Na]+  Calculated for C35H56BrN3O6Na: 716.3250; Found 716.3248. 

Chemical synthesis of C16:1-α-bromo-pantetheniamide 

 

Compound S5 (50 mg, 72 mmol) was dissolved in aqueous 80% acetic acid. The reaction 

mixture was stirred at room temperature overnight. The solution was dried by blowing air 

into the vial. The resulting oil was purified by flash chromatography (DCM:methanol = 5:1) 

to give the final product as an oil (15 mg, 37%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl 3 ): δ 7.00 (bs, 

1H), 6.63 (bs, 1H), 6.48 (bs, 1H), 5.35 (m, 2H), 4.26 (m, 1H), 4.03 (d, J = 10.6 Hz, 1H), 3.70 
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(m, 1H), 3.50 (m, 5H), 3.36 (m, 2H), 2.45 (m, 2H), 2.34 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 2.00 (m, 6H), 

1.40 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 1.27 (m, 16H), 1.02 (s, 3H), 0.93 (s, 3H), 0.88 (m, 3H). 13C NMR 

(125 MHz, CDCl 3 ) δ 174.1, 173.9, 170.6, 130.3, 129.7, 76.4, 71.2, 51.2, 40.4, 39.4, 36.3, 

35.6, 32.3, 32.1, 31.9, 29.9, 29.2, 28.9, 27.4, 27.4, 27.3, 23.6, 22.8, 21.9, 20.7, 14.3. HRMS 

(ESI) m/z [M+Na]+ Calculated for C27H50BrN3O5Na: 598.2832; Found 598.2826. 
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Chapter 4: Utilizing mechanism-based crosslinking probes to capture the E. coli 

ketosynthase, FabB, in different catalytic states. 

Abstract 

 Ketosynthases (KS) catalyse the essential carbon-carbon bond forming reactions in 

fatty acid biosynthesis using a two-step, ping-pong reaction mechanism. In E. coli, there are 

two homodimeric elongating KSs, FabB and FabF, which generally have broad overlapping 

substrate specificity. However, FabB is essential for the biosynthesis of unsaturated fatty 

acids (UFAs), which are required for cell survival in the absence of exogenous sources. 

Additionally, FabB has reduced activity towards substrates longer than 14 carbons, whereas 

FabF is efficient in catalysing the elongation of saturated C14 and unsaturated C16:1 acyl 

substrates. In this study, we solved two crosslinked crystal structures of FabB in complex 

with ACP functionalized with long-chain fatty acid crosslinking probes that approximate 

states that occur during catalysis. Both structures possess asymmetric substrate binding 

pockets, which suggest a cooperative relationship towards long substrates between two FabB 

monomers. In addition, these structures capture an unusual rotamer of the gating residue, 

F392, potentially representing an intermediate state before substrate release. These structures 

align well with our understanding of the KS reaction mechanism and substrate profile, 

demonstrating the utility of mechanism-based crosslinking methods to inform complex 

transformations occurring during enzyme catalysis. 
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Introduction 

 Fatty acid synthases (FASs) carry out a series of iterative biochemical 

transformations to produce cellular fatty acids (FAs). Depending on the organization, FASs 

can be classified as type I multidomain megasynthases, or type II, which are comprised of 

discrete and monofunctional enzymes. Interestingly, Type II FASs, commonly found in 

bacteria and plant plastids, are considered to be the evolutionary progenitors of polyketide 

synthases, which are known to produce complex, biologically active molecules.1,2 FASs 

iteratively extend and reduce two-carbon malonyl-CoA derived units. A Ketosynthase (KS) 

begins each round of chain elongation by condensing a malonyl-CoA derived substrate with 

a growing fatty acid to generate a β-keto intermediate via a decarboxylative Claisen 

condensation reaction. Subsequently, a ketoreductase, dehydratase, and enoylreductase 

catalyse three additional reactions to fully reduce the β-ketone to a methylene. Central to the 

elongation cycle is the acyl carrier protein (ACP), which is required to shuttle thioester-

tethered substrates to each enzyme active site.3 The thiol group of the ACP is derived from 

4’-phosphopantetheine (PPant), which is post-translationally installed onto a conserved 

serine residue. The protein-protein interactions (PPIs) of ACP and its partner enzymes are 

crucial for efficient substrate delivery, especially in type II systems possessing discrete 

domains.4 

 KSs catalyse the critical carbon-carbon bond forming reactions at the beginning of 

each FAS elongation cycle.5 The KS two-step ping-pong kinetic mechanism can be 

understood as two half-reactions consisting of a transacylation and a condensation step. 

During the transacylation half-reaction, the acyl-chain from acyl-ACP is transferred to the 
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catalytic cysteine of the apo-KS to generate an acyl-KS intermediate. During the 

condensation half-reaction, malonyl-ACP (mal-ACP) binds to the KS and is subsequently 

decarboxylated to form an enolate ion that attacks the acyl-KS thioester to form the final 

product, β-ketoacyl-ACP. In Escherichia coli, a model system for type II FAS, there are two 

elongating KSs, FabB and FabF, belonging to the ketoacyl-ACP-synthase I (KASI) and 

ketoacyl-ACP synthase II (KASII) families, respectively. The two KSs have partially 

overlapping function, but FabB specifically elongates the cis-3-decenoyl acid (C10:1), the 

first unsaturated fatty acid (UFA) intermediate in E. coli, and strains lacking FabB are UFA 

auxotrophes.6–8 In terms of the chain length spectrum, FabB has reduced activity towards 

substrates longer than 12 carbons, whether saturated or unsaturated, whereas FabF still 

retains robust activy on C14 and C16:1 FA substrates, but not C16.9 

Interactions between ACP and its partner enzymes (PEs) are transient and the 

visualization of PE-ACP complexes approximating states formed during catalysis have 

proven challenging. In recent years, the application of phosphopantetheine analogs outfitted 

with mechanism-based crosslinking probes mimicking fatty acid substrates have advanced 

our understanding of the KS reaction mechanism and substrate specificity in both FAS and 

PKS.10–14 These probes contain selectively reactive warheads that form a covalent bond with 

the catalytic cysteine of KSs, facilitating the formation of a covalently trapped KS-ACP 

complex for visualization using X-ray crystallography. Two classes of KS warheads, 

chloroacrylate and α-bromo,15,16 have been successfully applied in previous structural 

studies. Chloroacrylate crosslinked complexes, which crosslink at the C3 position of the acyl 

chain, mimic an intermediate formed during the condensation half reaction as demonstrated 
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by previously published ACP-KS crosslinked structures from FAS and PKS.10,12,13 The 

FabB-ACP α-bromo crosslinked complexes, which crosslink at the C2 position of the acyl 

chain, show an active site arrangement similar to the transacylation intermediate. However, 

FabF-ACP complexes using α-bromo probes are trapped in an intermediate substrate-

delivery state typified by large conformational rearrangements of two KS active site 

loops.11,13 The two loops, named loop 1 and loop 2, form a double drawbridge-like gate17 at 

the entrance of the active site pocket that regulate substrate processing. Current models 

suggest this gate is likely triggered by the interaction of loop 2 and acyl-ACP and the 

subsequent chain-flipping18 of ACP-sequestered cargo into the active site. The gate-open 

conformation has only been captured in crosslinked crystal structures, showcasing the utility 

of mechanism-based crosslinking probes. 

In this study, we develop and apply two crosslinking probes bearing long-chain fatty 

acid substrate mimetics to investigate the molecular basis of FabB substrate preference. The 

first probe, C14-chloroacrylate (C14Cl), mimics the final favoured condensation reaction 

catalyzed by FabB in the elongation cycle, while the second probe, C16:1-α-bromo 

(C16:1Br), represents the acylation reaction of FabB with an unfavoured substrate. Two 

crystal structures, FabB=C14-ACP and FabB=C16:1-ACP (where the ‘=’ sign denotes a 

crosslinked complex) were determined using C14Cl and C16:1Br as crosslinkers, 

respectively. Both structures possess a back gate comprised of a glutamine and a buried 

glutamate residue that can alternate between conformations to expand or limit the size of the 

fatty acid binding pocket. The FabB=C14-ACP structure possesses a balanced substrate 

binding pocket residue arrangement able to accommodate the C12 chain. However, the 
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FabB=C16:1-ACP has distinct, assymetric substrate binding pocket conformations in each 

of the protomers. Importantly, the pocket conformations affect thioacyl coordination and 

alter the conformation of key catalytic residues related to KS gate function, suggesting 

negative cooperativity towards long-chain acyl substrates.  Insights from these structures 

correlate well with FabB function and provide new insights into E. coli FAS and KS-directed 

metabolic engineering. 

 

Materials and methods 

 Synthesis of crosslinking probes. C16:1Br,13 (E)-C3Cl,15 and (E)-C8Cl16 were 

prepared according to previous literature protocols. (E)-C14Cl and (Z)-C14Cl were prepared 

according to Figure S4.5. See Supplementary Information for complete synthetic details. 

 Protein expression and purification. The N-terminal His-tagged FabB recombinant 

protein was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and cultured in LB broth containing 50 mg/L 

kanamycin. Cells were grown at 37 oC until OD600 reached ~0.7 and induced by 0.5 mM 

IPTG for 4 h under the same temperature. Cell pellets were collected by centrifugation, lysed 

by sonication in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol), and 

underwent another centrifugation at 17,400 g for 1 h to clear the lysate. The His-tagged 

protein was pull down by Ni-NTA resin (0.5 mL resin used per litre growth), washed with 

wash buffer (50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol) and 20 mM buffered 

imidazole, and eluted with 250 mM buffered imidazole. His-tag cleavage by bovine 

thrombin (2 U per 1 mg FabB) was done while dialyzing against the dialysis buffer (50 mM 

Tris pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.5 mM TCEP) for 16 h at 6 oC. The resulting 
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solution was flown through the Ni-NTA resin to remove the un-cleaved protein, and further 

purified by FPLC with HiLoad Superdex 200 (GE Biosciences) size exclusion column. Pure 

tag-free FabB is collected and concentrated to 2-4 mg/mL using Amicon Ultra Centrifuge 

Filters (MilliporeSigma) with 10 kDa molecular weight cut off. 

 Native ACP recombinant protein was expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3) and cultured 

in LB broth containing 100 mg/L ampicillin. Cells were grown at 37 oC until OD600 reached 

~0.7 and induced by 0.5 mM IPTG for 16 h at 18oC. Cell pellets were collected by 

centrifugation, lysed by sonication in lysis buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 10% 

glycerol), and underwent another centrifugation at 17,400 g for 1 h to clear the lysate. Taking 

advantage of high ACP stability under 50% isopropanol solution, irrelevant proteins were 

precipitated by dripping in same volume of isopropanol into the lysate at the speed of 0.1 

mL per second and removed by centrifugation at 17,400 g for 1 h. The supernatant was 

purified by FPLC via HiTrap Q HP anion exchange column with a linear gradient of 0 M to 

1 M NaCl buffer. ACP eluted around 0.3 M NaCl and was collected to go through the second 

round of FPLC purification with HiLoad Superdex 75 PG (GE Biosciences) size exclusion 

column. Pure ACP was collected and concentrated using Amicon Ultra Centrifuge Filters 

(MilliporeSigma) with 3 kDa molecular weight cut off. 

 ACP modification and crosslinking reaction. ACP is overexpressed in a 1-to-1 

ratio of the apo and holo form. Since the crosslinking probes contain the PPant moiety, the 

apo-ACP is the desired form and thus the PPant on holo-ACP is removed by enzymatic 

reaction of the ACP hydrolase, AcpH. In detail, 2-10 mg/mL of ACP mixture can be totally 

converted to apo-ACP with 0.01 mg/mL of AcpH present in the reaction buffer (50 mM Tris 
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pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 10 mM MgCl2, 5 mM MnCl2, 0.25% DTT) under 25 

oC in 16 h. The resulting apo-ACP is purified by FPLC (HiLoad Superdex 75 PG SEC) and 

concentrated (Amicon Ultra Centrifuge Filters, 3kDa MWCO) to 2-10 mg/mL. To load the 

crosslinking probes onto apo-ACP, they were first converted to CoA analogues through the 

activities of three CoA biosynthetic enzymes (CoaA, CoaD, and CoaE) and transferred onto 

the serine residue (S36) of apo-ACP by the phosphopantetheinyl transferase, Sfp. The whole 

modification and loading can be done in a one-pot chemoenzymatic reaction with the 

following condition: 1 mg/mL apo-ACP, 0.04 mg/mL Sfp, 0.01 mg/mL each CoA enzymes, 

and 0.2 mM crosslinking probe in reaction buffer (50 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.4, 12.5 

mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT) at 37oC for 16 h. The stock solution of the probes was prepared by 

dissolving the probes in DMSO to a final concentration of 50 mM for C14Cl and 25 mM for 

C16:1Br because of the lower solubility resulted from the longer acyl chain. The probe-

loaded ACP, or crypto-ACP, was then purified by FPLC (HiLoad Superdex 75 PG SEC) and 

concentrated (Amicon Ultra Centrifuge Filters, 3kDa MWCO) to 2-5 mg/mL. All the 

different forms of ACP can be tracked by the conformationally sensitive urea PAGE. 

 The crosslinking reaction was set up by simply mixing crypto-ACP with FabB in 3:1 

ratio in reaction buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl) at 37oC for 16 h. The reaction 

was monitored by 12% SDS PAGE and purified by FPLC (HiLoad Superdex 200 PG SEC) 

with minimal buffer (12.5 mM Tris pH 7.4, 25 mM NaCl). The crosslink complex was 

concentrated to 5-8 mg/mL using Amicon Ultra Centrifuge Filters with 30 kDa MWCO and 

flash-frozen to store under -80 oC if not immediately used for crystallography. 
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 Protein crystallography, data processing, and structure refinement. The crystals 

of all crosslinked complexes were grown by vapor diffusion in a cold room kept at 6 °C. 1 

μL of crosslinked complex (8–10 mg·mL–1) was mixed with 1 μL of corresponding 

crystallographic condition and the mixture was placed inverted over 500 μL of the well 

solution (hanging-drop method). The FabB=C14Cl-ACP and FabB=C16:1-ACP crystals 

were grown in 18-24% PEG 8 K, 0.2 M Mg(OAc)2, 0.1 M sodium cacodylate pH 6.5. These 

conditions produced square plates and required two weeks for complete growth of the 

crystals. X-ray diffraction data (Table S4.1) were collected at the Advanced Light Source 

synchrotron at Berkeley. Data were indexed using iMosflm19 then processed and scaled 

using aimless from the CCP4 software suite.20 Scaled reflection output data were used for 

molecular replacement and model building in PHENIX.21 Initial phasing via molecular 

replacement was performed by searching for the full FabB=ACP diprotomer complex using 

5KOF as a search model. Subsequent refinement and model building were performed in 

PHENIX and Coot respectively.  The parameter files for the covalently bonded 4′-

phosphopantetheine were generated using Jligand.22 Manually programmed parameter 

restraints were used to create the associated covalent bonds between 4′-phosphopantetheine 

to Ser36 and Cys163 during refinement. 

 

Results and discussion 

 Rationale behind crosslinker choice and the KS stereospecificity for 

chloroacrylate probes. To understand the molecular basis of FabB substrate preference 

toward long chain FAs, we developed a 14-chain length chloroacrylate crosslinker, C14Cl, 
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that we hypothesized would mimic the condensation step between the longest favoured FabB 

substrate, C12, and malonyl-ACP. Probes containing two different configurations, E and Z-

form, respectively, of the acrylate double bond were synthesized and tested (Figure S4.1). 

Only the Z-form shows crosslinking activity on FabB and the same applies to the other two 

tested KSs, FabF and actinorhodin KS (actKS), a type II polyketide synthase.23 Given that 

there are published crosslinked structures of FabB-ACP and FabF-ACP utilizing (E)-C3Cl 

and (E)-C8Cl, respectively, we hypothesize that while Z-form is the preferred configuration, 

the selectivity only happens at longer chain length due to the restrictions in the substrate 

pocket. To test this hypothesis, we performed crosslinking assays using (E)-C8Cl and actKS, 

which has a narrower pocket more likely clash with the acyl substrate. Results from these 

assays showed no crosslinking activity. However, (E)-C3Cl was able to crosslink with our 

entire panel of KSs, indicating that actKS is active towards unsubstituted E-form 

chloroacrylate crosslinkers, generally. As a result, the data suggest stereospecificity of KSs 

toward the Z-form long-chain chloroacrylate crosslinker. After confirming the preferred 

stereochemistry, we loaded ACP with (Z)-C14Cl and performed large-scale crosslinking to 

obtain FabB=C14-ACP for structural analysis. 

 To explore mechanisms governing FabB substrate selectivity, we also obtained a 

crosslinked complex using the C16:1-α-bromo crosslinker, or C16:1Br (Figure S4.1), which 

would mimic the transacylation step of an unfavoured substrate, namely C16:1-ACP. 

Importantly, this substrate is readily accepted by FabF in vitro and in vivo, and its elongation 

to C18:1 is critical for E. coli’s rapid homeoviscous adaptive response to regulate membrane 

fluidity due to changes in environmental temperature.24,25 Previously, we utilized C16:1-
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ACP to investigate the molecular mechanisms governing FabF’s unique capacity to extend 

C16:1 to C18:1.13 A FabB=ACP structure using the same crosslinker could potentially 

inform how FabB discriminates against longer acyl substrates. 

 FabB-ACP trapped in different catalytic states by the crosslinkers. The 

FabB=C14-ACP complex was crystallized and diffracted to a nominal resolution of 1.7-Å. 

The asymmetric unit contains the biologically relevant diprotomer structure (FabB-ACP)2 

and posseses well-defined crosslinker density (Figure 4.1). The active site cysteine, C163, 

is covalently attached to the C3 position of the prosthetic acyl chain, which has the same 

carbon count as the tetrahedral intermediate formed during the condensation half reaction. 

The carbonyl group of the acyl chain coordinates with the two active site catalytic histidine 

residues, and this orientation has been observed in all other KS-ACP crosslink structures 

using the chloroacrylate crosslinkers.10,12,13 Interestingly, the double bond of the acrylate is 

in the same trans configuration as observed in other structures despite the use of E form 

crosslinkers instead. This suggests a stereoselective addition-elimination reaction 

mechanism governed by the active site arrangement during reformation of the double bond. 

Overall, the two protomers of the structure align with an RMSD of 0.872 Å and show no 

obvious structural differences. 

 The FabB=C16:1-ACP complex was crystallized and diffracted to 2.20-Å resolution 

and the asymmetric unit contains the same diprotomer arrangement (Figure 4.1). The 

protomer that contains the chain A monomer of FabB, referred to as protomer A, has the 

acyl chain carbonyl positioned in the oxyanion hole formed by the backbone amides of C163 

and F392. This coordination is essential to the transacylation half reaction.26,27 The other  
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Figure 4.1: FabB trapped in different states by crosslinking with ACP. FabB=C14-ACP, blue 

structure on the left, possesses two identical active sites with the crosslinker solved in alternative 

conformations. One of its active sites is enlarged in the black frame, which depicts a condensation 

half-reaction arrangement. FabB=C16:1-ACP structure (green) on the right has two distinct 

protomers. Protomer A (blue frame) depicts a transacylation half-reaction arrangement while 

protomer B (red frame) features partially solved aliphatic chain and a catalytic incompetent F392 

rotamer, potentially mimicking a substrate release state. The mesh surface depicts the Fo-Fc polder 

omit map calculated by omitting the crosslinker.  
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protomer of the complex, referred to as protomer B, captures a unique active site 

arrangement where the acyl carbonyl does not form polar contacts with any residue, but 

positions itself so that it repels F392 away from the active site, disassembling the oxyanion 

hole. Importantly, F392 is a crucial gating element and its rotamers regulate malonyl 

substrate entry.28–30 Furthermore, it also plays a critical role in the KS gating mechanism 

during substrate delivery and undergoes an ~8 Å residue shift (Cα to Cα) when transitioning 

to the gate-open conformation. Due to the unfavourable substrate conformation, protomer B 

possesses a non-catalytic state (oxyanion hole not present) with an altered F392 gating 

residue position, likely representing a conformation primed for substrate release. An overlay 

of the two protomers with our recently published gate-open FabF=C16:1-ACP (PDB ID: 

7L4E) structure suggests a potential trajectory for gate opening starting from the gate-closed 

protomer A to the disrupted protomer B and finally the gate-open FabF=ACP structure 

(Figure 4.2). The proposed transition features a 90o rotation of the F392 side chain, likely 

driven by the acyl carbonyl flipping out from the oxyanion hole, which places the side chain 

underneath the PPant arm to facilitate the subsequent transition. The loop then undergoes a 

large conformational change to the gate-open form, with G391 and G394 as hinges, creating 

space for the substrate dissociation. During the gate transition, loop 2 undergoes a 

conformational change in concert with loop 1, as observed in FabF. The adjacent loop 2 

residue, V270, abuts F392 and would sterically prohibit a transition to the gate open 

conformation. V270 from protomer B has a notably higher B-factor (135.5) than that of 

protomer A’s V270 (93.1), indicating a less ordered loop 2 potentially primed for transition 

to the open state. 
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Figure 4.2: A potential trajectory for substrate de-sequestration is illustrated by overlaying three 

active sites from two crosslinked KS-ACP structures utilizing the same C16:1Br crosslinker. The 

arrow indicates the transition of the gating residue phenylalanine from protomer A (dark green, gate 

closed) to protomer B (light green), and finally the gate open form (magenta, FabF-ACP structure, 

PDB ID: 7L4E).  
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 Asymmetric pockets of the FabB homodimer suggest negative cooperativity. 

The substrate pocket of FabB extends from the active site cysteine C163 to the homodimer 

interface. At the interface, E200 and Q113’ (The apostrophe denotes residue from the other 

protomer) sit near the bottom of the pocket forming side chain polar contacts that determine 

the size of the binding pocket. However, these residues can also adopt different rotamers 

where the side chains turn away from each other in opposite directions, breaking the 

interaction and resulting in a pocket expansion. This double side chain rotation can be 

classified as a “swinging door enzyme gate” (Gora et al., 2013), and will hereafter be 

referred to as the “E-Q gate”. In the FabB=C14-ACP structure, where a 12-carbon aliphatic 

chain extends into the binding pocket, two sets of alternative conformations were solved for 

both the acyl chains and E-Q gates. The E-Q gates from both pockets can be modelled in the 

open (expanded pocket) or closed (normal pocket) states. The open E-Q gate conformation 

places the Q113’ residue away from the pocket towards the dimer interface and expands the 

size of the binding pocket when compared to the closed state. However, the modelled C12 

substrate conformations are readily accommodated by both E-Q gate conformations (Figure 

4.3A). Interestingly, there is only enough space at the dimer interface to accommodate Q113 

from a single protomer, indicating that the two open E-Q gate conformations cannot coexist. 

 FabB’s asymmetric pocket features are further illustrated in the FabB=C16:1-ACP 

structure, in which protomer A has an expanded pocket and protomer B does not (Figure 

4.3B). In protomer A, the 16-carbon long aliphatic chain penetrates through the open E-Q 

gate with the last four carbons flanked by the side chains of the two gating residues. The 

expanded pocket extends to the α-helix (residue 110’-121’) that contains Q113’. Protomer  
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Figure 4.3: Asymmetric pockets and the E-Q gate. Residues with the same colour belong to the same 

FabB monomer. (a) FabB=C14-ACP possesses two sets (orange frame and no frame) of alternative 

conformations of the acyl chain and the E-Q gate. (b) FabB=C16:1-ACP has an expanded pocket 

(left, protomer A, open E-Q gate) and a normal pocket (right, protomer B, closed E-Q gate).   
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B, on the other hand, has a closed E-Q gate that distorts the oversized C16 chain, which 

prohibited the modelling of more than 13 carbons into the available density. As a result, a 

FabB binding pocket in the E-Q gate-closed conformation cannot comfortably accommodate 

an acyl chain longer than 12 carbons. Importantly, the sterically occluded chain in protomer 

B likely contributes to the distorted active site arrangement noted above. These observations 

suggest the inability to accommodate the acyl substrate results in improper positioning of 

the thioester moiety for catalysis, prohibiting the transfer of unfavourable substrates to the 

KS cysteine residue during the transacylation half-reaction. 

 FabB shows competent activity elongating FAs up to 14 carbons in length and is 

supported by the FabB=C14-ACP structural data as both protomers can accommodate 12 

carbon substrates regardless of the E-Q gate conformation. However, only the expanded 

pocket can readily accommodate acyl substrates beyond 12 carbons in length. These results 

explain the low, but existing, FabB activity towards long-chain acyl substrates in vitro and 

in vivo.9,31 Furthermore, since only one E-Q gate can occupy the open conformation, these 

data suggest a negative cooperativity mechanism toward long-chain acyl substrates, as 

observed in the FabB=C16:1-ACP structure where protomer B “struggles” to accept the 

substrate. Therefore, the observed pocket and E-Q gate mechanism align well with the 

reported activity of FabB. 

 The implication of the side pocket in KS mechanism. In FAS KSs, there is a “side 

pocket’ located adjacent to the catalytic active site and opposite side of the substrate binding 

pocket. The PPant binding tunnel, acyl substrate pocket, and the side pocket form a “τ” shape 

space (Figure S4.2). The side pocket has a surface area of 180-Å2 and a volume of 95-Å3, 
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which is larger than the acyl substrate pocket that has a surface area of 145-Å2 and a volume 

of 58-Å3, as calculated by CASTp.32 Despite its proximity to the active site, the side pocket 

has only been examined in passing in previous studies and has not been assigned a role in 

catalysis. The recently discovered gating loops reveal that the side pocket, which is partially 

formed by loop 1 and loop 2 when in the gate-closed conformation, is required to 

accommodate the loop 1 phenylalanine gating residue in the gate-open conformation (Figure 

S4.3). Introducing bulky residues by site-directed mutagenesis that fill in the available side-

pocket space significantly impair FabF activity by restricting access to the gate-open 

conformation.13  

 Interestingly, the high resolution FabB=C14-ACP structure allows us to 

unambiguously assign 10 water molecules in the side pocket, forming a water network that 

connects loop 1, loop 2, and the PPant moiety (Figure 4.4). In the proximity of the catalytic 

triad, two water molecules, WAT1 and WAT2 (Figure S4.4), form a water network between 

T300, D306, and E309, which are absolutely conserved across 461 FabB sequences. 

Previous work suggests that a nucleophilic water molecule, activated by the catalytic 

histidine residue (H298 in FabB), is required for malonyl-ACP decarboxylation to form the 

enolate ion that subsequently attacks acyl-KS intermediate. In this model, a hydroxide ion 

attacks the malonyl carboxylate moiety to form bicarbonate as the final side product instead 

of CO2.
28,33 The observed water network in the side pocket creates a hydrophilic and water-

rich site next to the reaction chamber. This network might assist the decarboxylation of 

malonyl-ACP by providing a water molecule needed for bicarbonate formation as well as 

accommodating the bicarbonate by-product. Such an observation supports the bicarbonate- 
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Figure 4.4: Ten water molecules in the side pocket form a water network in between highly 

conserved residues and the PPant arm. Cartoon representation is shown for the gating loop 1 (orange) 

and loop 2 (blue). All polar contacts (yellow dashed line) are within 3.2-Å.  
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forming mechanism, as opposed to the mechanism that releases carbon dioxide;34 however, 

the KS decarboxylation mechanism is an ongoing debate and may differ between different 

KS families. More biochemical and structural studies are required to definitively address this 

long-standing question.5 

 

Conclusion 

 Since its discovery,6 E. coli FabB has been studied for more than 50 years with at 

least 17 structures published on Protein Data Bank in various forms (apo, mutants, substrate-

bound, inhibitor-bound, and ACP-crosslinked). Despite the extensive knowledge we have 

regarding this enzyme, some fundamental questions, such as substrate specificity and the 

decarboxylation mechanism, have yet to be fully addressed. In this study, we leveraged our 

understanding of the KS reaction mechanism and applied substrate-functionalized 

mechanism-based crosslinkers to elucidate two FabB=ACP crosslinked complexes in both 

favoured and unfavoured catalytic states. The C14Cl crosslinker captures FabB in on-

pathway state representing the condensation reaction with a favoured substrate, C12, and 

malonyl-ACP, while complex trapped using the C16:1Br crosslinker represents the acylation 

reaction with an unfavoured long-chain acyl-ACP substrate. Analysis of these structures led 

to the identification of an E-Q gate at the back of the substrate binding pocket that enforces 

asymmetry between the two protomers. A 12-carbon substrate can be readily accommodated 

in both pockets. However, the E-Q gate must transition to the open conformation to 

accommodate longer fatty acid substrates to appropriately position the thioester moiety for 

the transacylation reaction. The asymmetric nature of the E-Q gate suggests negative 
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cooperativity of FabB towards long chain substrates, which may explain the reduced activity 

of FabB towards C14 and C16:1, two substrates readily extended by FabF. In addition to 

these mechanistic insights, we have characterized a water-rich side pocket that plays an 

important role in the dual-loop KS gating mechanism and supports the bicarbonate-forming 

decarboxylation mechanism. Results from these studies provide important insights into E. 

coli FAS and broadly inform mechanisms governing KS-mediated catalysis. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Figure S4.1: Crosslinkers used in this study. The top two crosslinkers were used to obtain the two 

FabB-ACP crosslinked structures while the tree E form crosslinkers were used for crosslinking 

activity study. 
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Figure S4.2: PPant binding tunnel, substrate pocket, and the side pocket form a “τ” shape space 

inside FabB. 
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Figure S4.3: Overlay of the open form gating loop 1 (green, PDB ID: 6OKG) with the structure in 

closed form (blue, PDB ID: 7L4L). The side pocket accommodates the open loop. 
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Figure S4.4: The two water molecules, WAT1 and WAT2, respectively, in proximity of the catalytic 

histidine residues. All residues shown are 100 % conserved over 461 FabB sequences aligned. 
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Figure S4.5: Synthesis of chloroacrylamide crosslinking probes. PyBOP= benzotriazol-1-

yloxytripyrrolidinophosphonium hexafluorophosphate; DIPEA=N,N-diisopropylethylamine; 

AcOH=acetic acid. 
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Table S4.1: Table 1 x-ray crystallography data collection and refinement statistics.  

  

Structure (PDB ID) FabB=C14-ACP (7SQI) FabB=C16:1-ACP (7SZ9) 

Wavelength (Å) 1 1 

Resolution range (Å) 36.86 - 1.7 (1.761 - 1.7) 47.9 - 2.2 (2.279 - 2.2) 

Space group P 21 21 21 P 1 21 1 

Unit cell (Å, o) 58.99 112.38 141.64 90 90 90 59.4505 103.58 79.2802 90 108.28 90 

Unique reflections 104222 (10240) 38076 (2494) 

Reflections used in refinement 103901 (10155) 37907 (2488) 

Reflections used for R-free 5103 (466) 1808 (122) 

R-work 0.1608 (0.3039) 0.2084 (0.3117) 

R-free 0.1981 (0.3281) 0.2553 (0.3461) 

Protein residues 965 957 

Solvent 1069 165 

RMS (bonds) 0.008 0.002 

RMS (angles) 0.97 0.47 

Ramachandran favoured (%) 96.33 94.84 

Ramachandran allowed (%) 3.36 4.43 

Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.31 0.74 

Rotamer outliers (%) 0.80 1.46 

Clashscore 3.80 4.84 

Average B-factor 23.68 57.06 
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Supplementary Note S4.1: Synthesis of crosslinking probes 

Chemical reagents were purchased from Acros, Fluka, Sigma-Aldrich, or TCI. 

Deuterated NMR solvents were purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories. All 

reactions were conducted with vigorously dried anhydrous solvents that were obtained by 

passing through a solvent column exposed of activated A2 alumina. All reactions were 

performed under positive pressure of argon in flame-dried glassware sealed with septa and 

stirred with Teflon coated stir bars using an IKAMAG TCT-basic mechanical stirrer (IKA 

GmbH). Analytical Thin Layer Chromatography (TLC) was performed on Silica Gel 60 

F254 precoated glass plates (EM Sciences). Visualization was achieved with UV light and/or 

appropriate stain (I2 on SiO2, KMnO4, bromocresol green, dinitrophenylhydrazine, 

ninhydrin, or ceric ammonium molybdate). Flash column chromatography was carried out 

with Geduran Silica Gel 60 (40–63 mesh) from EM Biosciences. Yield and characterization 

data correspond to isolated, chromatographically, and spectroscopically homogeneous 

materials. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on Varian Mercury 400, Varian Mercury Plus 400, 

or JEOL ECA500 spectrometers. 13C NMR spectra were recorded at 100 MHz on Varian 

Mercury 400 or Varian Mercury Plus 400 spectrometers. Chemical shifts for 1H NMR and 

13C NMR analyses were referenced to the reported values35 using the signal from the residual 

solvent for 1H spectra, or to the 13C signal from the deuterated solvent. Chemical shift δ 

values for the 1H and 13C spectra are reported in parts per millions (ppm) relative to these 

referenced values, and multiplicities are abbreviated as s=singlet, d=doublet, t=triplet, q-

quartet, m=multiplet, b=broad. All 13C NMR spectra were recorded with complete proton 

decoupling. FID files were processed using MestreNova 10.0 (MestreLab Research). 
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Electrospray ionization (ESI) mass spectrometric analyses were preformed using a 

ThermoFinnigan LCQ Deca spectrometer. Spectral data and procedures are provided for all 

new compounds and copies of spectra have been provided. 

2-tetradecynoic acid (S1). In a 50 mL round-bottomed flask, 1-tridecyne (0.12 mL, 

0.52 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) and 5 mL THF were added. The vessel was cooled to 0 °C before the 

slow, dropwise addition of nBuLi (1.6 M in hexanes, 0.40 mL, 0.64 mmol, 1.1 equiv.). The 

reaction was stirred for 2 hours at 0 °C before flushing with carbon dioxide gas. After stirring  

for 3 hours at 0 °C, the reaction was warmed to room temperature (20 °C) and stirred 

overnight for 17 hours. The reaction was quenched with saturated aqueous NH4Cl (10 mL) 

and extracted with ethyl acetate (4x25 mL). The combined organic extracts were dried 

(MgSO4), filtered, and concentrated by rotary evaporation. Purification by silica flash 

chromatography (9:1 hexanes/ethyl acetate → 3:2 hexanes/ethyl acetate + 1% acetic acid) 

afforded carboxylic acid S1 (96.7 mg, 83%, white solid). 

TLC: Rf 0.21 (4:1 hexanes/ethyl acetate + 1% acetic acid). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3): δ10.98 (s, 1H), 2.34 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 1H), 1.81– 1.55 (m, 2H), 1.39 (s, 3H), 1.25 (s, 

14H), 0.87 (t, J = 5.6 Hz, 3H).13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 158.83, 92.92, 72.77, 32.03, 

29.71, 29.53, 29.13, 28.94, 27.51, 22.81, 19.01, 18.88, 18.74, 14.19. 

3-chloro-2-tetradecenoic acid (S2). In a 10 mL pear-shaped flask, 2-tetradecynoic 

acid S1 (126.1 mg, 0.5621 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) and 5 mL DMF were added. The vessel was 

cooled to 0 °C before the addition of SOCl2 (48.9 μL, 0.675 mmol, 1.2 equiv.). After stirring 

for 1 hour at 0 °C, the reaction was warmed to room temperature (20 °C). After 3 hours at 

room temperature, additional SOCl2 was added (20 μL) and stirring was continued overnight. 
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After 15 hours, additional SOCl2 was added (48.9 μL). After 2 hours, the reaction was 

concentrated by rotary evaporation, and the resulting liquid was poured over 12 grams of ice 

and extracted with diethyl ether (4x25 mL). The combined organic extracts were dried 

(MgSO4), filtered, and concentrated by rotary evaporation. Purification by silica flash 

chromatography (9:1 hexanes/diethyl ether → 4:1 hexanes/diethyl ether) afforded (E)-3-

chloro-2-tetradecenoic acid S2a (39.2 mg, yellow solid) and (E)-3-chloro-2-tetradecenoic 

acid S2a (57.2 mg, brown solid) 

 (E)-3-chloro-2-tetradecenoic acid (S2a). TLC: Rf 0.61 (1:1 hexanes/diethyl ether). 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.09 (s, 1H), 2.98 (t, 2H), 1.63 (m, 2H), 1.26 (s, 14H), 0.95 

– 0.80 (t, 3H).13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 170.11, 161.06, 118.44, 36.11, 32.08, 29.78, 

29.62, 29.51, 29.45, 28.90, 27.83, 22.86, 14.27. 

(Z)-3-chloro-2-tetradecenoic acid (S2b). TLC: Rf 0.45 (3:2 hexanes/diethyl ether). 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 6.05 (s, 1H), 2.46 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 1H), 1.63 (m, 2H), 1.26 (s, 

15H), 0.88 (t, 3H).13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 169.52, 154.24, 115.60, 41.74, 32.05, 

29.73, 29.58, 29.47, 29.38, 28.67, 27.35, 22.83, 14.25. 

(4R)-N-(3-((2-((E)-3-chlorotetradec-2-enamido)ethyl)amino)-3-oxopropyl)-2-

(4-methoxyphenyl)-5,5-dimethyl-1,3-dioxane-4-carboxamide (S4a). In a 10 mL pear-

shaped flask, (4R)-N-(3-((2-aminoethyl)amino)-3-oxopropyl)-2-(4-methoxyphenyl)-5,5-

dimethyl-1,3-dioxane-4-carboxamide S3 (57.0 mg, 0.105 mmol, 1.0 equiv.),36 (E)-3-chloro-

2-tetradecenoic acid S2a (39.2 mg, 0.1503 mmol, 1.0 equiv.), and 5 mL CH2Cl2
 were added. 

To the solution was added PyBOP (94.3 mg, 0.181 mmol, 1.7 equiv.) and DIPEA (78.5 μL, 

0.4509 mmol, 3.0 equiv.). After 20 hours, the volatiles were removed by rotary evaporation. 
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Purification by silica flash chromatography (3:1 hexanes/ethyl acetate → 39:1 ethyl 

acetate/methanol) afforded S4a (64.8 mg, 69%, white solid). 

TLC: Rf 0.31 (ethyl acetate). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.41 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 

2H), 7.02 (s, 1H), 6.89 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 3H), 6.75 (s, 1H), 5.97 (s, 1H), 5.44 (s, 1H), 4.06 (s, 

1H), 3.79 (s, 3H), 3.65 (q, J = 11.4 Hz, 2H), 3.50 (m, 2H), 3.31 (s, 3H), 2.97 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 

2H), 2.38 (bs, 2H), 1.58 (bs, 2H), 1.24 (s, 15H), 1.05 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 6H), 0.84 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 

3H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 172.05, 169.96, 164.95, 160.37, 153.67, 130.15, 

127.66, 120.97, 113.83, 101.46, 83.89, 55.42, 39.84, 39.59, 36.36, 35.42, 35.05, 33.17, 32.01, 

29.75, 29.73, 29.65, 29.54, 29.44, 29.05, 27.87, 22.78, 21.94, 19.21, 14.23. 

 (4R)-N-(3-((2-((Z)-3-chlorotetradec-2-enamido)ethyl)amino)-3-oxopropyl)-2-

(4-methoxyphenyl)-5,5-dimethyl-1,3-dioxane-4-carboxamide (S4b). Prepared as 

described for S4a from S336 and S2b to afford S4b (116.3 mg, 85%, white solid). 

TLC: Rf 0.11 (ethyl acetate). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.39 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 7.06 

(t, J = 6.2 Hz, 1H), 6.95 (s, 2H), 6.87 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H), 5.96 (s, 1H), 5.43 (s, 1H), 4.04 (s, 

1H), 3.77 (s, 3H), 3.67 (m, 3H), 3.48 (m, 2H), 3.33 (s, 4H), 3.10 (m, 1H), 2.36 (m, 3H), 1.53 

(s, 2H), 1.37 (q, J = 6.7, 6.1 Hz, 7H), 1.23 (s, 15H), 1.06 (d, J = 10.2 Hz, 6H), 0.83 (t, J = 

6.6 Hz, 3H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 172.19, 169.68, 165.22, 160.25, 144.34, 

130.18, 127.61, 119.50, 113.75, 101.34, 83.84, 78.43, 55.36, 55.28, 43.24, 40.83, 39.53, 

35.99, 35.05, 33.07, 31.93, 29.66, 29.64, 29.53, 29.37, 28.70, 27.28, 22.72, 21.86, 19.15, 

18.56, 17.13, 14.16, 12.61. 
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(R,E)-3-chloro-N-(2-(3-(2,4-dihydroxy-3,3-

dimethylbutanamido)propanamido)ethyl)tetradec-2-enamide ((E)-C14Cl). In a 20 mL 

vial, S4a (64.8 mg, 0.104 mmol, 1.0 equiv.) and 1.0 mL 4:1 AcOH/H2O were added. After 

21 hours, the mixture was concentrated by rotary evaporation, and azeotroped from 

cyclohexane (3x10 mL) and benzene (3x10 mL). Purification by silica flash chromatography 

(ethyl acetate → 85:15 ethyl acetate/methanol) afforded ((E)-C14Cl (38.2 mg, 73%, clear 

oil). 

TLC: Rf 0.31 (9:1 ethyl acetate/methanol). 1H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.54 (t, J = 5.1 

Hz, 1H), 7.30 (s, 1H), 7.17 (s, 1H), 6.03 (s, 1H), 3.98 (s, 1H), 3.68–3.21 (m, 9H), 2.95 (t, 

2H), 2.43 (s, 2H), 1.58 (s, 2H), 1.24 (s, 18H), 0.89 (d, J = 14.4 Hz, 6H), 0.84 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 

3H). 13C-NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 174.38, 172.55, 165.33, 153.90, 120.96, 77.58, 77.16, 

76.74, 70.73, 39.86, 39.49, 39.37, 36.10, 35.50, 32.04, 29.79, 29.76, 29.68, 29.58, 29.47, 

29.12, 27.92, 22.81, 21.34, 20.82, 14.25. 

(R,Z)-3-chloro-N-(2-(3-(2,4-dihydroxy-3,3-

dimethylbutanamido)propanamido)ethyl)tetradec-2-enamide ((Z)-C14Cl). Prepared as 

described for (E)-C14Cl from S4b to afford ((Z)-C14Cl (35.9 mg, 38%, white solid). 

TLC: Rf 0.29 (9:1 ethyl acetate/methanol).  
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1H-NMR of (Z)-C14Cl in CDCl3 
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13C-NMR of (Z)-C14Cl in CDCl3 
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Chapter 5: Probing the Protein-Protein Interactions of a Biotin Synthesis Enzyme, 

BioF, and Acyl Carrier Protein through Sulfur Fluoride Exchange Crosslinker. 

Introduction 

 BioF, or 8-amino-7-oxononanoate synthase (AONS), catalyzes the decarboxylative 

condensation of L-alanine and pimeloyl group via the help of cofactor PLP to synthesize the 

product 8-amino-7-oxononanoate (AON) as an intermediate of biotin biosynthesis.1 AON 

subsequently goes through the catalysis of BioA, BioD, and BioB enzymes to synthesize 

biotin, which is an essential enzyme cofactor also known as vitamin B7.
2 In E. coli, the biotin 

biosynthesis pathway utilizes the endogenous fatty acid biosynthesis (FAB) pathway to 

generate the pimeloyl methyl ester precursor.3 In this stage the pathway utilizes a small, 4-

helical acyl carrier protein (ACP) to shuttle the thioester-tethered substrates to each partner 

enzyme (PE).4 The pimeloyl-ACP methyl ester exits the FAB pathway and is first converted 

to pimeloyl-ACP by BioH before reacting with BioF to unload the ACP-tethered substrate, 

which makes BioF the last enzyme in biotin biosynthesis to accept substrate from the ACP. 

Historically, EcBioF was thought to utilize pimeloyl-CoA as the diacid donor,1 and in fact, 

organism like Bacillus subtilis utilizes a pimeloyl-CoA synthetase, BioW,5,6 to generate 

pimeloyl-CoA as the primary diacid substrate accepted by BsBioF rather than pimeloyl-

ACP.7 A better understanding of BioF’s enzymology can inform us how different organisms 

adapt their systems to produce the same metabolite. 

EcACP is known to sequester the tethered substrate during transportation.8 The 

substrate delivery undergoes a chain-flipping mechanism,9 which describes the process that 

the substrate flips out from the ACP pocket to the PE pocket, and is often triggered by 
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PPIs.10,11 Characterization of the protein-protein interface is most often achieved by solving 

the structure of ACP in complex with PE, and to date, several E. coli PE-ACP complexes 

have been obtained, including FabD,12 FabF,13 FabB,14 FabA,15 and FabZ16 from the FAB 

pathway, and BioH17 from the biotin biosynthesis pathway. BioF is a more difficult enzyme 

to work with as the catalysis involves one cofactor and two substrates, and that the enzyme 

itself does not form direct linkage with ACP during the reaction, making it challenging to 

rationally design any crosslinker. Co-crystallization method had successfully yielded BioH-

ACP structure, but the same approach failed on BioF.7 In this study, we screened a library 

of crosslinkers and identified a warhead for BioF crosslinking, which ultimately led to the 

crystal structure of BioF-ACP complex. Analysis of the structure reveals the protein-protein 

interactions (PPIs) governing substrate specificity that shed light on the enzymology of BioF. 

The crosslinker contains the benzenesulfonyl fluoride (BSF) warhead which is 

commonly used to target serine residue as seen in the inhibitor for serine protease.18 The 

reactivity and mechanism regarding sulfur(VI) fluoride electrophile, being studied as early 

as 1927,19 was revisited in 2014 by Sharpless et al. and was coined the term “Sulfur(VI) 

Fluoride Exchange”, or SuFEx, as a new tool in click chemistry.20 SuFEx is especially useful 

in covalent modification of protein because its electrophilicity is well-balanced to not react 

with nucleophilic amino acid unless there is one or more hydrogen bond donor (HBD) 

nearby.21 This property makes the warhead only reacts with context-specific residues, most 

often exist in the protein active site, and residues like threonine, lysine, tyrosine, cysteine, 

and histidine have also been reported along with serine that got specifically targeted by the 

warhead.22 Our application of SuFEx leads to a successful design of a PE-ACP crosslinker, 
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which is the first of its kind, further expand the utility of SuFEx. The BSF warhead also 

expand our toolbox on crosslinker development, especially with enzymes that catalyze 

complex reaction between multiple substrates. 

  

Results 

Crosslinker panel identified warhead for BioF-ACP crosslinking. The PLP-

dependent BioF catalyzes decarboxylative condensation of pimeloyl-ACP and L-alanine to 

produce AON, holo-ACP, and carbon dioxide. The mechanism begins with BioF forming an 

internal aldimine with the PLP via the active site residue K236 and then the aldimine reacts 

with L-alanine to form an external aldimine that subsequently condenses with the pimeloyl 

group from pimeloyl-ACP (Figure S5.3A). Designing a mechanism-based crosslinking 

probes often relies on mimicking the reaction intermediate that covalently links PE with 

ACP.23,24 Since BioF does not form covalent linkage with ACP during the catalysis, it is 

challenging to create a crosslinking probe by rational design. We thus turned our strategy 

into screening electrophilic warheads that may potentially react with BioF’s active site 

residues. We performed the one-pot chemoenzymatic reaction25 utilizing twelve PPant-

containing crosslinking probes with five unique warheads to generate a panel of crypto-

ACPs (Figure 5.1). These probes were used in previous studies with warheads targeting the 

active site of acyltransferase (Probe 1, 10, and 11)12,26 and ketosynthase (Probe 1-9).13,14,27,28 

An E. coi KS, FabF, was used as a positive control to test the panel. All of the crypto-ACPs 

crosslinked, in which probe 1-9 that were utilized to study KS gave the highest yields (Figure 

5.2, left). BioF was then subjected to the panel and only probe 10 shows obvious crosslinking 
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band (Figure 5.2, right). Probe 10 contains the warhead benzenesulfonyl fluoride (BSF) that 

has been used to target acyltransferase26 and serine protease.18 As a result, the panel 

successfully determined a potential warhead for crosslinking BioF and ACP. We also 

synthesized a shorter and a longer version of probe 10, 10S and 10L, respectively (Figure 

5.1), for crosslinking optimization. 

 One-pot and crosslinking optimization for the unstable BSF crosslinker. A 

typical PE-ACP crosslinking workflow involves crypto-ACP purification after one-pot 

reaction in order to eliminate residual small molecule crosslinker that might react with the 

PE. However, the BSF warhead is prone to hydrolysis and would lose activity within several 

hours in aqueous solution under room temperature. As a result, following a standard 

crosslinking procedure often led to a poor yield. To minimize the time of probe exposure in 

aqueous solution, we tested out a seamless procedure that skips the purification or desalting 

step after the one-pot reaction. Since one-pot reaction goes to completion under 6 hours, we 

set up four batches with probe 10S to add in BioF for crosslinking at four different time 

points (0, 2-hour, 4-hour, and 6-hour one pot reaction time, respectively). Interestingly, the 

crosslink reaction almost reached to completion for the 2-hour and 4-hour time point trials 

(Figure S5.1). Given that a 2-hour one-pot reaction only converts half of the apo-ACP into 

10S-ACP, which means that there is more free probe than the 10S-ACP in the solution, the 

high crosslinking yield implies that 10S-ACP is more readily accepted by BioF than the free 

probe. This also suggests that the crosslinking reaction is mediated by ACP, potentially 

through a substrate delivery mechanism. 
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Figure 5.1: Crosslinking probes used in this study. Probe 1-12 were used in the crosslinker panel. 

Only 10 crosslinked BioF with ACP (Figure 5.2) and thus was subjected to linker length optimization. 

A longer (10L) and a shorter (10S) version of 10 were synthesized and tested through crosslinking 

reaction. The crosslinker 10L ultimately yields the crystal structure of BioF=ACP. 
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Figure 5.2: PE-ACP crosslink test using the crosslinker panel (Figure 5.1). twelve FPLC-pure 

crypto-ACPs were incubated with FabF (left gel) and BioF (right gel). While FabF reacts with all of 

the crosslinkers, BioF only reacts with 10. (NC = negative control) 
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 Different form of crosslinked complexes can be separated by an anion exchange 

column. A large scale of BioF and 10S-ACP crosslinking was performed under the 

optimized protocol, which is adding in BioF after 2.5-hour of one-pot reaction. The resulting 

conversion rate is approximately 50%. Since BioF exists as a homodimer, it has two active 

sites that can theoretically crosslink with two ACPs at the same time. We term the complex 

as “single crosslinked” or “double crosslinked” for a BioF dimer crosslinks with one or two 

ACPs, respectively. A 50% crosslinking yield could mean that the product is a mixture of 

single crosslinked, double crosslinked, and non-crosslinked BioF. A BioF dimer has a 

molecular weight of ~83 kDa while ACP is only ~9 kDa, so the size difference between the 

single crosslinked (~92 kDa) and the double crosslinked (~101 kDa) complexes is too small 

to be separated by a size exclusion column. However, we notice that there is a notable 

isoelectric point (pI) difference between BioF (pI = 6.64) and ACP (pI = 3.98) that may 

provide the handle for separation. We subjected the product mixture to an anion exchange 

column (HiTrap Q SepharoseTM HP from Cytiva) that distinguishes substances through their 

surface charge. With a linear gradient of NaCl concentration from 0 to 1.0 M, the BioF dimer 

eluted at 0.11 M, the single crosslinked complex eluted at 0.22 M, and the double crosslinked 

complex eluted at 0.30 M of NaCl concentration (Figure S5.2). There were no continuous 

fractions bridging the different elution regions indicating that the different crosslinked form 

is separated cleanly by the anion exchange column. 

 Linker length optimization. There are three candidates in the BSF crosslinker 

library, 10S, 10, and 10L, respectively, in an ascending order of the linker chain length. 

Large scale crosslinking reaction with the three crosslinkers show no noticeable difference 
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on the yield, which is approximately 50%. We then analyzed the mechanism of BioF 

catalysis (Figure S5.3A) and found a tetrahedral intermediate that was formed by the 

condensation of the external aldimine with pimeloyl-ACP. This intermediate connects the 

active site bound PLP with ACP and can serve as a reference for optimizing crosslinker 

chain length. The linear alignment of the tetrahedral intermediate with the three crosslinkers 

shows that probe 10L has the closest chain length (Figure S5.3B). Therefore, we chose 10L 

as the crosslinker to proceed to obtain crystal structure.  

 Crystal structure of BioF-ACP crosslinked complex. The BioF=10L-ACP 

complex (where the ‘=’ sign denotes the crosslinking bond) was crystallized and diffracted 

to a nominal resolution of 2.3-Å. The asymmetric unit (ASU) contains a monomer of BioF 

bound with an ACP, indicating that the complex is a diprotomer and thus is double 

crosslinked (Figure 5.3). This is called into question because the batch used for 

crystallography was from pure single crosslinked complex fractions. We performed an 

occupancy test on ACP to confirm if the ratio of BioF monomer to ACP is 1-to-1 in the 

crystal structure. In detail, the initial occupancy of ACP was set to be 0, 0.5, or 1.0, and the 

coordination was subjected to a few rounds of refinement without fixing the occupancy value. 

The result indicates that ACP occupancy is around 1.0, and so the crystal structure is indeed 

a double crosslinked complex. The reason of the change is unknown. One possible 

explanation is that the crosslinked protomer dissociates with BioF monomer and associates 

with another protomer during crystal packing. 
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Figure 5.3: Top view and side view of the structure of BioF=ACP complex. The asymmetric unit 

(ASU) contains one BioF monomer (blue) and one ACP (green), and two ASUs are shown here to 

illustrate a double crosslinked complex.   
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 BioF=10L-ACP structure aligns to the apo-BioF structure (PDB ID: 1BS0)1 with an 

RMSD of 1.50 Å. The main difference occurs at region between residue 14 and 21, which 

locates at the C-terminal end of the first α-helix and the loop right after it. This conformation 

is unique to apo-BioF, as the holo-BioF (PLP-BioF, PDB ID: 1DJE) and the substrate bound 

BioF (AON-BioF, PDB ID: 1DJ9) structures has the same regional conformation with our 

crosslinked structure.29 Indeed, a smaller RMSD value (1.05 Å) is observed from the 

alignment of BioF=10L-ACP and PLP-BioF. Another structural feature of BioF is a 

conformational transition at the C-terminal domain (between residue 320 and 361) likely 

triggered by the bound substrate, which was discovered in the structure of AON-BioF.29 This 

domain forms a cover on the cleft that contains the active site at the bottom (Figure S5.4). 

When a substrate intermediate is in the cleft, the carboxylate of AON forms polar contacts 

with T352 that sits at the tip of the cover, and this contact is only made possible after the 

conformational transition. This transition is not observed in the BioF=10L-ACP structure 

likely because the crosslinker lacks the key element that the substrate has, such as the 

decarboxylate, to trigger the transition.  

 Determination of the crosslinking site. The linear distance of ACP S36 to the Nζ 

of the active site K236 of BioF is 24.5-Å, a length that is within the reach of the crosslinker. 

However, the electron density is not sufficient to model in the crosslinker unambiguously, 

especially for the PPant moiety. The BSF warhead had been reported to crosslink with 

cysteine, tyrosine, lysine, serine, threonine, and histidine,22 and the BioF active site chamber 

contains quite a few of them (Y49, H133, S135, S179, H207, T233, K236, and Y264’, which 

the apostrophe denotes residue from the other monomer). The scarce electron density points 
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to S135 as the crosslinking site. A study on using benzene-1,2-disulfonyl fluoride as human 

neutrophil elastase inhibitor demonstrates that the BSF warhead crosslinked with a serine 

residue under the assist of a nearby histidine as a hydrogen bond donor (HBD).30 This is 

reminiscent of the BioF S135 which the nearby H133 could play similar role (Figure S5.5). 

To investigate the crosslinking site, we performed site-directed mutagenesis31 to obtain 

S135A and H133A mutants. A crosslinking assay was set up with the mutants and the wild-

type (WT) BioF, and four time points (0, 1 h, 3 h, 16 h) were taken to be analyzed by gels. 

Both S135A and H133A reached about 30% crosslinking yield as that of the WT after 16 

hours of incubation. In comparison, H207A mutant is as efficient as the WT while S179A 

mutant reached 72% crosslinking yield comparing to that of WT (Figure 5.4). This result 

suggests that S135 and H133 do work coordinately in the crosslinking reaction similar to the 

case reported in elastase.30 However, the existing crosslinking yield also suggests that 

multiple crosslinking sites may exist, for example, the S179 residue. Interestingly, an active 

site residue N47 that serves as a HBD during decarboxylation (Figure S5.3A) also shows a 

decrease in crosslinking yield (59% of WT) when mutated to an alanine. Given that BSF 

warhead requires ambient HBD to react with an amino acid, this result implies that the 

adjacent Y49 might also be a crosslink target. 

 PPIs and the protein interface. The PPIs mainly occur between the helix 2 of ACP 

and the β6 of BioF (Figure 5.5). It is typical for ACP to have its helix 2 anchored on the PE 

interface when bound, which could be observed in other type II synthases.10,11,14,15,17,27 R149 

of BioF also form a salt bridge with E56 from the helix 3 of ACP. PPIs involving the dynamic 

helix 3 have been proposed to facilitate substrate delivery. In the case of an E. coli KS, FabF, 
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the R206 residue interacts with helix 3 and mutating the arginine to an alanine only affects 

the kcat of FabF but not the KM, implying that R206 plays more of a role in catalysis than 

ACP binding.10 The (BioF)R149-E56(ACP) interaction may serves a similar role. Notably, 

R160 from the α6 of BioF could also plays a role in PPIs (Figure 5.5). 

 BioF from Bacillus subtilis (BsBioF) utilizes pimeloyl-CoA, rather than pimeloyl-

ACP, as the substrate while E. coli BioF can accept both.7 Sequence alignment of the two 

BioF reveals that BsBioF lacks the basic residues to interact with ACP. The two core 

interacting residues, R148 and R149, identified from the crosslinked structure are both 

replaced by valine in BsBioF. R130 and R160 are also replaced by a glutamine and an 

asparagine, respectively. An in silico docking has been conducted by Manandhar et al. and 

they proposed a luminal surface of EcBioF as the ACP binding site.7 In addition to R130, 

R148, and R149, their docking result also suggests K6 and R14 from α1 participating in PPIs. 

However, the ACP binding site they suggest is not the same as what is presented in the 

crosslinked structure. In the structure, K6 and R14 are both more than 11-Å away from the 

closest ACP residue. Their data also does not include R160, which could be observed in the 

structure as well. 

 To further investigate the PPIs, we performed alanine-scan on the arginine residues 

to obtain R148A, R149A, and R160A mutants. Since ACP facilitates the crosslinking 

reaction through PPIs, and also that the crosslinker is as long as the native substrate to allow 

native ACP binding events, we hypothesize that the crosslinking efficiency would reflect the 

binding activity of BioF and ACP. We thus ran a crosslinking assay with these interface 

mutants to test their influence on PPIs. All of the mutants experienced a great reduction in  
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Figure 5.4: Crosslinking assay of the active site residues and interface residues mutants. H207, S179, 

N47, S135, and H133 are residues found in the active site chambers while R160, R148, and R149 

are interface residues. 
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Figure 5.5: BioF-ACP interface and PPIs. The main interactions happen between β6 of BioF (blue) 

and the C-terminal of ACP (green) helix 2. The R149 interaction with helix 3 E56 can be important 

for substrate delivery.  
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crosslinking activity, especially R148A and R149A, which were only 12% and 8%, 

respectively, in crosslinking yield compared to that of WT after 16 hours of incubation, and 

for R160A it was 48% (Figure 5.4, S5.5). As a result, the assay suggests that all three arginine 

residues participate in PPIs, and the identified protein-protein interface in the crystal 

structure is real, rather than a result of crystal packing.  

 

Conclusion 

 Utilizing protein crosslinking to investigate PPIs, and in general, the enzymology of 

ACP-dependent synthases has achieved much success in recent years. In this study, we 

expand the crosslinker pool by utilizing a SuFEx warhead that targets context-specific 

residue(s) in BioF. A new working procedure of one-pot and crosslinking was also 

introduced to fit the restriction of the crosslinker. The resulting BioF-ACP complex reveals 

a protein-protein interface that is not predicted by in silico docking. The subsequent 

mutagenesis study confirms two interface residues, R148 and R149, playing a key role in 

PPIs. This study would inform future PPIs investigation on enzymes that catalyze complex 

reaction. 
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Supplementary Information 

 

Figure S5.1: workflow optimization for the BSF crosslinker. Four batches of one-pot reaction (color-

coded) were set up and BioF was added at certain time point (0, 2 h, 4 h, and 6 h, respectively, for 

the four batches) to initiate crosslinking reaction. The reactions were then monitored by gel to track 

the crosslinking yield.   
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Figure S5.2: Anion exchange column can separate different form of BioF=ACP complex. The 

chromatogram of a FPLC purification using an anion exchange column is shown. Eluted fractions 

that contain protein were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and the result is shown on the top. Fraction 19-24 

contains single crosslinked complexes (1 protomer + 1 monomer) while fraction 28-30 contains 

double crosslinked complexes (2 protomers).   
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Figure S5.3: Mechanism of BioF catalysis and crosslinker design. (A) proposed reaction mechanism 

catalyzed by BioF.29 (B) molecule on the top is an intermediate formed before the release of holo-

ACP, and the three crosslinker candidates are listed underneath. The bars with number indicate the 

linear atom count from the PPant amide to the aromatic group. 10L has the closest chain length to 

the intermediate. 
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Figure S5.4: The cleft that contains active site and a cover formed by a C-terminal loop. The 

crosslinker extends from the S36 of ACP (green) to the active site. The key residue (T352) that 

interacts with the diacid substrate is shown. 
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Figure S5.5: Potential crosslinking site in the active site chamber. Alanine mutants of these residues 

were tested with the crosslinking assay. S135A and H133A have significant reduction in crosslinking 

yield, which tiny crosslinking bands could only be observed after 16 h of incubation. 
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Figure S5.6: Mutagenesis study on interface residues. Alanine mutants of interface arginine residues 

were tested by crosslinking assay. R148A and R149A almost completely shut down crosslinking 

reaction.  
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